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INTRODUCTION

THE purpose of this book is to present, in a clear and useful manner, a view of

present-day drafting room practice, as exemjilified by the methods employed in

the offices of some of the best architects. The entire work of the drafting room
is included within the scope of this book, not merely the actual making of draw-

ings, but the handling of projects from the time they come into the office until they are
completed.

It is assumed that the architect's or designer's first little pencil sketch embodying
the parti belongs to drafting room work quite as much as does any working drawing
and that the governing conditions, without a knowledge of which it is impossible to

make any drawing of a proposed building, are also within the field of the drafting
room.

The progress of the work is followed from the study of the program through the

making of sketch studies, the preliminary drawings and the presentation drawings,
then through the study of the design by the use of models and perspective drawings,
to and through the making of the working drawings, including drawings for the

various trades, equipment drawings, shop drawings, scale details and full sizes.

The subject is presented by the reproduction of drawings selected from the actual

work of a number of the best drafting rooms with only so much text matter as seems
to be indispensable. The story is told by the drawings.

The viewpoint taken here is that a building should be a thoroughly practical and
aesthetically good expression of the requirements of the program in terms of present-

day construction, utilizing all that is applicable in the architectural traditions. Most
buildings nowadays are of so highly special a character, in their purpose, equipment
and construction, that an acquaintance with the practical requirements of different

kinds of buildings is more important than ever before. Our buildings have as much
the nature of highly specialized machines as they have of architectural character. For
this reason a chapter of this book is devoted to placing emphasis upon the requirements
for buildings intended for different uses.

An attempt has been made here to show the whole picture—to indicate the prac-

tical requirements and the ways of meeting them, ways of working out the design in

the drafting room and ways of expressing the design in drawings so that it may be
built in accordance with the architect's intention, also ways of making the drawings that

save labor in the drafting room and facilitate the work in the field.

The aim in ]ireparing this book has been to assemble in convenient form such

material as the reader might obtain if he were to visit a large number of the best archi-

tectural offices, have access to the files of drawings and talk with the architects and
members of their staffs about the ways in which they design buildings, and make their

presentation drawings and working drawings.

Eugene Cltte.

New York, 1928.
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CHAPTER I

PROCEDURE

T
HE first step in draftinc; room work is

Qecessarilj the making of the program em-
bodying the requirements for the building

that is to be designed. This program may con-

sist either of a few memoranda written hastily

in pencil, or it may be carefully prepared in an
orderly manner and typewritten. The main
thing is to have it include all of the necessary

information. This means making a careful in-

quiry into the owner's requirements, the nature

of the proposed building, its uses and its mate-

rials, and the character of the site. All of this

information is to be obtainetl through interviews

with the owner or his representatives, and through

examining or having a proper survey made of the

site. The more thorough this study is, the better

start the drafting room has, for there is less like-

lihood of necessity for revisions or serious changes

after the sketches or drawings have been made.

If the program is not thoroughly made, it often

happens that some important consideration that

has been overlooked necessitates the making of

changes that injure the appearance of the build-

ing or that call for complete restudy of the design.

It is much better to start right.

After the program is made, it needs to be

studied until the architect or the designer has

the important conditions all in mind. Then the

thing begins to take form, an idea for the design

grows out of the requirements set forth in the

program. This idea then finds its first expression

in rough sketch studies, made with a soft pencil

on thin paper, usually. Sometimes the sketch

studies are made on the first available scrap of

paper, an old envelope, for instance. They should

be free, spontaneous drawings, blocking out the

idea. Thought should not be given to the mere

act of drawing, but a skilled architect will always

produce a well-drawn sketch study, nevertheless

—

not good in finish or evidences of care, but good in

that it embodies the idea clearly and correctly

and that even the rough-and-ready indication has

the look of having come from a master hand.

The important thing is to "keep the idea fiuid at

this stage" if we may employ a favorite expres-

sion of one of the ablest architects of our day.

Usually several ideas are sketched out iu this

way and one of them is selected as the parti for

the design of the building.

Then comes the making of prdiiniiwiry draw-

ings, plans and elevations and, perhaps, a per-

spective drawing to show the owner how the

proposed building will look. Preliminary S])ecifi-

eations may be made at this time for use in

connection with the preliminary drawings in ob-

taining an estimate of the approximate cost of

the building.

After the ]n-eliminary drawings have been
studied thoroughly in consultation with the owner
or his representatives and all changes that have

been decided upon have been noted, the making
of the working drawings and specifications can

be begun upon the owner's word to go ahead.

If the study has been thorough u]) to this

point, this work can proceed rapidly and surely.

The plans, elevations and details needed for the

builder's estimate and the signing of the contract

constitute the working drawings of the "contract

set" with whatever additional scale details and
full size details may lie needed after the signing

of the contract, as a guide to the contractor in

carrying out the work.

The working drawings should above all else be

clear and complete in the information they con-

tain, and they should be free from everything that

tends to confuse. All information that will be

needed should be there, but nothing else. The
presentation should be so clear and orderly that

no waste of time will occur in working from the

drawings. This applies mure particularly to

sheets of scale details on which unrelated parts of

interest to different trades are not infrequently

assembled to the confusion and irritation of the

worknien.

As a rule, things that belong together should

be shown together and information for each trade

should be kept together so far as possible. In the

chapter of this book on working drawings, this

whole matter is gone into in detail, as are the pre-

liminary stages in the chapters that immediately

precede it.

In the case of small and comparatively simple

buildings, the information for all or most of the

trades can be given on a single ]ilan of each fioor,

but many present-day buildings arc so complex

that to attem])f this would pnxhu-c cdii fusion to

an impossible degree. To obviate this dittieulty,

it is often desirable to make, not (inly a general

floor ]iliin but a special plan ol' eaeli llour tor each

of several trades, for instance, steel, heating and

ventilating, ]ilnmbing and electrical wiring.

ill addiiiiiii, it has been found necessary in

some cases tci make further drawings of some

parts during the progress of the work to show the
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correlation of the various trades. This is done

by bringing the men of various trades together at

the building, and letting them work the thing out

to a final sohition in order that plumbing pipes,

vents, ducts, electric conduits, etc. may pass each

other in crossing or may be acconmiodated in

passages. In the case of a tunnel connecting-

parts of the Medical Center in ISTew Yoi-k, strings

of different colors, for the different trades, were

stretched to follow the lines to be taken b_y the

pipes, ducts, etc. The position of these strings

was measured and conveyed to drawings on the

job and these drawings were then sent to the

drafting room to be put into form of a single

diagram.

The preparation of the specifications should be

started with the making of the working drawings

and carried on at the same time in order that the

indication on the drawings may agree with the

specifications. The specification writer and the

man in charge of the drafting should collaborate

throughout the work.

All information and instructions affecting the

drawings and specifications should be written,

and copies supplied to the man in charge of the

drawings, and to the specification writer and to

the structural and mechanical engineers when
this information has any bearing upon their work.

In this way, all are informed at the same time,

confusion and loss of time are avoided, and the

possibility of discrepancies between the drawings

and the specifications is reduced to a minimum.
Throughout, the administration of the work

should be so conducted that the ]~n'0]3ei' informa-

tion is supplied to the men in the drafting room
and to all others collaborating with them and that

the architectural, structural and mechanical re-

quirements are so coordinated and adjusted to

each other that there may be no conflict and no
need later for alterations either in the drafting

room or on the job.

This calls for organization in the drafting

room, a subject upon which much has been pub-

lished in the form of articles and letters. The
essentials in this respect are generally well un-

derstood and the form of organization best suited

to the individual office is best determined in ac-

cordance with the conditions existing there, since

the required organization may consist of design-

ers, job captains and draftsmen, etc., of chiefs

and their staff's, or ma.y be confined to the archi-

tect and a few draftsmen. The main thing is to

arrange matters so that res]:)onsibility may be

placed upon someone for each part of the work
and that all work together. In a small organiza-

tion, one man, often the architect himself, as-

sumes the duties that would devolve upon two or

three men in a large organization. Lack of sys-

tem is wasteful of time and money and produces

confusion that prevents the application of the

best efforts of the members of the staff' to their

work. On the other hand too much system is

deadening in its effect and burdensome. The re-

quirements of each office in this respect must
determine the form of organization, but there

should be an organization and it should work.
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CHAPTER II

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

WHETHER the proposed luiildiug is a

home for a man of modest income or a

great office buikling, apartment honsi'

or theatre, the financial considerations are always

prominent among the factors that control the de-

sign. If proper regard is not shown for these

considerations at the outset, they will arise later

and cause serious trouble for the architect. It is

much better to face this aspect of the matter in

the beginning.

If the project cannot be financed, it does not

go ahead, of course. If the design has to be re-

vised extensively or restudied before the financing

can be completed, that means trouble and delay.

If the building is constructed without ])roper re-

gard for the financial considerations, it will be a

source of loss and disappointment to the owner,

and this will react unfavorably upon th(^ architect.

From the financial standpoint, buildings fall

into two classes, those intended to earn a profit

upon the investment, such as apartment houses,

theatres, etc., and those that are not intended to

earn a profit, such as residences, public buildings,

etc. The latter render service merely.

The proper financing of buildings of the profit-

earning class is, naturally, of the highest impor-

tance. It does not do to assume tliat the client

knows what he is about when he comes in and

says that he wants plans for an apartment house

or an office building, for instance, with certain

accommodations, to be built on a certain site. The
kind of building he i)roposes may be wrong for

that location or it may have inherent faults from
the standpoint of earning capacity. In such a

case, the architect may work along until the proj-

ect is submitted to the people who are expected

to do the financing and then, there is a sudden

halt.

Many architects now go into this side of the

matter thoroughly before they think of anything

else, calling into consultation men who are ac-

([uainted with the financial side of the problem

and making reasonably sure that the ])rojeet can

be financed either in the form proposed by the

client or with certain modifications.

Instead of going along luitil they run up
against the financial man they get into contact

with him first and design the building to meet

his requirements, then there is no delay and no

failure to go through with the jiroject. The or-

ganizations or firms that finance building opera-

tions have, in most instances, competent men

with whom th(» architect can consult to the ad-

vantage of everyone concerned.

In the case of a proposed apartment house, for

instance, consultation with men who know tliat

particular field may reveal to the architect the

fact that his client is wrong in planning for tw'->

and three room apartments in a location where
apartments of seven or eight rooms are the only

kind that will rent well. The project must be

made to conform to these conditions or the pro-

posed building must be built in a different loca-

tion that is suited to its type. Otherwise it is

better to abandon the idea before any more time

is spent upon it.

Buildings that are not well planned or that are

not suited to the location are not only unprofit-

able to the owners but are harmfid to vahu'S in

the neighborhood, usually. Many people besides

the owner and the architect are concerned. The
owners of property in the neighborhood will be

affected, the people who finance the project must
protect themselves and their investors and the

city as a whole is affected by the character of the

develo]5inent of any section. As a result, there

are many sources of information and assistance

to which the architect may turn, boards of trade,

associations of real estate men and of building

managers, men connected witli institutions or

firms that make mortgage loans and men who
finance building operations by floating bond is-

sues. All of these people know a great deal about

the financial side, and the more closety the archi-

tect is in contact with them, the better. Of course,

all of these people have their own interests to

protect or to advance, a fact that luis to be kept

in mind. i^Tevertheless, the}' do know about these

matters and their interests are often served by

assisting the architect and his clients.

The necessity for financing the building should

be kept in mind in the actual drafting room work,

the preliminary drawings and preliminary s]>eci-

fications prepared for the client's use in making

his ap]ilication for the money should be in such

form and should contain such infornuition that he

will have the liest possible chance to secure the

full amount of money required.

Very often, the architect handicaps his client,

unintentionally, through his failure to supjdy

suitable drawings and specifications for jn'esenta-

tion to those from whom the client is seeking to

secure tiu> money n(>eded to go aliead with tlie

oju'ration. If tlie infornuition sujiplied is not
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full enough, if the things they need to know are

not conveyed to them, the people to whom the

financing is referred must secure this information

through asking questions. That places a burden
on them and is unfavorable to the client. If they

do not secure the necessary information, they

either refuse to finance the project or they allow

the ovsTier less money than if the information

were complete.

Often the architect supplies his client with

drawings that convey a fair idea of the design

character of the building, but do not give the

heights of stories, sizes of rooms, etc. Often there

is nothing to indicate whether buildings on neigh-

boring property will cut down the light received

by the windows. The loan man is left to guess,

and in that case he must find out or refuse the

loan. There are many other points that must be

covered, varying with each special case, but if

the architect will think of the matter from the

standpoint of the man who is being asked to sup-

ply the money for the operation, he will make a

better set of drawings for the purpose than is

usually prepared.

The design character of the building may be.

and often is, a matter in which the architect is

very much interested, but it is of secondary im-

portance to the financial man. So long as he can
see that the building will be of suitable appear-

ance for its purpose and location he is satisfied,

but the practical matters affecting the potential

earning power of the building are of prime im-

portance in his estimation. Materials concern

him, too; he wants the maximum of durability and
good appearance for the money expended and is

likely to look with disfavor upon novel materials,

textxires and effects that may prove costly and
impractical.

In the case of buildings that are not intended

to earn a profit the financial considerations take

the form of limitations within which the archi-

tect must work. It is well knowTi that usually

much more is wanted than can be provided for

the sum to be expended. If this difficulty is not

cleared up in the first conferences between the

architect and his client it results in revisions, the

restudying of the design, in sacrifices and com-
promises that are vexatious and that finally pro-

duce a building that is not entirely satisfactory

to anyone concerned.



CHAPTER III

PRACTICAL REQUIREMENTS

SINCE all buildings are made for some pnr-

pose and must be so designed as to serve

and express that purpose, the practical re-

cpiirenients of buildings constitute the chief

controlling factor in their design. In earlier

times, temples, palaces and theatres about covered

the range of important buildings, with the archi-

tecture of the public square with its triumphal

arches, columns, etc., all of a monumental char-

acter. Later there were added villas, cathedrals,

chateaux; then came hospitals, colleges, factories

and the whole long list of highly specialized

buildings that we ueed today in our more complex
life.

The practical requiri-ments of modern build-

ings have to be met in a satisfactory manner in

the drafting I'oom and in order that they may be

met they must be understood. Acquaintance with

the latest practice in meeting these requirements

is essential, and a mass of detailed information

must be at hand.

If the building- is to be a railroad station, it

must be designed so that people entering may
purchase tickets and reach their trains along a

direct line of travel, without doubling or crossing

lines of circulation. The architectural treatment

should be such as to announce the important

features such as the entrance to the trains, ticket

windows, etc., clearly and unmistakably, in order

that there may be no confusion. This, in itself,

serves as a basis for effective composition.

If the building is a church or a synagogue it

needs to meet the requirements of the particular

type of services which are to be conducted within

its walls, whether ritualistic or nonritualistic.

In the case of school buildings, the design must
be based upon the requirements of the educational

methods to be employed in that particular school.

If the classes are to march from the classroom of

one teacher to that of another, as is the case under

what is known as the "platoon system," the build-

ing must be designed quite differently than if

each class is to remain in its own classroom to

receive instruction from one teacher. In the for-

mer case, there must be provision for the storing

of coats, etc., in lockers usually placed along the

corridors, since two classes use each classroom

and there are other essential differences.

The requirements for hospital buildings differ

widely, according to the size and special purjiose

of the hospital. The modern tendency is to make
each hospital fit the needs of its particular loca-

tion, and this is making hospital designing much
less a matter of routine than it was a few'year^
ago. As a part of this tendency in hospital work,
we find a disposition to build thoroughly equipped
specialized hospitals. The older ])ractice of diipli-

cating effort by maintaining special departments,
such as a deijartment of neurology, in several

general hospitals in the same city is being dis-

couraged. We have also to take into account the

tendency to combine specialized luiits into great

central organizations, of which the new Columbia-
Presbyterian Medical Center in New York is an
outstanding example. Many hospitals are licing

designed to meet the requirements of industrial

communities where an important feature of their

work is to combat diseases peculiar to the char-

acter of the employment. All of this makes hos-

pital designing extremely interesting, but it calls

for thorough co-operation on the part of the

drafting room with the members of the hos]-)ital

board and with authorities on hospital admin-
istration, intelligent collaboraticm.

Industrial plants, in general, need to be de-

signed so that there is a direct line of travel from
the time the raw material enters the plant until

the finished product is delivered for shipment.

Silk mills require weaving sheds, usually with
the "saw-tooth" type of roof which provides a

series of skylights facing the north, while i>lant3

for the manufacture of toothpaste, etc., require

laboratories, and other industries call for machine
shops and foundries; all widely varied in tlicur

requirements.

Farming and the proiluctiou of milk for rlie

market have assumed the proportions of great

industries, and farm buildings have become in-

dustrial plants of a special character. A m<idern

dairy farm has cow barns that show a careful,

scientific study of the problem of housing the cows
in such a way as to produce the maximum yield

of milk, and to handle it in a cleanly manner.
Special equipment has been developed for these

barns around which the whole plant is built. For
instance, the rows of stalls, with their stanchions

and the gutter at the back of the platform, with

feeding alley and litter alley, is the key to the

plan of the modern dairy bani. The proper ar-

rangement of these features must be understood

in any drafting room where such barns are be-

ing designed. The same principles are aiijdied

to the designing of barns on smaller farms or

private estates.
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Departnieut store design has changed radically

in recent years. The controlling factor in the

design of such a store some years ago was the

necessity for securing daylight throughout the

building. This brought about the use of a great

light-well or enclosed court in the center of the

building with galleries all around. This well or

court took much space which might otherwise

have been used for the display of merchandise

and it constituted a serious fire hazard. With
the present means of electric lighting, daylight

is no longer needed, in fact, the merchandise ap-

pears to better advantage under the artificial

light. The biggest factor in present-day depart-

ment store planning is the system for the

handling of merchandise. The department store

is really a vast machine consisting of chutes, etc.,

through which the merchandise is sent from the

various departments to be delivered ti:i tlie ]iur-

chaser. The facilities for receiving and distribut-

ing goods to the departments are also highly

important. Another factor of prime importance

is the handling of crowds of customers by means
of well planned aisles, batteries of elevators or

systems of escalators. The department store may
well be regarded as a machine for the circulation

of merchandise and people.

Public libraries, large and small residences,

public places, and all of the other types of build-

ings have just as dctinite practical requirements

as those already mentioned. To treat this sub-

ject with any degree of fullness would require a

.separate volume. All that it is possible to do in a

single chapter of this book is to indicate in a

general way, the nature of these requirements

and their importance as a factor in drafting room
work. Their thorough study calls for the consul-

tation of special reference works.
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CHAPTER IV

THE DESIGN CHARACTER OF MODERN BUILDINGS

ACOMPLETE revolution in the designing

of buildings is under wav— we see evi-

^ dence of it all about us. The cornice is

conspicuous bv its absence from most modern
buildings of any considerable height. Architec-

tural orders, columns and entablatures, pilasters,

rusticated stone work and deep reveals are rapid-

ly becoming things of the past, excepting in monu-

mental buildings, such as public libraries and

great railway terminals, and at points of emphasis

such as the entrances of other buildings.

The new methods of construction, together with

the insistent pressure of the practical requirements

of use, are bringing about the elimination of

many traditional features and giving us build-

ings that are severely plain, in which very often

the whole effect is produced by the pi-oportioning

and arrangement of the necessary parts of the

building itself including the fenestration.

We have in a measure relinquished the old

architectural styles without having, to date, cre-

ated anything adequate to take their place. It is

true that we have made a good beginning by
learning to treat the essential elements of modern
buildings in a more or less straightforward and
simple way, but our manner of doing this is still

crude and our new buildings, as a rule, are barren

and lacking in appeal, excepting where historic

style characteristics are retained in some measiire.

Many architects recognize the desirability of

arriving at a basis for practice, some method of

design in accord with present-day requirements

and present-day methods of construction. As it

is, every time a building project conies into an

architect's office, the architect and his staff are

faced not only by the task of solving the problem
presented by the requirements for that particular

building but of at least partly solving the general

problem of modern design. The time available

is not sufficient for the accomplishment of both

of these tasks and as a consequence the building

itself is not thoroughly studied, usually, and only

a perfunctory attempt is made to solve the general

problem.

If, for instance, the question of what to do with

window openings in the thin walls characteristic

of modern steel frame construction were settled

once for all, it would not have to be taken up
every time a new building is on the boards. The
construction of unnecessarily thick walls for the

sake of obtaining the deep reveals that mark
traditional architecture and that resulted natu-

rally from construction in solid masonry is gen-

erally recognized as unwarranted and as offering

no solution of the present-day problem. The
making of a band of color of greater or less width
about the windows, by inserting bricks of a dif-

ferent color than the rest of the wall has been

tried and found wanting. Most often now, the

practice is to set back the spandrels slightly,

bringing the piers into relief and giving a slight

emphasis to the vertical members of the steel

frame. It is maintained, however, by some that

our modern steel frame buildings are made up of

cells, that to emphasize verticality is contrary to

the structural fact. This is an open question, but

it seems that since the vertical members bear the

cumulative weight from top to bottom the archi-

tect is justified in emphasizing them.

There is an important point upon which there

can he no disagreement, and that is that a modern
building consists of a frame enclosed within a

skin. One might even go so far as to suggest that

the ])resent-day steel frame building bears more
resemblance structurally to the Indian tepee than

to the masonry architecture of any previous

period. The frame instead of being of wooden
poles is of steel beams and the covering instead

of being made fi'om the hides of animals is of

bricks, terra cotta or stone. But since the en-

closing material supports only its own weight,

section by section, and acts only to protect the

frame from the weather and occasionally from
the heat of a fire, it has not the character of

masonry construction.

The desirability of plenty of light in the in-

terior of a building has led to the gradual increase

of the glass area, something made possible by the

fact that the structural members of the steel

frame are small compared with the width of piers

required in the old masonry consti'uction. This

has led to the proposal that buildings be made
entirely of steel and glass. One objection to

carrying the idea so far is that loss of heat from
the building by radiation through the glass sur-

faces would be very great and would call for

greatly increased expense in maintaining a suf-

ficiently high temperature in such buildings.

There are considerations that often oft'set this,

however, such as a saving of artificial lighting.

One of the considerations that influence the

design of modern buildings is incidental to the

increase of glass area and the risk that is run by
the men who clean the outside of the glass. This

11
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A Forecast of the City of the Future

Rendering by Hugh Ferriss.
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Models of the Park Avenue Building. New York
Buchman & Kahn, Architects.

has led to the invention of a great variety of sash

—variants of the double hung window, the ease-

ment window, and manv types of pivoted sasli

—

some swinging at the sides, others pivoted at the

top and bottom. There are some buildings that

have practically the entire front of glass.

In the effort to give architectural character to

buildings while meeting the present-day require-

ments, there is to be observed a tendency to use

colossal architectural forms, dormers, etc. This
seems to be warranted by the great size of the

buildings and by tiic height which makes any
small detail sink into insignificance when seen

from the sidewalk. It is also in keeping with the

tendency towards simplicity, since this big-scale

detail is extremely simple.

Building in concrete has been made the basis

for the development of architectural forms
peculiar to the nature of the material to a greater

or less extent. The United States government
warehouse in Brooklyn, built during the war by
Cass Gilbert, aifords an American example of

design developed in accordance with the nature

of concrete and steel construction. In Germany,
some very imusual forms have been evolved from
this source, the similarity of a concrete building

to a casting in metal having been emphasized. As
a result, some of the buildings designed by Ger-

man architects in recent vcars to be built in con-

crete have sweeping curves and rounded forms.

The unusualness of these designs is increased by
the use of large areas of glass supported by steel.

]\Iany of the structures have very much the ap-

pearance of the turrets and other upper works of

a battleship. Perhaps there is an unnecessary

degree of unusualness in some of the German de-

signs, but they show a consistent effort to evolve

forms expressive of the material. This German
method is reminiscent of the work of a French
architect who put up an unusual building or two,

of exquisite design, in Paris about twenty-five

years ago. His motto was—"I do not build,

I model." In carrying out this principle, he sup-

pressed the stone joints as far as possible and
carved the ornament and architectural forms,

which he used sparingly, as though the front of

the building were a single block of marble.

Many architects are now actually modelling

their buildings in clay and then translating them
into construction, a practice that is described in

the chapter of this book on models. Since the

massing of modern buildings and the silhouette

have to be depended upon for most of the effective-

ness of the designs, it has become increasingly im-

portant to study these elements of the design in

this way, and, as a result, modern buildings are

in a big sense scidjifurc. regardless of whether or

not thev bear auv sculiitural adoninieut.
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The Aeolian Building (at the right), New York City

Warren & Wetmore. Architects.
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Detail of The Aeolian Building, New York City

Warren & Wetmore. Architects.
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Imperial Hotel, Tokyo, Japan

Frank Lloyd Wright, Architect.
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Hotel Ambassador, New \ork

Warren & Wetmore, Architects. Drawing by Theodore De Postels.



New York Life Insurance Company Building, New York City

Cass Gilbert. Inc.. Architect. From a drawing by F. G. Stickel.
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CHAPTER V

THE USE OF DOCUMENTS

THE value of tlie insjiiratioii that can be

obtained from the best examples of archi-

tecture of earlier times is so well recog-

nized that the use of documents showing historical

examples is an established feature of drafting

room work. What any one designer gets oiit of

any old document depends upon his own charac-

teristics and training. As a consequence, the

same document does not mean the same thing to

any two men, but provides them with different

inspirations according to their own reactions to

it. The general method of using documents is,

however, fairly uniform among architects. Brielly,

it may be said that this practice consists in deriv-

ing some general idea of massing or design char-

acter, or some suggestion for the treatment of

detail from an old example and using this in-

spiration freely, incorporating it in the solution

of the problem presented by the jirogram of the

building upon the design of which the architect

is engatced.

A good example of the use of documents is the

way in which Harvey Wiley Corbett derived his

inspiratiiin for the George Washington Masonic
ISTational Memorial at Alexandria, Va., from the

restoration of the Port of Trajan, at Ostia. This

shows how freely the architect may, with ad-

vantage, interpret the document which inspires

his design. Beyond a very general resemblance

there is no great degree of similarity between Mr.

Corbett's George Washington Memorial and the

restoration of the ancient port at Ostia, to which
he attributes his inspiration.

By comparing the two drawings of the Port of

Trajan, the elevation on this page and the plan on

page 20, with the photograph of the model of the

George Washington Memorial on page 21 it will

be seen that the resemblance lies in the silhouette

of the tower and the general outline of the plan.

The basic idea in both cases is that of a beacon
and watch-tower, set in a commanding position,

with extensive and impressive entourage. The
military character of the ancient structure gives

it a quality that makes it a fitting source from
which to derive a design for a memorial to this

great American general, iluch of the dignity

and nobility of the George Washington Masonic
Xational Memorial undoubtedly sprang from this

source, but the spirit of George Washington's own
times, of his own day and period, is expressed in

the style of architectural treatment adopted by
Mr. Corbett. Furthermore, the architect's genius

has made this memorial a powerful characteriza-

tion of George Washington in terms of dignified

monumental architecture.

The way in which Mr. Corbett developed this

idea is indicated by the rough studies reproduced

on page 22. A further study of this design, with

the aid of models, is illustrated in the chapter of

this book on "Models, Their Making and Use."

Another example of the use of doctiments, in

such a way as to embody some part of the rich

heritage that has come down to us from past ages

is the Harper-Poor Mausoleum in Woodla\vn
Cemetery, J^ew York, of which John Mead
Howells was the architect. The source of in-

sj)iration in this case was a plate from Letarouil-

ly's "Edifices de Rome Moderne" which is re-

produced on page 23, showing the elevation and
plan of Bramante's "Chapel of S. Giovanni in

' ll I

Restoration of the Port of Ostia
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Oleo." On page 2-1: is reprudueeJ a ]>cncil skctrli

Mr. Howells made to show his design for the

mausoleum to his cdient. By comparing this

sketch with the plate from Letaronilly the way
in which Mr. Howells has worked out his design

may be seen. Since the mausoleum is much
smaller than Bramante"s chapel, about one-half the

size, and since the size of a doorway is determined.

m.ore or less, by the height of a man, the doorway
is, of necessity, much larger, in comparison with

the rest of the building, in the mausoleum than in

the chapel.

In this building, ]\Ir. Howells did not attempt

to use pilasters which would have made too many
elements on a small building and would have pro-

duced a crowded effect. Instead, he used pilaster

caps only, and he used a simpler treatment of

the upper portion. In conformity to a regula-

tion of the cemetery prohibiting joints in the roofs

of any monument, this roof is composed of a

single piece of mai'ble. This monument is built

entirely of marble blocks, as the facing of walls

is also forbidden. The appearance of the finished

building is shown by the photograph on page 25.

It is interesting to note how perfectly the

executed work carries out the spirit and detail of

the pencil sketch, as well as how tlio idea derived

from an old work of architecture has been made
the basis of a new and original solution of an
entirely different problem.

The way of using documents exemplified in

both of these cases is a very different matter from
copying, as can readily be seen. As a matter of

fact, it is practically impossible to copy any old

work slavishly in making a design for a present-

day building, if the requirements of the new build-

ing are Avell met. The practical conditions of

the program, unless they are ignored, will always

compel a wide departure from the prototype in any
case, nevertheless the inspiration to be derived

through the ]iroper use of old documents is of a

value beyond question.

'ii... . j^'-^.afcWii

The Washington Memorial, Alexandria, Va.

Helmle & Corbett, Architects.
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Plan and Elevation of Chapel of S. Giovanni in Oleo, by Bramante

From Letarouilly's "Edifices de Rome Moderne"

Reproduced at the exact size of the original plate. This building supplied the inspiration for Mr. Hozcells' design shozctt on page

23
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Pencil Sketch, the Harper-Poor Mausoleum, Woodlawn Cemetery, New York
Made by John Mead Howells for presentation to the client.
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Photograph of the Harper-Poor Mausoleum in Woodlawn Cemetery, New York

John Mead Hovvells, Architect.
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CHAPTER VI

SKETCH STUDIES AND PRELIMINARY DRAWINGS

THE first rougli stiulit'S aiijl the more eare- merelv studies in mass, made principally to give

fully drawn sketches in which the architect the silhouette of the roofs. One of these elevation

embodies the parti for a design of any studies is shown on this page. This happens to

building, usually have a peculiarly vital quality, be the one showing the river front of the house,

for they contain, in a simple form the es_sentia]_ opposite to that shown in the perspective. Since

life principle of the design. , It is for this reason the house must grow from its surroundings, the

that tTiese rough sketches, so^often drawn at small entourage was the next step, the planting that

size on thin paper and quite sketchily, are so in-

teresting.

I)rawin<i-s bv Otto R. En'!j,ers showino- the pro-

gressive steps in th(i-de.velopnieiit:_of the designfoi"

a residence are reproduced here. The first^_steiD,

was, naturally, to

learn__J:.he- etieirt's

ref[uirements. In

would be required by the site being indicated in

a rough sketch. This planting is shown on the

more carefully drawn plot plan, which was made
at a later stage, that is reproduced on page 28

LThe making of the preliminary drawing that

was to serve as a— - ~i
i

this instance this

was comparatively

basis for the per-

spective to be shown
to the client came
next. 3 This draw-

easy, for she had /^'^—^'

NF " -.-
"-''

^yt
""^

ing is reproduced

spent much time ;/
--'•-•.Vv-- -^'^sfss'r:%it<««^^feu4«xi.-.v^^^^

, V '^ on page 29. It was
in France and had i^- ::::;—•;;:.;

:i^''
% \\'] ""1 H^Wfi, ' ,[/ i^\ l/ ]' made practically in

a house in a sub- -
|

'

,. I
'

', ''^— -~
,. M-->^'i.ti;.Jc:.ri/:-:v'r' -|.^^ :••[• elevation in order

iirb of Paris, in .:V-I :
i

'-Trj i

i;f^., ^1, J ]:.:.: V. . jl
' ^' '

!

^liat the design
fact, she had shown .1 1 ;J_'J J..J?!.(.X.L;.^^' l^T' :• 1.* ''^k'-' '. might be studied
a decided prefer- '

- '..^>-«..-Mi_^^'^^**^ '?-^^ ,;;,;-.::-v.^--»^f—^^^r ---y
x\yi^ more easily. It

enee for the chateau -V.uv .=.. : \'.J.,-^\: .. .
' •

"

is at one-eighth inch

type of home. The '-' scale and was drawn
idea was crvstal- Rough Study of an Elevation by Otto R. Eggers verv lightly and
ized bv ffoina- over indefinitelv, for a

a number of books with the client, noting the hard and very definite drawing makes a bad basis

characteristics of the old chateaux that especially for a rendering, as it is difficult to avoid carrying-

appealed to her. the hardness of the preliminary drawing into the

The site was one into which a house of this finished work. When the designer is not to make

character would fit very well, for it was a strip the rendering himself a considerable degree of

of comparatively level land along a river, the

slight slope of the ground was eliminated before

the completion of the work. This, as will be re-

called, is the kind of site upon which some of the

most beautiful of the old chateaux are situated.

As the approach to the house was to be from the

higher ground on the side opposite to the river

front, the first view of the buildino' would be in

the nature of a bird's-eve Under these

circumstances, it was apparent that steep roofs of

the chateau type would look well.

. Rough freehand studies and plans were made,

with the character of the exterior always kept in

mind. The size of the various rooms was more
or less clearly predetermined as it was, incidental-

ly, that the ceilings were to be high and that the

interior was to be more formal than the exterior.

'JThe sketch plan was drawn with T-square and
triangle. Then rough elevations were sketched,

definiteness, of course, is necessary in this draw-

ing, for the renderer must be supplied 'with the

needed information.

In the making of the preliminary drawing-

shown here, there was no instrumental prepara-

tion, in the usual sense. A plan at one-sixteenth

inch scale was used for reference only. The

widths and heights of the various main parts were

simply scaled off and a vanishing point assumed

somewhat to tlie right of the centre. The ridges

of the roofs were drawn to this point. The long

horizontal elements of the front, eaves, etc., were

drawn in with the T-square used as a straight-

edge and tilted SO as to make the lines converge

towards the left. Xo vanishing point was estab-

lished at the left, the lines being drawn as seemed

right. It must be remembered, in this connec-

tion, that while so skillful and experienced a

draftsman as Mr. Eggers can well dispense with

27
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the laying out of a perspective, even very good
draftsmen, if they have not specialized in the

drawing of perspectives, will nsually do well to

establish vanishing points and lay ont the main
lines of any perspective by projecting these lines

from the plan and elevations in the usnal way.

The architecture was studied on this drawing,

the size, the heights and widths of openings, etc.,

as well as the massing. A figure of a man was
lightly sketched in for reference as to scale. The
general position of the ]ilanting that would be

necessary around the Imilding was also lightly

roughed in.

QA piece of very trans]>arent tracing paper was
then fastened down over this drawiuir and the

pencil sketch was made over the ])reliminary

drawing, Jvhich showed through clearly. In ren-

dering this perspective in pencil, Mr. Eggers first

considered the scheme of the picture in a general

way to decide where the lights and darks were to

be placed and their relative intensity.
,

A number of interesting ^perspective studies by
Charles Z. Klauder are shown on pages 30-36.

]\Ir. Klauder makes these studies very freely in

the case of the more sketchy ones and draws the

others on thin paper over an instrumentally pre-

pared perspective. In the case of the latter

studies changes made on the drawing are pro-

jected back to the preliminary plans and eleva-

tions, as a means of improving the design.

l
';:-^-^" r^'

TT-r**^.

i^' -3^:

.f ' p'^^l^''^'^^ • l%rl^
:'; r - :-pr

-I

.

Preliminary Drawing Which was Used as a Basis for the Rendering Shown on Page 26

By Otto R. Eggers.
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Cathedral of Learning, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Charles Z. Klauder. Architect.

Water Color Rendering by Charles Z. Klauder.
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Drawing in Red Crayon on Tracing Vellum by Charles Z. KLlauder

Tower, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri

Dav & Klauder. Architects.
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Drawing in Red Crayon on Tracing Vellum by Charles Z. Klauder

Tower, Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.

Day & Klauder, Architects.
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Water Color Study for Stock Pavilion. Pennsylvania State College

By Charles Z. Klauder

-^V^
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Study in Red Crayon on Tracing Vellum for Dormitory, Princeton University

By Charles Z. Klauder.



Study in Lithographic Crayon for Stadium, University of Pennsylvania

By Charles Z. Klauder.
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CHAPTER VII

CHARCOAL STUDIES OF DETAIL

OXE of the most effeetixe aa4—^laetical
ways of stiulyiug deta il is Jjy means of

charcoal clrawTiTgs, since .they not only

present such cletail with an appearance of realism

that enables the - designer to judge the effect of

the finislied"'work, but they carr-ai'So''5e'cIone with

considerable rapidity.

In connection with this chapter are shown a

number of drawings of this character made by

Schell Lewis in the office of Charles A. Piatt,

Architect. There is little need to more than

touch upon the value of conventional shaded

drawings in the architect's office, since draftsmen

are trained in their student days, so that they are

able to realize at

dicated by the
shadows. Since

the depth of the

shadow measures

the projection
causing it, it

would be pos-

sible for the

draftsman to re-

construct
the plan or sec-

tion with no

other data than

the shaded draw-

ing.

Rendered
drawings as they

are usually made
involve consider-

able time and la-

bor, a pencil or

ink drawing hav-

ing to be made
on the best paper

and then labo-

riously rendered

with numerous
washes. Rendered
drawings 'with

washes require
too much time

and labor to per-

mit their free use

in the drafting

room as a means
of studying de-

tail. Renderings

iiance the projections as in-

Charcoal Drawing by Schell Lewis

Quarter-size Detail (reduced) of Entrance to Building. Charles A. Piatt.

.St't" linizi'iitii on puijc ,,\V.

in charcoal such as these shown in connection with

this cha]:)ter serve the purpose admirably and are

easily and quickly made. As a matter of fact,

they have a character of their own that enhances

their value and makes them suitable for use in

showing the design to the client as well as for

studying in the drafting room.

The making of such drawings requires a good

deal of skill and considerable hard work. The
rendering is made over any drawing, whether it

be a study or a working drawing which is com-

plete, on a transparent paper that has a surface

soft enough to take the charcoal. It is highly im-

portant to use the right kind of paper. It must
be transparent enough so that one can see the

lines and at the

7j same time must
; Take a full black

(
J charcoal line and'

allow the char-

coal to lie rulibed

to the various

tones needed. The
soft, yellowish
jiaper which ' is

sometimes used
to make office

drawings is the

most satisfactory

for TJiis work, but

ni u c li o f the
paper has a hard

surface which
makes it entirely

u n suit a h 1 e for

this purpose. The
thin, white trac-

ing paper is of

little V a 1 u e in

tiif making of

such drawings as

these. Scliell

Lewis uses the

French charcoal

'"Fnsains Ron-
get." While there

may be o t h e r

kinds that may
answer as w e 1 1

he prefers this
b r a n d . ^ilany

sticks of charcoal

Architect.
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Charcoal Drawing by ScKell Lewis of Detail by Charles A. Piatt, Architect

Si^c of drawing :- ft. 4 in. x 1 ft. / in. Thrcc-qnartcr inch scale.
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are useless as they give a hard grey line. A piece

that "will give a rich, Mack line and yet is not so

soft that it will crumble at the touch is the type

of charcoal needed. The charcoal is laid on to

about the value required, using the T-square or

working freehand as the occasion may demand,
and is rubbed to the finished tone with a paper

''stub'" or the fingers in the case of a full size

drawing. A "Wolff pencil, grade BB, will be

very useful. The outlines of the shadow can be

penciled in with it (a graphite pencil must not

be used at all on such a drawing). The "Wolff""

pencil can also be used on fine ornament, letter-

ing, etc. The stick of charcoal will make a very

fine line when sharpened to a chisel point, and
will stand up well, while it will crumble very

easily if sharpened to a pencil point. A fine

sandpaper pad is needed to keep the proper point

on the charcoal at all times throughout the work.
The drawing shown at reduced size on page 38

was made from a three-quarter-inch scale detail,

in the regidar set of office drawings. It shows a

number of conditions that arise in rendering.

In the detail on page -tl Mr. Lewis illus-

trates his method of handling charcoal for the

various mouldings. The first step is to stretch the

paper tightly, using plenty of thumb tacks over

the drawing, which is trued to the T-square. The
light tones, indicating variations in stone work,

can be ]iut in over the entire drawing, and if

rubbed in well will not smudge. The drawing
should then be protected with a paper cover which
can be moved down as needed. As the charcoal

will snuidge at the slightest touch, each line must
be finished completely as the work proceeds, as

these drawings are made as statements of fact

Charcoal Drawing by Schell Lewis, Detail of a Museum
Charles A Piatt, Architect.
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Charcoal Study by Scheli Lewis of Detail by Charles A. Piatt, Architect

rather tliau as pictures in wliicli the composition

must be studied and altered. But the draftsman

should be thorouii'hly familiar with shades and
shadows.

The horizontal lines are worked on the edge

of the T-square which can usually be allowed to

rest on the pa]K'r, although sometimes it is desir-

able to keep it away with a few thumb tacks on
the under side. The vertical members nuist be

put in with the aid of a large wooden triangle

which is kept clear of all rendering by thumb
tacks at the bottom and at the top, or iised canti-

lever fashion in cases where the triangle will not

span the work.

In the drawing mi ])age 38 the light tones were

worked in, tlicii the cartniiche was drawn, sketch-

ing in the shadows, working them in with the

stub, adding charcoal when needed until the de-

sired values were obtained. The pediment moulds
on the left end were drawn next, a wooden triangle

being used with a thumb tack under each point

to keep it clear of the cartouche, and then the right-

hand portion of the pediment was done in the

same manner.
The detail drawing explains the entablature,

each member being ruled in with the T-square

and completely finished with the stub before the

next is started. That is to say. the members A,

B, C, D, etc., were each worked in this manner,
the portion on the right showing the charcoal be-

fore it was ridibed with the stub, used sometimes

against the T-square, sometimes freehand. The
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Detail Drawing in Charcoal by Schell Lewis

dark part of the shadow, the S])aces Ijetween the

dentils, and ])art of the shadow against the wall

were added after the tixatif was blown on. The
head on the architrave nionld was pnt on as a

single l)hick line, worked with th(> stnb, a

light line with the charcoal stick was added, and
then the shadow under the head. j/Ms^iinportaiit

tQ^jinjsli each_line coni])letelyas one__proceeds.

Referring once more to the drawing on page 3S,

the dark spaces between the dentils and the m-na-

nient were drawn with a BB Woltf pencil. For the

caps, ornament and corbel, the charcDal and stub

were used, assisted with the Wdlfl' pencil, and the

horizontal part of the ddor arcliitrave was |inr in

with the T-st|nare. 'I"hc left-hand ci)huun and
architrave were next (Irawn, rnled with the aid

of the triangle used as a cantilever, with two
tacks at the bottom and mic af the center which
kejit the top clear of the ornanicnf. The tran-

som and the doors were next drawn, keeping the

T-sqiiare free nf the preceding work with sev-

eral thumb tacks properly placed on the under
side. The muntins were then rubbed out with a

new green eraser worked back and forth against

the T-square or triangle. With the exception of

a few touches on the railing, this was the only use

made of the erast-r, for the white lines, if ]ios-

sible, should be left in the wurk. 'I'he right-hand

arcliif r:i\c and cdliinin were next renderc'd, then
rhe e.iliiiun bases, steps, railing, etc., the shadow
at the right, vines and shridibery were done last.

Troid)le may be ex])ected with charcoal dust M-hen

dark shadows of considerable size are put in.

The eliarcoal shcndd be laid on in short strokes

running in one directiim only. .V little snuidge is

inevitable but if the dust is l)liiwu ort' lightly from

a distance of some eightiH>n to twenty-four inches

from the paper, less smudging will rt^snlt.



Charcoal Drawing by Schell Lewis, Detail of an Elevator Enclosure
Charles A. Piatt. Architect.
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CHAPTER VIII

MODELS, THEIR MAKING AND USE

THE r;>,|U(lly increasing nse of models by
architects makes this subject one of the most
important and interesting in connection

with drafting room work. Models of cardboard,

of clay and of plaster play a big part to-day as a

means of studying architectural designs, of show-

ing clients how proposed buildings will look, and
as a guide for the stone-cutters and terra cotta

workers in executing detail. Since the same model
usually serves to a greater or less extent as a

means of studying, as well as carrying out the

work, and frequently is shown to the owner, any
division of models into classes according to their

uses would be arbitrary and confusing. For this

reason, models of various kinds and for various

purposes will be considered together in this chap-

ter. The methods of making such models and
the ways of using them will be described briefly

in connection with the numerous illustrations.

One of the most interest- ^
ing uses of models is their

emplojonent in the making
of composite photographs,

showing how a proposed

building will look in its sur-

roundings. This is accom-

plished by making a card-

board model of the proposed

building and a photograph of

this model. This photograph
is then combined with a

photograph of the site. N"at-

urally, the photograph of the

model must be taken from
such a position that the view-

jjoint will correspond with

that of the photograph of

the site.

On this page is shown a

V e r y effective composite

photograph representing the

Bush Sales Building, on

Forty-second Street near
Broadway, ISTew York City,

with such an appearance of

authenticity that it is diffi-

cult to believe that this jjie-

ture was made before the

work of erecting the building-

was begun.

On i)ages 44 and 4.5 are

shown airplane photographs

Composite Photograph Showing Photograph

of Model Combined with Photograph of

Surrounding Buildings, Bush Sales

Building, New York

Helmle & Corbett, Architects.

of the site of the Bush Building, London, and
composite photographs containing cleverly in-

serted photographic views of the model of that

Ijuilding, all done before the building was begun.

On page 46 are two composite photographs

showing how The Stambaugh Memorial Auditori-

um at Youngstown, O. would look when com-

pleted.

In the case of the photograph in the upper part

of page 46, the photographer was instructed to

place the camera as far from the site as possible,

about 200 feet, and the photograph was then

made of the model at a distance equivalent to

about 200 feet at the scale of the model. As
the model was small, this necessitated bringing

the camera within a few inches of the model, so

close that the lens would not work properly, and

the use of a pinhole camera was resorted to with

the excellent results seen here.

- For photographing models,
'. ~

I
the pinhole camera has dis-

> tinct advantages. It is

simply the usual kind of

camera that has a so-called

I^inhole lens instead of the

glass lens. The pinhole lens

is a metal plate in which an

extremely snuill perforation

has l)een made with the

greatest care. It makes pos-

sible the bringing of the

model as near the camera as

'^]
f^ may be desired.

Some of the advantages of

the pinhole camera are to be

seen in the two photographs

on page 47. The upper one

is a photograph made with a

pinhole camera of the model

of the Bushnell Memorial

Hall at Hartford. Conn.,

while the lower one, not

being made with a pinhole

camera, is unsatisfactory be-

cause it shows a view of the

building as it would appear

at a greater distance anil

from a higher point of view

than it will be seen from

ordinarily. This photograph

does not serve the architect

in studving the efl'eet of his

43
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Airplane Photograph of Site of Proposed Bush House, London, England,

Looking To\vards the Northeast

Coniposite Photograph, Showing Photograph of a Model of the Proposed Bush House,

Combined with the View Show^n Above

Helmle & Corbett. Architects.
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Airplane Photograph of Site of the Proposed Bush House, London, England,

Lookinsr Towards the Thames

Composite Photograph Made by Combining a Photograph of a Model of Bush House

with the View Shown at the Top of This Page

Helmle 6c Corbett. Architects.
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Composite Photographs Showing Photographs of Model Combined with Photographs

of Site. Proposed Henry Stambaugh Memorial Auditorium, Youngstown, Ohio

Helmle & Corbett, Architects.
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Pinhole Photograph of Model of the Bushnell Memorial Hall, Hartford. Conn.

Helmie & Corbett, Architects.

Photograph Made with Glass Lens, Model of the Bushnell Memorial Hal'

Hartford. Conn.

Helmle ix Corbett, Architects.
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Photograph Showing a Model as Usually Viewed, Model of

Horace Bushnell Memorial Hall, Hartford, Conn.

Helmle & Corbett. Architects.

building or in showing his client how the proposed
building will look when completed. But the pin-

hole photogr:i]ili, as can lie seen, serves both these

l^urpiises well.

That it is licrtrr tn show a properly taken
l^hotograph of a model to a client rather than the

actual model itself is made clear by reference to

the photograph on this page, which shows hiiw a

model looks to the client when placed on a table

below the eye level, as it usually is. This view
is that which would be had from an air])lane in-

stead of the view most passers-by would have.

A relatively large model, at the scale of one-

eighth inch to the foot, is compared with a model
at the small scale of one-thirty-second of an inch

to the foot on page -tW. The model of the church
is at the larger scale, and the model of the George
Washington Masonic Xational Memorial, with
the proposed treatment of the grounds, is at the

smaller scale. See also |ilan view on page .50.

In making the model of the Washington Mem-
orial the base representing the grounds was con-

structed on a grid of mat board in the same
manner as the cardboard arrangement used in an
egg crate. One set of stri]is runs from side to

side, while the other set of stri])s runs from end
to end. Where they cross they are notched and
halved into each other. The u])iier edges of these

strips were cut to the contour of the terrain. The
plan of the grounds was rendered on a piece of

mounted water color pa])cr. and the lines of the

terraces were cut through. The whole sheet was
laid down on the foundation just described, the

flaps representing the terraces being forced up,

and the retaining walls were constructed of card-

board. In the lower Ict'r-band corner of this plan

is to be seen the railroad station at Alexandria,
Virginia, while the memorial is near the top of

the picture reprotluced mi ];age ."iti.

Photograjihs of the one-eighth inch scale model

of a proposed church building are shown on pages

51 and 52. iluch of the detail of this model had to

be actually constructed of cardboard. The pilasters

on the exterior and the mouldings were built up;

the elaborate coffered ceiling was built up of

mounted water color paper to produce the re-

(|uired depth. I'lic ornament of the ceiling was
drawn on paper in ink and rendered in polj'-

chrome with water c<ilor. The walls are built of

mounted water color paper, hollow but reinforced,

and are held in place by small dowels. The
stained glass windows are represented by pieces

of mica upon which the leading was drawn in

waterproof ink. and the colors are suggested by
touches of water color. Miniature electric bulbs

are concealed in the panels of some of the arches.

The altar and its fittings, as well as the detail

about the main entrance, were constructed with

care. A ^-icw of the interior of this model is

shown on page 53.

Bv comparing the jihotographs of the one-eighth

inch scale model of the church and those of the

George Washington Masonic Xational Memorial,

the scale of which is one-thirty-second of an inch

to the foot, it will be seen that for large build-

ings, at least, the small-scale model is very much
the better because it presents the design satisfac-

torily without involving the construction of a

great amount of detail such as pilasters, mould-

ings, etc. At the small scale most of these details

can lie indicated by drawing them on the card-

board. Since these small-scale models are made
with comparatively little labor, many models of

the same building can be constructed, and changes

in the design can be tried out in this way. A
striking example of this is the model of the

George Washington ilasonic Xational Memorial

for which the architects nuide a lare;e number of
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Photograph of a Model for a Proposed Church Building

Helmle & Corbett, Architects,

Scale of mode!, one-eighth inch equals one foot.

Photograph of a Portion of Model for the George Washington Masonic National

Memorial, Alexandria, Va.

Helmle & Corbett, Architects.

Scale of model, one thirty-second of an inch Ci]uals one foot.
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upper sections as shown in the pliotograpli repro-

duced on page 54.

The model of the George ^Yashington iremorial,

that of the Stanibaugh Meni<.)rial Auditorium and
others of which we have already spoken in this

chapter were made from mounted water color paper.

Since Harvey W. Corbett has been particularly

successful in making models of this material, and
has developed a simple and highly satisfactory

method of doing this work, his technique in mak-
ing models from mounted water color paper is fully

described and illustrated in the following pages.

The cardboard must be cut accurately with true,

clean edges, and the most satisfactory way to go

about it is to make a preliminary or guiding cut

in the face of the material with a blade which is

suiEciently heavy to be firm and rigid.

For this purpose Mr. Corbett uses a knife that

has a blade about nine inches long, with a handle

seciired to the middle by means of screws, so that

it may be moved along the blade if desired. This

knife is intended for cutting cloth and is known
as a shirt cutter's knife. A keen edge may be

kept on it by grinding it on a small carborundum

wheel and honing it on

an oil stone. While this

type of knife is best, a

large pocket knife can be

used as a substitute. The
use of this knife in

making the preliminary

or guiding cut is shown
in the photograph on

page 55. It will be

noted that a steel square

is used to guide the

knife. A wooden straight-

edge or a wooden square

will not answer the pur-

250se, as the knife will

cut it and the steel

square shoidd not be

graduated, as a perfectly

true edge is needed. The
guiding cut is shallow.

The purpose of it is t(j

prepare the way for the

razor l)lade which does

the a c t u a 1 cutting

through the cardboard.

It has been found that

without tliis preliminary

exitting, the razor blade

!)ends and makes a wavy
line.

In the photograph at

the top of i^age 56 is

seen the j^i'ccess of

cutting cardboard. The
tool used here was made
bv sawiuii' a chisel handle

Plan View

Masonic

and attaching a safety-razor blade to it by means
of screws. This razor is drawn along the shal-

low cut already made by the heavier knife. The
razor must be drawn smoothly and lightly along

the line repeatedly, with just enough firmness so

that it will bite into the cardboard. It will be

seen that the cardboard has been laid on top of a

piece of similar cardboard so that one end pro-

jects, the weight of the projecting end tends to

open the cut, preventing the cardboard from pinch-

ing the blade. The result of this method is a

true, clean cut as is shown in the photograph on

the lower part of page 57, where the card is seen

bent so that the cut opens. This picture also gives

a better view of the cutting tool used. There

must be sufficient flat surface back of the blade

to keep it firm, but the wood of the handle must
be cut away enough to allow the corner of the

blade, with which the cutting is done, to ]iroject

at least as much as the thickness of the cardboard.

In forming the body of a model of mounted
water color paper, it is best to make the four walls

from a single piece of cardboard, cutting V-shaped
grooves in the back of the card and bending it at

the corners of the build-

ing. This produces much
neater corners than it is

possible to make by
mitering separate pieces

and it is easier in the

end than any other way.

The method by which
these corners are formed
is shown by the diagrams
on pages 56 and 57. For
the sake of clearness, the

ilimensions are exagger-

ated in these diagrams,

the mounted water color.

paper being shown at

four times its actual

thickness. The corners

having been marked on
the face of the card-

board, a blunted V-
shaped section, shown in

the upper diagram on

page 56, is cut directly

opposite to the mark on
the face by making two
knife cuts at au angle of

45 degrees and lifting

out the part between
them with the point of a

knife. This leaves a

small amount of mate-

rial, as shown on the

lower diagram on page

56, to be removed with a

triangular file or a small

saw, wi irking carefully

of Model for the George Washington

National Memorial, Alexandria, Va.

Helmle & Corbett, Architects.
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(ttiii lit

J,

Front Portion of Model for a Proposed Church Building

Htlmle & Corbett, Architects.

One of the Side-pieces of Model for a Proposed Church Building

Helmle & Corbett, Architects.
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Photograph of Portion of the Interior of Model for a Proposed Church Building

Helmle & Corbett. Architects.

Scale of mode!, onc-eiglith inch equals one fool.

until the back of the water eohiir paper is reached.

The cardboard shonhl be held to the light from
time to time to note the progress of the work.

The next step is to score the paper surface of

the cardboard lightly along the line of the corner.

Unless this is done the corner will be ronndiiig

instead of angular and more or less Avavv instead

of straight. The small blade of a pen-knife which
is not too sharp answers this purpose well. Next,

each section must be backed with board of the

same kind used in the reverse way, that is. back
to back, so that atmospheric changes will affect

both sides alike and the board will not warp. This
backing is glued on and the work kept under pres-

sure till the glue is dry. Mr. Corbett uses an
old-fashioned screw letter press for this purpose.

A corner formed in this way is shown in the dia-

gram on page 57. Here ai:ain the m<iunted water

color paper is four times the actual size. The

white space between the double lines represents

the water color paper, the dotted portion repre-

sents the mounting board, and the black parts

represent the glue.

Of course, one of the four corners must be made
by mitering, but usually it can be hidden by some
other part of the building. The four sides joined

in this way are then glued ddwn ujion another

piece of cardboard and a rectangle of cardboard

cut to tit snugly inside is ghuMl down in the bot-

tom to stiffen the lower part. The roof section

when in place will stiffen the top. Though the

body of a model is not always a simple rectangl(\

it is possiMi' tci apply tiiis general principle, with

necessary variations, in the construction of all

models. Mr. Corbett uses prepared fish glue and
buys it in small wide-mouth bottles in preference

to the larger cuntainers, as he fancies it is better,

al.-^o bccausi' a small metal spreader comes with
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each bottle and one cannot have too many.
A bowl of water should be kept at hand while

using the glue, also a towel. When a spreader is

used, it should be dropped into the water im-

mediately after use, and a spreader that has been

soaking should be wiped dry on the towel and

used. The bowl of water and the towel make it

possible to free the fingers from glue at frequent

intervals. This is important, for if glue gets on

the paper surface, it will catch dust and cause

a dark spot which cannot be removed without in-

juring the rendering. The glue does not adhere

so tenaciously to the fingers when they are slight-

ly moist (not wet, or even damp), as it does when
the fingers are perfectly dry.

On page 5S is shown a sheet of mounted water

color paper upon which a model has been laid out

and rendered, ready to be cut out. The subject

of the model is an apartment house. On page 59

is shown this model in a later stage, partly com-

pleted. The card has been cut, the pieces bent

to shape and glued together, but the parts have

not been assembled and the accessories are still

to be added.

x\ccessories for such models are most important,

requiring considerable care and delicacy in their

execution. In making columns, caps and other

details which cannot always be represented by

rendering, but which must be constructed, simple

ways of working must be used.

In making columns, Mr. Corbett clamps a vise

to a board and elam])s a hand drill in the vise,

])ointing upward at an angle of 45 degrees. In
place of a drill, a slender, square stick of white
wood is inserted in the chuck. Then, while hold-

ing a piece of sandpaper around the stick with
the fingers of the left hand, the stick is revolved

by turning the handle of the drill and wearing
away the corners until the desired diameter is

obtained, with the jjroper entasis. Mr. Corbett

makes Doric capitals by punching out little discs

of cardboard with a punch, and he makes Ionic

c'ni)itals by simply bending a rectangular piece of

paper over the top of the coluum and down on
two sides, then indicating the volutes, broadly
with a lead pencil. A small spirit level will be

found useful. By setting the base level and then

using the spirit level and triangle one may be

sure that all parts will be true. A handy tool

is a pair of dividers one leg of which has

been ground fiat at the sides to form a cutting

edge. This is used in cutting discs from card-

board. Manicure scissors with curved blades are

very useful in clipping out small parts. A block

of sandpa])er is not only useful in turning columns
as already described, l)ut in many other ways. A
rubber bulb with flexible tidje and nozzle is use-

ful for blowing dust out of the corners of the

model as one works, and in freeing the models

from dust after they are inade, for when they

stand about the oflice, they soon accumulate a

coatiu"' of dust that cannot be removed so well in

Figure I

Making the Preliminary or Guiding Cut on the Face of the Cardboard with a Sharp, Heavy Blade.
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Figure 2

Cutting with Razor Blade Mounted on Wooden Handle. A Succession of Light Strokes is Used.

any other way, as a dust cloth causes injury.

A steel clamp and other clamps of various kinds

are needed to hold the parts together while the

glue is setting. Spring clothespins of wood are

very useful to hold small pieces of cardboard to-

gether while the glue is setting. Tweezers are

used in handling some of the smaller parts, glue

heing put on the part, it is picked up in the

,
tweezers and pressed into place.

A plane made so that the blade comes out at

one side is useful for cutting rabbets. With this,

the simplified profiles of mouldings may be

worked in soft wood and then rounded with sand-

paper. Chisels are used for cutting out small

parts of various kinds.

Accessories such as trees, bushes, hedges, and

automobiles are necessary to complete the effect.

Mr. Corbett makes trees by making a skein of

' soft, black iron wire around two fingers held the

desired distance apart. Then he

twists this skein into a rough

^
cable, clips off one end with the

pliers and unwinds the cable

about halfway down in strands

composed of groups of three or

four wires, each spread apart to

form branches. These in turn he

unwinds for part of their length ! "

:

to form still smaller branches.

On the ends of these wires he

sticks bits of rubber sponge

Figure 4

Figure 5

Cutting Cardboard to Form Corner.

clipped out with a scissors to form the foliage.

The sponge should be colored by rubbing in green

paint in the form of a dry powder. The wire is

then painted with a mixture of dry powder paint

in fish glue. The part of the cable that has not

been unwound forms the trunk of the tree. The
bottom end may be spread to make a foot for

gluing the tree to the base, or it can be twisted

tight and inserted in a hole in the base, the better

way. Grass is made by spreading fish glue even-

ly over the area and sifting on a mixture of beach

sand and green paint in the form of a dry powder
from a can that has a perforated top. The sand

and paint are mixed dry.

On page 60 is shown one of these cardboard

models which Mr. Corbett is holding in his hands

to show its small size.

The use of plaster models in the study of ar-

chitectural designs, and for the guidance of work-

men in executing detail is well

illustrated by the practice fol-

lowed in the oflice of Dennison &
Hirons. We are fortunate in

being able to present here typical

examples of this method. The
use of such models makes it pos-

sible for the architect to decide

with assurance such matters as

whether the cornice overhangs

too much, whether the relation of

wall space to window openings is
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agreeable or not, and many other vexations prob-

lems involved in the designing of a bnilding. The
model permits the architect to see the defects

mnch more clearly than would be possible with-

out its use. No matter how lively an imagina-

tion the architect may have, it is not possible for

him to visualize the design so that he is able to

judge the effect from different points of view so

well as when the design is actually constructed in

a model that can be viewed from different angles.

The cost of such a model is relatively small and

can usually be taken care of by an allowance made
to the architect. The work of making it can be

entrusted to a modeller, the architect furnishing

one-quarter-inch scale drawings of the elevations,

oivine dimensions, before beo'innina; the actual

working drawings. With this data, the modeller

can easily build up a model which will serve as

the basis for general study and

criticism. Frequently, changes

suggested by a study of tlie

model result in lowering the cost

of the building, indirectly cover-

ing the cost of the model.

In the case of the Xational

State Bank at Elizabeth, N. J.,

a one-half-inch scale model in

plaster was made, as shown on

page 63, from the drawing re-

produced on page 62. A study

of this model showed the de-

Figure 6

The Formation of a Corner of the Model

Diatuam is four times actual si:;c

sirability of making changes at the point marked
"X" on the photograph, so thar the rustication

was omitted in the final design. A 'so the windows
were lowered, as indicated by tl:c dotted lines

in the photograph of this modrl, and some of

the mouldings were reduced. Tliese changes

incidentally reduced the cost of the construction

contract to a considerable degree.

But the use of the plaster model dns^s not stop

at the quarter-inch scale model made for the studj'

of the design. A case in point is the huilding

shown in the model on page 63. After this model
had been checked and criticized, the dra''fsinen

proceeded to make the three-quarter inch stinc-

tural drawings. One sheet of these drawing- is

shown on page 64. This illustration was made
from a worn drawing used iu the construction of

the building, but serves to show the manner of

presentation.

In these drawings, the onlv in-

formation given concerning tli ^

ornament consisted of the actual

dimensions of the spaces the

ornament was to fill, the actmil

dimensicns of tlie overhanging

members, etc. This drawing was
turned over to the modeller who
uuide the model at one-anil-

one-half-inch scale. In this

model, th'- character of the orna-

ment was studied until the en-

Figure 3

A True, Clean Cut is the Result of This Method.
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Sheet Showing Layout of Model for an Apartment House

semble gave approxiinately the effect the architect

desired. The modellers then made the fidl-size

models in sections, having the one-and-one-half-

inch scale model to follow as a guide. Some of

these full-size models are shown on page 65. The
nwdels were taken to the building and placed

beside the stone which was to be carved. The
sections were painted to match the color of the

marble, for the shadows thrown on the white

j)laster when it is exposed to direct sunlight are

greatly intensified.

How models were used in the study and exe-

cution of the interior treatment of this same bank
is shown by the drawing on page 66 and by the

photograph of the model on page 67. The photo-

grajDh on page 67 is that of a one-quarter-inch

scale study for the ceiling of an irregular-shaped

room, in the National State Bank at Elizabeth.

The architects desired to give to this ceiling some-

what the character that is seen, at the Palazzo

Ducale at Venice, but owing to the irregular shape

of the room, they were in doubt as to whether or

not this ceiling scheme could be worked out suc-

cessfully since it was difficult to visualize.

In order to settle this question, it was con-

sidered advisable to make a one-quarter-iuch scale

model. The result being found satisfactory, the

one-half inch and one-aud-one-half-inch scale

drawings as shown on pages (!>G and 69 were given

to the modellers together with one-and-one-half-
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inch scale profiles, and they were told about the

character of this ornament and shown in various

photographs the spirit that was desired in the

frieze. The modellers then produced the one-and-

one-half-inch scale model which is shown here, on
page 68. After the mouldings were run and
the model laid up in plaster, the jDarts that were
ornamental and in relief were done in plasteline.

After the modeller had blocked in all the ornament
in a broad, sketchy manner, the architects criti-

cized the model for massing of ornament, general

relief, the projection of decorative parts, etc. The
design was discussed, and suggestions were made
both by the architects and by the modellers. There
were probably four of these criticisms, each time

with greater attention paid to the detail and fin-

ished ornament. From this model the draftsmen

made full-size profile drawings of all mouldings,

and the work was then put iip to full size of execu-

tion, as shown in the photographs on page 70.

Further use of the one-and-one-half-inch scale

model was made by using it in the study of the

color scheme of the walls and ceiling. It was
sent to the painters and the color treatment

changed several times before a scheme which was
believed to be right was arrived at. The model

was then sent to the building and one bay of the

ceiling of the room was painted like the small

one-and-one-half-inch scale model. The effect was
too dark, and the same general color scheme was
kept, but made considerably lighter.

ilr. Ilirons has made an interesting experiment

with a quarter-inch scale model, the walls were of

plaster, and the ceiling was first tried in didl

gold. Another sketch was made for the same

design for the ceiling and colored in much lighter

tones, recalling somewhat the colors of the walls.

These two ceilings were then tried on the model,

and the architect was surprised to see how much
lower the darker

gold ceiling
looked than the

lighter one. This

showed that one

cannot be too
careful in using

models for study,

especially where
color is being
jiulged.

Another inter-

esting example
of the use of

scale models in

the study of the

design for a

building is found

in tlie develop-

ment of the de-

sign for the
Chemung Canal

Trust Company, at Elniira, Xew York, of which
Dennison it Ilirons were the architects.

On page 71 is reproduced one of the architects'

drawings for this building, a detail of the front

elevation. On page 72 is shown a photograph of

a plaster model of a jiortion of the front of the

building. The study of this model served to

solve the i^roblem of determining the proper size

of the lettering in the attic and the proper weight

of moulding at the point marked "X" on the

])hotograph. This model also permitted the study

of the effects of lighting on the cartouche when
viewed from different angles.

The interior of the building for the Chemung
Canal Trust Company was irregular, owing to

the shape of the lot, consequently the ceiling pre-

sented some difficult problems. Construction

drawings were made giving the radii of the

arches and all information necessary for putting

up the furring and rough plastering. A sketch

drawing showing the general character of orna-

ment desired was then made and a scale model

at 11/2 inches to the foot was subsequently made
of one bay. As this was found to be satisfactory,

full size models were made. "When the clay mod-
els were approved they were cast at the plaster-

er's shop in Xew York on plaster burlap, rolled

up, and shipped by express to the job. Rolling

models in this way is possible only when the re-

lief of the ornament is low.

In arriving at the color scheme for the interior

the one-and-one-half-inch scale model was used for

experimental treatment. Much time and labor

in the drafting room were saved by using the IV2
inch scale model in place of drawings. Xo draw-

ings were made for the ceiling other than the

1/4 inch scale drawing which

contract set. The structural

plastering.furring and rough

Photograph of a Cardboard Model Partly .Assemble

See Layout Sheet on the Opposite Page.

was a parr of the

drawings for the

giving the various

radii, spriug of

arches, depth of

r e A' e a 1 s, etc.,

were s u p p 1 e-

m e n t e d liy a

sketch at three-

q u a r t iM--i u c h

scale of one pene-

tration and pen-

(Icntive.

The working

out of the design

f(ir n ceiling and

ornauieutal pilas-

ter with the aid

lit' iiiixlels used,

bdth for study

and as a guide to

tlie workman, is

w (^ 1 1 illustrated

by the drawings

aud ])lic>rographs
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Model for Memorial

John Mead Howells. Architect; C. P. Jennewein, Sculptor

of models herewith of the Delaware Title

Insurance Company at Wilmington, Delaware,
Dennison & Hirons, architects. The program
in this case called for a room about twenty-

two feet high with columns on both sides of the

public space. If the room were lighted from the

side the ceiling would always be seen by a dif-

fused side light. A drawing of one bay of the

ceiling was made at one-and-one-half-inch scale.

This drawing is shown on page 73. It is done in

a very free and sketchy manner for the purpose

was to convey the general spirit of the detail

rather than to supply an exact drawing of this

detail. From this <lrawing a model was nia<le at

one-and-one-half-inch scale (one-eighth of the full

size), see page 75. In the model the design was
blocked out in the same sketchy manner that was
indicated in the drawing. Then this model was
discussed by the architects and the modeller. It

was found desirable to make several .sketchy

studies of the cartouche in the center of the large

panel. The only drawings made for this ceiling

were the sketchy detail shown on page 73 and
the drawing showing a plan and sections of the

ceiling which is reproduced on page 74. The
latter is purely a structural drawing which was
used for fitting the furring and putting on the

rough coat of plaster. After the one-and-one-half-

inch scale model had been approved full-size

models were made of portions of the ceiling which
followed the scale model very carefully, as can

be seen by comjKiring tlie full-size cartouche in the

center of the large panel with the re])resentation

of this detail in the one-and-one-half-inch scale

model. The photographs of both of these models

are shown. When the full-size models were fin-

ished, they were hoisted in the modeller's studio

to the height at which the ornament woidd be seen

when in place on the ceiling of the bank in order

that the depth of relief and scale of ornament

might be given a final checking up.

From the foregoing, it is apparent how great a

part the modeller plays in interpreting the archi-

tect's conception of the ornamental detail in most

cases and the importance of selecting a modeller

who is not only skillful, but able to work in the

spirit the architect wishes to put into the design.

It is also important to allow the modeller sutK-

ciently large compensation so that he may feel

that he can afford to give proper study to the work.

Unless the design is very carefully studied in the

scale model before the full-size models are made,

the results are almost certain to be more or less

unsatisfactory.

When scale models and full-size models are

used in the manner described here they take the

])lace of scale detail drawings and full-size detail

drawings, and serve the purpose better.

In passing, it is well to note that the character

of the nuiterial in which the detail is to be

executed should be taken into account very fully

in the making of the models. If the ornament

is to be cast in bronze or iron, undercutting of the

iiriianii'iit shoidd be avuided ;is mncli as possible
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Front Elevation, the National State Bank, Elizabeth, N. J.

Dennison & Hirons. Architects.

This is the drazi'iiig frotn zi'hich the model on tlie opposite page zvas made.

since undercutting will not draw from the mould
in the foundry, and the- foundryman frequently
fills up the undercut parts.

Upon the character of the stone in which it is

to be carved, depends very largely the- degree of

fineness of the ornament, the depth of cutting, etc.

When the ornament is to be cast in iron or

bronze it is well to have two plaster casts made
from the glue mould and to color one of these in

such a way as to give it the appearance of the

metal. It is surprising how much smaller the

dark colored model will appear than the white
plaster cast from the same mould. Among other

things to be remembered is the fact that iron and
bronze have ditferent shrinkage scales and that

models for castini;' in these metals have to be made

with proper allowance for shrinkage of material.

For these, and other innumerable details, the

architect is largely dependent upon the modeller

and upon the experience he gradually gains in

contact with the modeller, which only serves to

emphasize the importance of the selection of the

best possible m.an to do the modelling.

In addition to the models of cardboard, the use

and making of which have already been spoken of

here, and the models of clay and the casts from
them made by architectural modellers under the

supervision of the architect, there is a third kind

of very useful model, namely, the model of clay

or plasteline made in the architect's own oiHce.

It affords a good means of studying the design and
occasionallv of showiuir it to the client during its
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developim'iit. As an example of good practice,

in the making and use of models of this kind, we
may refer to a method practiced in the office of

Denuison & Hirons. This method was fully de-

scribed in an article by Maurice Gauthier in the

issue of Pencil Points for July, 1926. The fol-

lowing condensed statement will serve to give a

general idea of this method.

Cardboard models, usuallv at the scale of jj- m.
to a foot are first made for the study of the eleva-

tions and j^resented to the client. These models
are simple, and quickly made, to show the general

mass of the building with its set-backs, or other

characteristics of formation. The windows,

entrances, etc., are rendered to show reveals and
architectural detail in general. Different designs

for the same building are usually shown by such

models and when one of these has been adopted

by the client, the architect proceeds with its de-

velopment by having j'u in. scale models made in

plasteline of the most important elevations.

In the office of Dennison & Hirons, an arrange-

ment is used which facilitates this work. This

may readily be understood by examining the

isometric sketch shown in the upper part of page

77. This sketch shows the board with plasteline

m.odels of two elevations of an office building in

process. It will be seen that pairs of parallel

cleats have been attached to the board, spaced so

that the distance between them is equal to the

width of the elevation at the scale of the model
in each case.

The spaces be-

tween these
cleats are filled

with plasteline

flush with the

top edges of the

cleats, forming-
two slabs of

plastic material

in which the set-

backs, details,

etc., can be
carved.

With a T
square and tri-

angle the masses

of the elevation

a n d other im-

portant architec-

tural forms are

drawn on the
surface of the

plasteline with a

needle-point tool.

Next, the set-

backs are cut out

with a metal Half-inch Scale Study of the Nat
plate adjustably study of tins moid respited ,„

attached to a and 'v

crossbar uf wood. When the crossbar cari-yiug

this plate is slid along these cleats, the plasteline

is plowed out. Sometimes, when a great amount
of material is to be removed, this has to be done
in stages, but the plate should be used for the

final cut f(n' the sake of accuracy. The surface

detail is then drawn in on the set-backs, as was
done on the main part of the facade, and the

building is ready for the modelling of detail.

It will be noted that this process is the reverse

of that usually employed by sculptors. They
luiild up a design by adding clay or plasteline,

while by this method a block of the material is

formed out of which the fac;ade of the building

is carved. Details may be added by modelling in

the usual way, and various modelling tools are

found useful. Some of these tools are shown in

the illustration at the bottom of page 77 together

with the special metal plate referred to above,

and stamps of wood to be pressed into the plas-

teline for the purpose of indicating windows.

Some of the possibilities of this method are

suggested by the fact that if the profiles of mould-

ings for vertical elements are cut from a strip of

sheet zinc thin enough to be easily cut, but thick

enough to have the necessary degree of stiffness,

and this piece of zinc is attached to the sliding

bar, it is possible to run in detail very rapidly,

that would take hours to model accurately by

building up. This principle can, of course, be

applied to all mouldings and similar details.

Models of this

kind can be

made very rapid-

ly, the one shown
here having been

completed in the

office in about

six hours. The
plasteline eleva-

tions were sent

to the architec-

tural modellers'

studio in t h e

a f t e r n o n a n d
several plaster

casts were deliv-

ered the next
d a y . Two o f

these p 1 a s t e r

casts are shown
in the illustra-

ridus on page 7S.

Tu m akin g
these casts, the

modeller first

m a k e s glue
moulds from the

jdasteline eleva-

tions and then

makes plaster

ional State Bank, Elizabeth, N. J.

changes indicated by dotted lines

marks.
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One of the Three-quarter-inch Scale Structural Drawings for the National State Bank,

Elizabeth, N. J.

Made after model had been checked and critieised.

Reproduction of worn and creased dra-a'ing used in construction of the building.
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Full-size Models

Full-size Models of Detail, Made in Sections with One-and-one-half-inch Scale Model as Guide,

National State Bank, Elizabeth, N. J. Dennison <^ Hirons, Architects

65
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casts. He miters the corners and fits these casts to-

gether to form a representation of a complete

bnilding. By having several casts made, it is pos-

sible to keep one nntouched for record and to make
changes on the others in a fnrther study of the

design, cutting ont the soft plaster in jjlaees and
making additions with white plastic material

where desired.

On page 80 are shown two photographs of a

plaster model of an office bnilding by C. Howard
Crane, Architect, Elmer George Kiehler, Ben A.

Dore, Associates, Detroit.

The plaster casts of a bnilding may be painted

in tempera in the colors to be used on the finished

building, but before painting, they should be

shellacked to stop absorption. The importance

of coloring a model lies largely in the fact that

the scale of ornament looks much diiferent in white

plaster than it does when colored on the finished

building, making judgment difficult.

The plaster model of an interior carried to a

high degree of development is shown in the two
photographs on page 81. This is the model used

by Wm. de Leftwich Dodge in studying his mural
decorations for the Flag Room in the New York
State Capitol at Albany. This model was made
at 2 in. to the foot and the decorations were
tried out on it and changes made until the

design and coloring appeared satisfactory, then

the work of painting the actual decorations was
done with this model as a guide.

Model of Ceiling, National State Bank, Elizabeth, N. J.

Dennison & Hirons, Architects.
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Drawing of Detail for Ceiling in National State Bank, Elizabeth, N. J.

Dennison & Hirons. Architects.
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Full-size Model of Detail of Ceiling in the National State Bank, Elizabeth, N. J.

Dennison & Hirons, Architects.

Full-size Model of Detail of Wall Treatment in the National State Bank, Elizabeth, N. J.

Dennison & Hirons. Architects.
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Detail of Front Elevation, Building for The Chemung Canal Trust Co., Elmira, N. Y.

Dennison & Hirons, Architects.

This drawing sliozvs the front studied in the model on page 72.
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Building for The Delaware Title Insurance Company, Wilmington, Del.

Dennison 6c Hirons, Architects.

Scale model made after the drazviiig on page /S.
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Method of Making Plasteline Studies
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Tools and Accessories for Making Plasteline Studies
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Two I'icws of Plaster Mode! of Room Shozcing Mural Decorations.

Mural Decorations for Flag Room in the New York State Capitol, at Albany, N. Y.

By William de Leftvvich Dodge
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CHAPTER IX

RENDERED DRAWINGS

THE main j)urp_ose_ofj_presentatioii drawing
is usuallyjto "sell" the arcliitect's idea to

the cdient, or to some person or lending

institution Tir~orcrer to tiuauce the building op-

eration, or to the judges_o£-^a. conip^etition. To
this end, everv effort should be directed. A render-

ing, however good it may be in technique, if it is

not an effective presentation of the design, fails

in its main purpose. Effectiveness is the big

thing, preferably combined with truthfulness. In

the case of elevations with shadows cast, when
correctly drawn, the shadows provide a ready

means of reading the architect's design.

Another point that has to be taken into account

is that of economy, both of time and of money.

Very frequently a rendered drawing must he

turned out within a limited time, when it is de-

sired to determine whether the money can be

raised to go ahead with the project or for some

other business reason. But it is not only in a

case of rush that the ability to make a rendered

drawing quickly as well as effectively is of value,

for this ability reduces the cost of the drawing.

As a matter of fact, some of the most effective

drawings have taken comparatively little time to

render, this is very largely a matter of ability and

skill on the f)art of the renderer.

Among the mediums used for rendering, that

most commonly employed in the case of large

buildings is India ink wash,_ jhe jiossibilities of

which are well known. Charcoal is a material

that lends itself very readily to the" expression of

architectural . conceptions in mass, and light and
shade. It offers a minimum of resistance and af-

fords a wide range of tones from the most delicate

grays to velvety black. The making of render-

ings in charcoal is taken up in detail in Chapter

VII of this book. Carbon pencil, lead pencil and

pen-and-ink renderings all have their uses, the

choice of a medium depending very largely iipon

the specific purpose of the drawing as well as up-

on the character of the building.

In all rendering it is well to remember that,

theoretically, lines are only boundaries of surfaces

and that the surfaces are the things of importance.

Often the effect of a line is produced by allow-

ing the white paper to show between the rendered

areas—by "reserving" the white of the paper in

these places. These white lines are used effective-

ly around the edges of shadows, also at points

where it is desired to show sash bars and other

such details, and in many other places as the

needs of the occasion dictate. The white should
not, excepting rarely, be painted in afterward
with Chinese white as this material lacks per-

manence, and its free use is not workmanlike.
The conventions of rendering in wash are so

thoroughly established that such renderings, when
made in accordance with these conventions, afford

a ready and clearly intelligible means of com-
municating information regarding architectural

designs with which all are acquainted.

To go into the techni(pie of rendering in wash
in this book would be to duplicate effort for this

subject has been well treated by H. Van Buren
Magonigle in his book, ''Architectural Rendering
in Wash," and there are other books which are

helpful to anyone wishing more detailed informa-

tion on this particular subject.

There is an unusual and excellent feature in the

rendering of the plan of the Kansas City Peace
Memorial, page 91, for the washes have been toned

by "warming"" them in color in the parts it

was desired to bring up, and by "cooling" them
where it was desired to retire them. All of the

upper levels and shadows of the buildings, trees,

etc., are warmed by the mixture of red with the

India irdi, while all of the lower levels are toned

with blue. This gives a very effective impression

of the relief of the buildings and of the slope of

the surrounding grounds. It gives not only a

sense of realism, but adds interest and beauty to

the rendering. A point worth noting is the skill-

ful way in which the lighting is intensified at the

most important point, namely, the group made up
of the tower and two flanking buildings.

The elevation drawing of the Kansas City Peace

Memorial, page 93, displays a slight use of shaded

lines or graded lines. In general, it is inked in

with fine lines. Points that have been strength-

ened are the vertical left corner of the main
podium, and the ground line at the toji of the

lower landing of the steps at the left. The ren-

dering in wash is in a comparatively few rather

pale ink washes. Blue has been mixed with the

washes for the sky to cool them, while the washes

on the buildings are slightly warmed with red,

intensified in the foreground until the color at

this point approximates warm ' sepia. Piquage
with pen and ink has been employed to give tex-

ture to the foliage and stonework, being varied in

strength to correspond to the strength of the

washes. Taken in conjunction with the light

color of the ]n'oj(>cting ]iodium, this brings that
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Portion of Renderec3 Elevation by Otto R. Eggers, Harding Memorial Competition

Design by John Russell Pope, Architect

See page S^ for entire dra'a-ing and page S^ for another portiau.
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Portion of Rendered Elevation by Otto R. Eggers, Harding Memorial Competition

Design by John Russell Pope, Architect

This is a portion of the drawing which is shown at reduced si::e on page S^.
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McKinley Birthplace Memorial Competition

Design by McKim, Mead & White. Architects

Rendered Elevation—Drawn and Rendered by Gerald Holmes

MCKINtJEVr-^lSl^THPtACE •MEMOJUAL-LCoixgiXmOM
.;^-t.e-CME lMi;M E-O^lii-J, Ai.'TEtH-rE<r' "

__1J

McKinley Birthplace Memorial Competition

Design by McKim, Mead & White, Architects

Rendered Plan—-Drawn and Rendered by John Thompson
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Drawing by Harold Van Buren Magonigle, Nebraska State Capitol Competition

Design by H. Van Buren Magonigle, Architect

important feature into the higliest degree of prom-
inence. The washes of the planting at the sides

in the foreground are graded out and the detail-

ing of foliage is graded from elaboration to in-

definiteness downward and outward in the fore-

ground, and reduced with washes in order that

it may act as a foil for the portion of the monu-
ment that bears the inscrijDtion. which gives the

significance of this structure. Further examina-

tion of this drawing will reveal many other evi-

dences of the care and skill with which the ren-

dering has been made to form a well-ordered com-

position, so arranged as to present the design in

a most effective way, see jjages 94, 95 and 96.

In a competition of importance, such as this

one, the architect is warranted in taking great

pains in making the presentation drawings, in

order that the design may have a fair chance, and
the advantage of whatever skill in rendering he

may have at his command.
Portions of this elevation drawing are shown

reproduced at the exact size of the original draw-

ing in order that the technique may be studied.

Of course, much is lost of necessity in a repro-

duction, but these illustrations will serve to give

some idea of the manner in which this drawing
is rendered and of the excellence of the work.

At reduced size is shown a detail of the tower

which is of such a character as to impress and
interest the observer. It is very free in handling,

but at the same time is sound from the standpoint

of architectural rendering.

Mr. Magonigle's perspective in water color of

the central feature of this memorial is shown on

page 97. In this perspective, Mr. Magonigle
has happily chosen to present the memorial as it

might appear at night with a procession with

bright uniforms and gay flags passing it, the light

from the torches of the procession illuminates

the podium, while the light-colored tower stands

out sharply against the blue, stan-y sky. and the

flames of a beacon blaze from the top of the

tower. There is an admirable luminous quality in

the lighting effect due to the skillful handling of

the washes. The figures of the crowd in the fore-

ground are in deep blue enlivened with touches

of red and black. The wall in the foreground

as well as the sphinx are in deep blue-grey over

washes of red, the high lights cast by the torches

are indicated with bright orange; the lower part

of the rendering, the immediate foreground, is

mainly in cobalt blue and viridian. and the foliage

is given texture by free pen-and-ink work with

dilute ink, used skillfully.

The competition for the Harding Memorial at

Marion, Ohio, which was won by Henry Horn-

bostel and Eric Fisher Wood, brought together an

extremely interesting group of renderings. A
number of these presentation drawings are repro-

duced here. One of the most interesting from the

standpoint of technique of rendering as well as

from that of architectural design is the elevation

drawing submitted by John Russell Poine. Con-

templation of the reproduction of this drawing-^

and study of the details reproduced here at the

exact size of the original drawing will prove

interesting and helpful, pages 82. 84 and 85.

An analysis of the technique of this drawing

would necessarily be extended and would belong

more properly to a special treatise on rendering

than to a chapter of this book. It may be well

to note in passing, however, that much of the sense

of roundness of the building, which is a striking

characteristic of this drawinii', is due to the use
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Portion of a Drawing by Harold Van Buren Magonigle, Nebraska State Capitol Competition

Design by H. Van Buren Magonigle, Architect

Sec page SS for reproduction of entire dra',i<ing.
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Winning Design by H. Van Buren Magonigle in the Competition for Robert Fulton Memorial, New York City.

Rendering by Birch Burdette Long

of foliaii'e at the sides that is darkei- than anv

tone in the huildiug itself. This foliage and the

technique with which it is rendered, as shown in

the details of this drawing, are among the most

noteworthy features of this admirable example of

Otto Eggers' rendering.

Extremel,y good models for presentation draw-

ings or for record drawings, or for drawings to

be enti'red in a competition, are the drawings of

the McKinley Birthplace Memorial—jMcKini,

Mead and White, architects, see pages 86 and 87.

The elevation of this set is reproduced here, also a

detail at the full size of the original drawing. The
ink used was mainly in two degrees of strength, one

almost full black and the other very much diluted.

The lines are of the various widths required to

convey the relative importance of parts of the de-

sign. The building is separated from the back-

ground bv a strono- black outline. The more im-

portant vertical lines, indicating breaks in the

plan, the outlines of capitals and the right-hand

side of the columns are shown in full black, but

in relatively fine lines. A fine line drawn with

ink diluted to about one-half its strength outlines

the engaged columns and the lower line of the

entablature. The rendering in wash is quite sim-

ple, but entirely satisfying. The background is

put in with an air-brush with a little fine stip-

pling, or "speckling"' produced by the use of an

atomizer at the sides of the building. The trees

are lightly indicated in brush work. Chinese

white has been used sparingly in a fine line at

the top of the hedge, and there are touches of it

in the flowers in the vases at either side of the

building.

This elevation was drawn and rendered by

Gerald Holmes. The plan of the same building

was drawn and rendered by John Thompson and

shows the same general style characteristics in its

rendering. Throughout the plan of the building,

a fine black line is used exce]3ting for the floor

mosaic and for the planted borders, etc., in the

central court. A wider diluted ink line is used to

designate the paths, borders, etc., surrounding the

building.

A masterly rendering is that of the main eleva-

tion of the competitive design for the Kansas
City Peace ]\Iemorial submitted lay Bertram G.

Goodhue, page 100. It is inked in with a very

fine line and the wash rendering is depended up-

on for the effects of modelling and distance. The
•washes are heavier than those usually seen, but

are handled with unusual skill. Because of the

density of these washes, the line work in the walls

in the foreground is obscured, while it counts in

its full strength in the walls of the monument
which are lighter. This causes the drawing to

reproduce in such a way as to falsify the vahies

somewhat in our illustrations. The stone joints

in the foreground walls are almost lost. A por-

tion of the main elevation is reproduced at the

actual size of the original drawing—scale, one-six-

teenth inch equals one foot. An unusually fine

piece of drawing is to be seen in the head of the

large statue and the niche-head behind it. The
scale of this design may be understood from the

fact that this main statue is 62 feet in height.

Scaling the stones shows that they are unusual in

size and proportions, some being 2^^ feet by 14

feet, others—5 feet by 11 feet on the face. On
page 102 is reproduced a detail drawing showing

a portion of the tower, while on page 103 is

shown the head reproduced at the exact size of

the original drawing—scale % in. equals one foot.

This aft'ords a very good study of technique, al-

though one must always keep in mind the fact

that however carefully a printed reproduction

may be made from a rendered drawing, there is

sure to be some disturbance of the A'alues due to

the mechanical limitations of the process of repro-

duction—for instance a tendency of the dark parts

( Colli iiuied on page 107)
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Detail of Elevation, Competition for Kansas City Pe<

Winning Design by H. Van Buren Magonigle

(At actual si::c of the original drawing.)
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Perspective of Tower, Competition for the Kansas City Peace

Memorial

Winning Design by H. Van Buren Magonigle
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Portion of Drawing by H. Van Buren Magonigle, Indianapolis War Memorial Competition

Design by H. Van Buren Magonigle, Architect

Reproduction actual size of original.
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Competition for Kansas City War Memorial

Detail of Design by Paul P. Cret and Zantzinger, Borie and Medary, Architects.
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Portion of Main Elevation, Competitive Design for Kansas City War Memorial

Bertram G. Goodhue, Architect

At actual si::c of drawing. Scale iV '"• := 1 /^-
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Detail Drawing, Competitive Design for Kansas City War Memorial

Bertram G. Goodhue, Architect

This drazving is nearly six feet high. See page lo^^.
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Portion of Detail of Competitive Design for Kansas City War Memorial

Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue, Architect

At actual size of ori(jiual drawinci. Scale •V4 in. rz 1 jt.
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Rendered Plan of Buildings and Grounds for The Winifred Masterson Burke Relief

Foundation, at White Plains, N. Y.

McKim. Mead & White. Architects

See portion on opposite page.
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Portion of Plan of Buildings and Grounds, The Winifred IVlasterson Burke Foundation

McKim. Mead & White. Architects

Reproduced at actual si::c of original drazfiug.
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Rendered Drawing by Henry Bacon, Lincoln Memorial at Washington, D. C.

Henry Bacon, Architect
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to appear darker, and of some of the lines to be-

come intensified. Making allowances for these

variations, which have been reduced to a minininm
in this ease, one may gain a very fair idea of the

techniqne of this drawing.

The de^-elopment of a rendering by ilr. Hugh
Ferriss thi'oxigh its tliree stages is shown by the

illustrations on pages 108, 109, and 110. Pre-

liminary to beginning the work on the rendering,

Jlr. Ferriss studied the project as a whole with

the architect, the character of the design, the re-

lation of the building to its surroundings, etc., re-

ceiving information as to what view of the build-

ing was desired for this delineation, as to the j^ur-

pose of the drawing, whether it was to be made
primarily for reproduction or to be shown to the

cli(nir. since this influences the choice of a method.

He received also the necessary data to work
from, which was provided in this case by a scale

drawing of the elevation and a photograph show-

ing the existing surroundings of the site. The
spirit in which the drawing was to be carried out

was considered; whether it should tend toward

the impressionistic, or suggestive, or toward -the

literal. The literal treatment was chosen as the

design had reached a definite stage, and it was
important that the relation of the proposed build-

ing to its surroundings should be made plain.

A drawing in black-and-white was called for.

The choice of a medium was determined by the

necessity for defining detail with some accuracy

which indicated that such mediums as charcoal or

lithographic crayon would be too broad. On the

other hand, it was desirable to produce a draw-

ing having the characteristic toual qualities of

London buildings, and not without atmospheric

effect. This clearly indicated that a hard pencil

line would not be appropriate; nor did the gray

of the ordinary pencil lend itself well to the

de^Dth of tone desired. Carbon pencil was chosen

as the medium, because it allowed the use of a

fairly definite line, with the sharpened point, and

a comparatively rich tonal quality coidd be ob-

tained by using the broad edges and by rubbing

with it. Grades 2B and 3B were employed on a

fairly smooth drawing board.

Mr. Ferriss gives the following detailed account

of the procedure in the making of this rendering:

"First Stage—The composition, being visualized,

the horizon line, vanishing point, center line of

Bush House, silhouette of its mass and the masses

of adjoining buildings to left and right, likewise

the traffic in the foreground (the latter as one

mass ) were suggested in seven or eight free-hand

lines. Bush House was then roughly drafted with

T s(iuare and triangle, information being taken

from the architect's elevation; buildings to left

and right were similarly indicated in a relative

degree of definiteness, likewise the foreground.

Light tone values were produced by rubbing over

the lines with the finger. It was the object at

this stage to have the essentials both of line and
tone values sufficiently indicated to suggest the

final result, but sufficiently tentative to allow any

changes which might ]3rove desiral)le to be easily

made." (See reproduction of the drawing at the

end of the first stage on page 108.)

"Second Stage—The next step was to advance

the essential values to approximately the final

degree, ignoring indication of detail (certain es-

sential lines were first reinforced sufficiently to

keep them from being obliterated during this

process). General tones were applied over the

surface, using the broad edge of an inch of the

lead cut from the pencil, and then rulAied with

the finger. Tone was left relatively light in the

sky, dark in the adjoining buildings, darkest in

the foreground masses; the tone of Bush House
was established by cleaning with kneaded eraser.

Having fixed these elementary values, their prin-

cipal subdivisions were roughly drafted and given

tone value—minor darks being put in the gener-

ally light areas, minor lights erased in the general-

ly dark areas. This stage is shown in the illustra-

tion on page 109.

"Third Stage—The next step was to consider

the details and bring them up to the key already

estal)lished by the general tones. Using T square

and triangle, a certain degree of definiteness was
given to the details throughout the drawing—^be-

ginning at the center of interest and allowing the

indications to become less definite therefrom.

This process was repeated several times, advanc-

ing the indications previously made and giving

consideration to the less important groups of de-

tail in turn; the object being to allow the whole

]ncture to emerge, as it were—major elements

first, minor elements thereafter, and as far as pos-

sible keeping proper relations between them
throughout. This process was repeated until the

anticipated key was reached; it would have halted

earlier had a more suggestive treatment been de-

cided upon, and carried further had a more studi-

ous treatment been wished. This state is shown
in the illustration on page 110.

"In defining lights against darks, considerable

use of kneaded eraser was made, erasing through

an opening cut in a piece of paper to the desired

silhouette.

"Tone, having been ap]ilied with tlie broad side

of the lead, as mentioned, was rubbed with the

bai'e finger, the gloved finger or a chamois stump,

depending upon the texture wanted. Thus, the

bare finger was used in the distance, the stump in

the street in the foreground. The drawing was

made entirely on an upright board, the object be-

ing to easily visualize the composition, from a

normal viewpoint, at all stages.

"The 'First Stage' occupied two and one-quarter

hours; the 'Second Stage" four hours: rlu^ 'Third

Stage' fifteen hours."

In addition to the illustrations referred to
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in the text of this cliapter a immber of supple-

mentary illustrations are included for the purpose

of showing a wide range of good examples of

architectural rendering. These supplementary

illustrations are grouped at the end of the chapter

and much information and inspiration can be ob-

tained from their careful stiuly.

Among the most interesting of these are the

drawings by E. L. Masqueray, of the Hotel Ponce

de Leon, St. Augustine, Fla., Carrere i& Hastings,

Architects, and of the Cathedral of St. Paul,

Minn, on pages 112 and 113, with portions of the

drawing of the Hotel Ponce de Leon at full size

of the original on pages 114- and 115.

On the succeeding pages are shown renderings

by many other distinguished draftsmen, includ-

ing: The Nebraska State Capitol, Bertram
Grosvenor Goodhue. .Vrchitect, drawn by Birch
Burdette Long; Design for the Hudson-Fulton
^Memorial by Albert Kelsey and Paul P. Cret,

drawn by Paul P. Cret; The Chapel from the

Cloister, St. Thomas's College. Washington, Cram,
Goodhue & Ferguson. Architects, drawn by
Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue; and admirable

examples of renderings from the offices of Helmle
& Corbett, McKim, Mead & AYhite, Elmer Grey,

and Walker 6: Gillette. There are also notable

drawings by Henry H(.)rnbostel and Charles Z.

Klaiidcr.

Iff'

^X 'Ls^'^^sS t^

Bush House, London, England

Helmle fit Corbett, Architects

Architect's draiviug -ivhich. together Zi'ith a photograph of the surroundings,

supplied data for the rendering shown on page 110.
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Water Color Drawing by E. L. Masqueray, Hotel Ponce de Leon, St. Augustine. Fla.

Carrere & Hastings, Architects

See portions on other pages.
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Front Elevation, Cathedral of St. Paul, St. Paul, Minnesota

Water Color Drawing by E. L. Masqueray
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Side Elevation, Cathedral of St. Paul, St. Paul, Minnesota

Water Color Drawing by E. L. Masqueray
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Portion of Drawing in Water Color by E. L. Masqueray, Hotel Ponce de Leon, St. Augustine, Fla.

Carrere 6c Hastings, Architects

At actual si::e of original drazciiig. Sec entire drazcing at rcJuccii si::c on page ju.
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Competition Design for The Hudson-Fulton Memorial by Albert Kelsey and Paul P. Cret, Architects

Rendered Drawing by Paul P. Cret
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Drawing by Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue, The Chapel, St. Thomas's College. Washington, D. C.

Cram, Goodhue & Ferguson. Architects
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Design for the Cathedral of St. John the Divine, New York City

Ralph Adams Cram, Architect.

Rendering in Pencil by Theodore de Postels.
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Entrance to Church of St. Germaine, Argentan

Lithographic Crayon Drawing by Charles Z. Klauder.
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Drawing by Henry Hornbostel of Hell Gate Bridge, New York City
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CHAPTER X

DRAFTSMANSHIP

AC L E A R luiilerstanding of the subject

matter of each drawing and a grasp of

,
the purpose that particuhir drawing is to

serve are prime essentials of good draftsmanship,

the technique is secondary. It is this fact that

gives the dignity and importance and much of

the interest to drafting room work. If it were

merely a matter of technique, of the skillful use

of pencils and ruling j^ens and water color brushes

on paper, it would still be interesting and worth-

while, but much less so.

The understanding of the subject matter calls

for a good basic knowledge of architecture, since

it is with architectural draftsmanship that we
are concerned here, and for the thorough under-

standing of each piece of work as it comes along

—intelligent draftsmanship is the only good kind.

A grasp of the purpose of the particular

drawing is important since it governs the choice

of the manner of presentation, a competition

drawing, for instance, being very different in its

manner of treatment from a drawing that is in-

tended as a means of producing blue prints for

the contractors' men to work from.

Any confusion of ideas in this matter is sure

to lead to bad results. A fondness for the elab-

oration and the fine technique suitable to a

competition drawing may cause the draftsman to

clog up a working drawing with matter not

essential to its purpose; and to spend an undue
amount of time and labor upon it. The result

is a drawing that, while it has cost more than

it should, is not a good drawing for the workmen
to use and it may not even make clear blue prints.

On the other hand, some men use the fact that

"a drawing is a means to an end" as an excuse for

careless work that is no credit to the office or to

themselves. Between the extremes lie all degrees

of elaboration and finish in technique and the

correctness of the choice is an index of the drafts-

man's common s,ense.

There was a time, some years ago, when it was

the custom to make working drawings with great

care for their appearance, then came the begin-

ning of our era of practicality and a rapid relaxing

of standards of draftsmanship, so far as technique

is concerned, for practically all but competition

drawings. While this tendency has produced bad
draftsmanship in very many instances, if is

notable that the drawings made today in the

offices of the liest architects are good in tccluiiiiiu'.

They show no unnecessary clalHirarion, but they

are neat, workmanlike and contain all the needed
information effectively presented.

The work of the draftsman is one of the biggest

factors in the practice of architecture. Every
seemingly unimportant part of it is essential to

the translation of an idea into a building.

While architectural drawing is not an end in

itself, pride in one's skill and a sense of pleasure

in the mastery of the craft are as worthy and as

desirable today as they were in the days of the

great draftsmen of the past. The joy in the act

of drawing that many men of today feel would, if

acquired by those who do not now possess it, turn

drudgery into pleasure. To the man who has

never experienced satisfaction from the feel of his

pencil on the paper this may seem untrue, but

even the right "bite" of the pen on the cloth in

making a tracing gives a certain satisfaction to

the man whose hand is trained to the work. The
draftsman's feeling for his media and the degree

to which he is able to make his pens, pencils and
other more or less mechanical means of expression

respond to his intention are important elements in

his success. His pen or pencil should be, in a

vevy real sense, a part of himself, an extension of

his hand. One of the first things a draftsman

should seek to acquire is an acute sense of the feel

of his pen or pencil on the paper, a delicacy of

touch that is not unlike that of the skilled surgeon

who is said to be able to almost "see" with his

ringer tips. And this does not mean a lady-like

daintiness; surgeons have strong hands, often large

hands, but the co-ordination between the hand and

mind is unusually good. A nuui who has this

sensitiveness of touch will neither dig his pen into

the cloth, cutting grooves, nor let it ride loosely

over the surface, prodiiciiig a line that hu'ks firm-

ness and definition.

The matters of crossing the lines at intersec-

tirins which, if properly done, gives vigor and

crisjjness to a drawing, the proper use of dilute

ink for different parts of a drawing and innumer-

able other matters of detail of the technique of

draftsmanship have been treated in other works

that are available for reference. ilost of the

readers of this book are probably familiar with

these matters, therefore it is only the big basic

things that are touched upon, and copious mate-

rial f(n' study is provided in the examples of

ilraftsinanship presented throughout this book.
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Detail for Hanna Mausoleum, Cleveland, Ohio
Pencil Drawing by Henry Bacon.

Henry Bacon, Architect.
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Portion of Study Drawing, Building for M. Knoedler & Co., New York City

Carrere & Hastings, Shreve, Lamb & Blake, Architects.
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Detail of Early Study for the Standard Oil Building

Drawing by Thomas Hastings.
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Drawing by Thomas Hastings.
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Details of Cloister Vaulting, Vault at Main Entrance, Princeton University

Day & Klauder, Architects.
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Plan and Elevations, Memorial Fountain, Plymouth, Mass.

McKim, Mead & White, Architects.
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CHAPTER XI

WORKING DRAWINGS

SIXCE "working drawings are invariably and
of necessity the outgrowth of sketch studies

and preliminary drawings, it seems desirable

in opening the discussion of this subject to show
not only typical working drawings, but in some
cases at least, the sketch studies from which they

were developed in order that the procedure

leading up to their making may be better under-

stood as a part of drafting room work.

On this page is reproduced a sketch study made
by Mr. Kendall of the firm of McKim, Mead &
"White, for the Memorial Fountain at Plymouth,
Mass. Over the page is reproduced another

sketch study showing the central portion of the

fountain in a side elevation. On the page

opposite this one may be seen one drawing of

the set of working drawings which was devel-

oped from these sketch studies. In this work-

ing drawing will be found a carefully drawn
front elevation and side elevation which may be

compared with the first studies, and it will be

seen that there has been no departure from the

parti indicated in the first rough sketch studies.

It will be noted that

the thing as first

conceived by Mr.

Kendall has simply

been drawn out more
fully. Sureness is a

characteristic of the

working methods of

able, well-trained
architects in general.

It connotes the ability

to digest the require-

ments of the program,

to analyze the problem

and to conceive a

thoroughly workable
solution in making
the parti. When the

preliminary studies

are so thorough, waste

of time and money in

the drafting room is

eliminated, also the

architect is left free

very largely to occupy

his mind with other

matters during the

making of the work-

ing drawings.

/>^^---~^, "T^i^ilH^

Sketch Study for Plymouth Fountain

McKim. Mead & White, Architects.

With a sound, clearly defined solution shown in

the sketch studies, the staff has the best possible

starting point. Clearly expressed instructions

from the architect make the carrying out of the

working drawings so smooth and rapid a process

that everyone concerned finds their making a

pleasure. On pages 150 through 153 are repro-

diiced some of the other working drawings of

the Memorial Fountain at Plvmouth, includins;

a three-quarter-inch scale detail and portions

of the full-size details. The outstanding fact

about these drawings is the perfect crystallization

of the idea in the first sketch and the straight-

away and thorough development of it in the work-
ing drawings and again in the details, without
the floundering that too often occurs. The free-

dom from changes in this case is evidence of

definite thinking and cannot be mistaken for

a lack of study. The right time to study a

design is before the first rough sketch is made,
and the time for further study is while the de-

sign is still in the form of preliminary drawings,

restudying the design at a later stage is highly

undesirable. To point

out the clean-cut
quality of this set of

drawings in detail

would be superfluous,

for the reader of this

book can discover it

for himself and will

And pleasure in so

doing.

In the drawings for

the Plymouth
Memorial we have

just seen the develop-

ment of a monument
from a rough sketch

into working draw-

ings, we now find the

same working method
applied to a monu-
mental building in the

case of The Butler

Art Gallery, of which
McKim, Mead &
White were the archi-

tects. In this case the

rough, preliminary

pencil sketch was not

available for rcpro-
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ductioii, but the preliniinarv

sketch study made iiistrumeii-

tally is shown on page 155.

The original one-eighth-inch

scale elevation drawing and the

s^innietrical about an axis may
well be avoided. The extent to

which stone jointing is to be

shoMni can be determined by a

choice between the complete

jointings at small scale, indi-

cating it at the one-eighth or

one-quarter-iuch scale for the

purposes of estimate, leaving

the detailing of it to be done
in the office or indicating it and
letting the stone contractor do

the laborious work. The diffi-

culty with the last method is

that it takes considerably more
time in checking.

As an example of an ad-

mirable method of making the

drawings for a complex modern
building in which the practical

requirements are dominant, we
may well refer to the drawings

f r t h e n e w Presbyterian

Hospital which forms a part

uf the Columbia-Presbyterian

Medical Centre, in Xew York
City. The architect of the

Presbyterian Hospital is

James Gamble Rogers, Inc.;

through the co-operation of the

architect we are able to show

here the process of developing

the draAvings for this building.

On page 164 is shown a portion of the pre-

to such a building as to a purely monumental liminary drawing of a typical floor of the

structure, and how well it is possible to give Presbyterian Hospital. After this drawing was
distinguished monumental character to a build- made and the general arrangement deemed
ing in which practical requirements must be taken satisfactory, the next step was to secure draw-

into consideration to a great degree. On page ings of the necessary equipment and to carefully

159 is shown the first pencil sketch for an eleva- make provision for it in the further study of the

tion, while on page 160 is the elevation at one- plans. On pages 167 through 176 are shown
eighth-inch scale from the contract set. On page reproductions of roughing-in drawings for the

161 is a three-quarter-inch scale elevation on items of equipment for the nurses' work room and
cloth. The last-mentioned drawing particidarly utility room which are included in the portion of

shows admirable clearness and definiteness in suji- the floor showai in the preliminary drawing on

plying information to the contractor and it is page 161. On page 166 is shown the detail of

pleasing in appearance, regarded as an example the plan in which the arrangement of this portion

of draftsmanship. One of the full-size details for was carefully studied for the placing of equip-

this building is reproduced at reduced size on ment. When this drawing was satisfactorily

page 162 showing how well the architect may completed it was possible to go ahead with the

guide the carrying out of his ideas through clear working drawing of this portion of the plan. This

and properly thought out drawings. portion of the architect's general drawing is

The extent to which repeated and symmetrical shown, reproduced at actual size of the original

bays and motives need to be drawn out in detail drawing, on page 165. Then came the making-

contract drawing at one-eighth-

inch scale for the same eleva-

tion are shown on page 151.

A portion of the three-quarter-

inch scale elevation and a full-

size detail of the ornament are

reproduced on j^ages 156 and

158, respectively. Here again

we find the same adherence to

the parfi that we noted in the

case of the P 1 y m o u t h

Memorial Fountain, and
everything that was said in

regard to the advantages of

thorough preliminary study in

that case applies here.

Proceeding from a monu-
mental work to a building of

less monumental character, we
turn to the drawings of a

structure, the practical require-

ments of which are more com-
plex and i)lay a larger part in

the design of the building, the

Washington Heights Educa-
tional Building, McKim, Mead
& White, Architects.

These drawings show that

the method already outlined is quite as applicable

Sketch Study for Plymouth Fountain

McKim. Mead & White, Architects.

depends upon the character of the project. It

would be a waste of effort to draw every window
in an elevation for a loft building, for instance.

The words "ditto" and "repeat" should be used

with care, however, to make clear just what is

to be repeated and where. Wherever possible,

the repetition of the drawing of detail that is

of drawings for the various trades, the general

drawing having been printed by a lithographic

process on the back of numerous sheets as a basis

for the making of these sjjecial drawings. On pages

178 through 181 are shown these drawings for

different trades including the steel, the heating and

ventilating, the plumbing and the electric wiring.
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Full Size Detail, Memorial Fountain, Plymouth, Mas

McKim, Mead & White. Architects.

Sec other half of sliccf on opposite ptuje.
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Study for Elevation, Butler Art Gallery

McKim, Mead & White, Architects.

The main essentials to keep in mind throngh-

ont the jsreparation of working drawings are that

such drawings should be complete, and intelligible

to the workmen, convenient to handle, and
economical to make. It is hardly necessary to

say that the best draftsmanship is that which
produces the clearest, simplest presentation of the

required information. On pages 184-214 are re-

produced drawings illustrating the methods em-
ployed by Egerton Swartwout which are described

below. These methods simplify the work.

In making the drawings for large monumental
buildings, the method employed by Egerton

Swartwout possesses many advantages over the

methods commonly employed. In essence, it con-

sists in making the general drawings di-

agrammatic, keeping them simple enough so that

they can be at so small a scale as one-sixteenth

of an inch to the foot, and supplementing them
with large scale details and full sizes. Another
way to describe this method would be to say that

the building is shown in a set of large scale de-

tails and full sizes to which a set of small scale

diagrammatic drawings supplies the key needed

in assembling the parts. Mr. Swartwout adopted

this method as the result of vexatious experience

with large size sheets of drawings for some of the

big monumental buildings built by his office. The
drawings for the Denver Post Office, for instance,

were at one-eighth-inch scale and they were about

4 feet X 5 feet, difficult and expensive to make
and unwieldy in the field. The drawings for the

Missouri State Capitol were even worse in these

respects. They were 4 feet x 7 feet and with

the mechanical and structural drawings, there

were seventy of them which formed a roll that had
to be carried aroimd in a wheelbarrow. Mr.

Swartwout says that as a matter of fact they were

not carried around, for the workmen tore off

pieces and put them in their pockets. It was
necessary to make photostat copies at reduced size.

These made a convenient roll that could be han-

dled easily, but it was necessary to use a magni-
fying glass in reading the figures.

When it came to making working drawings for

the George Washington Memorial, a building 300
feet X .300 feet, ]\[r. Swartwout worked out the

method outlined above. This set of drawings in-

cluding the border is just thirty inches square.

We cannot do better than to quote ilr. Swartwout"s

explanation of this set of drawings as follows:

"The general drawings at sixteenth scale were
left in simple outline, the masonry shown in the

usual manner, but the terra cotta partitions only

in outline, the outline beiuir strengthened bv a

pencil line just inside of the ink. The center

lines of the windows and the steel columns were
shown and figured and the general dimensions

put on. The elevations were in outline and no
foundations were shown as is usmilly done, but

the elevations started at the terrace level. The
foundations were of pile and quite complicated

and were shown clearly on the structural set at

eighth scale, and there was no need at all for

encumbering the elevations with useless

duplications.

"In the elevations the openings were numbered,
all similar openings having the same number and

the number was prefixed by a letter indicating

the character. This was explained by a note on

the drawings which read : 'The sixteenth scale

drawings are diagrammatic. Symbols "El" etc.

refer to similarly marked portions on the quarter

scale detail drawings. Th(> liroken line between

two symbols shows that units covered by this line

are similar. The number 0S2OS for example

enclosed in a circle with "E-P" above, indicates

the number of the drawing on which adjacent work
is shown in detail. "E" stands for elevation and

"P" for plan.' For instance, you see on the eleva-

tion a row of windows marked 'E-13" and you are

referred to Xo. !IS202. This drawing is at

quarter scale ami 'Ivl.'l" is here fully drawn and

figured and all stcuie joints and detail shown for
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the entire bay. Therefore, a man who is taking

off the quantities carefully lists one bay from the

detail and gets the number of bays from the

general drawings. !Not only windows but all parts

of this elevation are numbered, columns, en-

tablature, balustrades, even inscriptions.

"The same system applies to the plans and to

the sections and interiors. The plan of the

elliptical auditorium Avas so complicated that it

was drawn at eighth scale, getting one-half the

jjlan on a sheet. These drawings were carefully

figured and were supplemented by a sheet of de-

tails at quarter scale. The interiors were gen-

erally drawn at (]uarter scale, or rather parts of

them were, for we had no repeats; if all the

ojjenings were alike we showed only one, care-

fully drawn and figured. The stairs were all

drawn out complete at quarter scale and there were
numerous structural sections at that scale. The
exterior details were very carefully figured. To
obtain these figures, some of the parts were
studied at three-quarter scale and some at full

size. We also showed levels very freely on the

plans, sections and elevations, giving the level in

decimals in relation to the established datum, the

figures being ringed for greater distinction. These
levels were especially valuable in the roof plan

showing heights of copings and roof grades.

"In all there are twenty-four sheets and every-

thing is shown completely excepting the terrace

wdiich was not to be included in the then contract,

and the finish of certain rooms on the first and
second floors which was at that time undecided.

Tt will be noted that the steel is not shown on the

plans, and there are two reasons for it, the first

and principal one being that at the time the plans

were made the engineer had not been appointed.

The other reason is unnecessary, but it is this

:

we show the centers of the columns and that is

sufficient for figuring. The indication of steel at

such a small scale would be useless and would
clutter up the plans. It is worthy of passing-

notice that although there was no engineer when
the plans were made, there is one now, and he

has made very complete and careful drawings, and
has had no difficulty whatsoever in following the

centers we established; and the figured allowance

we made for fioor thicknesses and column covering

has proved in every case suificient. We took

somewhat of a chance, a chance I would not

advocate as a general rule, but we had to take it

in this instance. The foundations of the building

are now in place and everything has worked out

exactly according to our plans. Contractors who
lia\'e figured the plans have told us that it was
niueli easier to figure from them than to figure

from any others they had seen of a building of

similar size, chiefly because of the convenience of

handling the sheets. The information was all

there and it was so simply drawn that anyone
could understand it.

"And there is another side to it, a side that I

hesitate to stress because it may Ix' misunder-
stood, the side of economy. The drawings, the

contract drawings, for the Missouri State Capitol,

a building of considerably less than half the cost

of the George Washington Memorial, were four

times the size of the latter and nearly three times

the number. It took about eleven months to

complete the Capitol drawings, and there was
perhaps an average of ten men working continu-

ously on them. The George Washington Memorial
drawings took about the same time to do, but

only one man worked on them and he wrote the

specifications. Of course the Capitol was much
more elaborate, in the interior especially; there

was an enormous number of special rooms that

were all drawn out on the contract set, and the

drawings even more elaborately finished, but the

George Washington set was much more practical.

I mention this comparison only to show how time

and money can be saved in the production of

drawings by reduction in size and by the elimina-

tion of repetitious work, and that such drawings,

carefully made are more practical and better

suited to the purpose for which they are in-

tended than drawings usually are.''

Mr. Swartwout's explanation of the full-size

details is as follows: "For sometime past we
have made almost all of our details in charcoal

on pencil tracing cloth. This cloth takes char-

coal very well, in fact it has a delightful surface

to draw on, and when the charcoal is fixed it

stays forever and makes wonderful prints, much
better than pencil. Xaturally, if there are a

number of prints t(.) be made we try to make the

drawings as small as we can. If we are detailing

a large entablature, for example, we give merely

the outlines, not bothering to put the architrave

in its natural position, but wherever we can get

it in on the sheet, fixing its relation by figures to

the face of the pilaster or center of the column

below; and only in a very few cases do we ever

draw ornament fidl size. The reason for that

is that for the last twenty years or so we have

worked with one modidler. He knows how to

interpret our scale drawings, and from them he

makes his preliminary model in clay and this

model is studied and changed until we all agree

that it is about right. It is then cast and carved

in the plaster. An order is generally modelled

complete, column, cap, base and entablature at

three-quarter inch scale if large or one-and-one-

half inch, if small. For a large Corinthian

order we generally go from the three-quarter inch

scale model up to a one-quarter full size model,

makiuii' a eai) about a foot or two hiti'h. This

model is carefully finished and is for the use of

the carver in roughing antl pointing. We do this

because we have found it practically impossible

to nnike a correct cast of a big model. If the cap

full siz(> is () feet high or over it will warp and
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twist in spite of all efl'orts to keep it straight;

the axis will become bent, and the leaves askew,

and the carvers have the devil's own time trying

to i^oiut from it; no two measurements will agree.

Whereas in the one-quarter full size the cap has a

steel wire axis, is practically correct, and the

carver merely sets his

pointer to four times. Of
course we make a frag-

mentary full size model;

each different leaf, the

volutes and all that is

necessary, and they carve

from that.

"The ornament, as I

have said, is modelled

from scale drawings; in

case of simple running or-

nament three-quarter inch,

in other cases one-quarter

full size or one-eighth full

size. For example, take

the bronze candelabrum of

the Elks Memorial, the

drawing is one-eighth full

size and is a sketch in

charcoal. It would be

extremely difficult and

tedious to draw this full

size and such a drawing
would n<it only be un-

necessary but misleading.

You will note on our drawings we give all

measurements, and from these measurements the

modeller works. He can get the scheme and the

character much better from the scale drawing
which he can see in its entirety, than from a full-

size drawing too big to handle; and, it is my
experience, he much prefers to work from the

scale drawing. But the measurements are most
important; figures should always be given, and
given very completely. Someone has to establish

these figures, and the man who makes the draw-
ing is much better qualified to establish them
than is the modeller. Then, too, the prints never

scale accurately, no two prints of the same tracing

will scale the same, and for this reason it is our

custom to figure all dimensions on the full-size,

even repeats of ornament and the location of

ornament.

"jSTow, if there is one thing more than another

which is a bugbear to the draftsman, it is the mat-

ter of entasis. In the old days we laid it out full

size and it took two tables and sometimes three,

to hold a yiiece of paper long enough. Generally

we made the column straight, or rather vertical,

for one-third the height, and then divided the

remaining distance into a certain number of eqtial

])arts and then drew a quarter segment of a circle

with a radius equal to half the lower diameter of

.*.'»3

L^f'^^"

Pencil Sketch

McKi

for Elevation, Washington

Educational Building

n, Mead & White, Architects.

Heights

the couinni an( cut this segment with a line equal

to one-half the top diameter and divided the re-

sulting segment into the same number of equal

divisions as had been done for the upper portion

of the shaft.

"This gave a series of ordinates which estab-

lished the radii at the various points of division

„ „, „ . , ,_ _ of the shaft, and by con-
^

:; necting these points with

a curve we established the

entasis. This is the

method generally given in

copies of Viguola and is

really the vertical projec-

tion of a helix. It's not

a good scheme. It's true

the lower third of a col-

umn o r (1 i n a r i 1 y ap-

proaches the vertical, ex-

cept, of course, a Greek
Doric or similar order,

because the entasis

counteracts the diminu-

tion, but in a true entasis

the line is never straight.

Then, too, by this scheme

the line t u m b 1 e s in

rapidly at the top, the

column becomes cigar-

shape, and by laying it

out full size it is so big

that it is difficult and

almost impossible to

handle, and it is equally hard to judge the curve.

"Very few offices have a ceiling high enough to

judge the entasis vertically, and if they had, the

pencil line could not be seen; and if the line is

tliickened sufficiently so that it can be seen, it is

difficult to scale accurately. Also, a big drawing

such as this will stretch or shrink so that after

a week or so it may be an inch or two longer

than it should be, or that much shorter. For

some time past we have drawn our entasis at a

combination of scale and full size, that is to say,

we first make a careful drawing of the shaft at

three-quarter inch, or at such a scale as will make

the actual drawing about two feet high, a size

most convenient to handle, showing the entasis

we want as accurately as we can at that scale.

On this drawing we lay out ordinates every foot

in height, or at each stone joint, or both, con-

tinuing these ordinates for some distance beyond

the column face. We then scale as accurately as

we can each ordinate on the scale drawing and

lay this dimension out full size on the extended

ordinate. This gives us a series of points which,

when connected, form, or should form, a perfect

curve exaggerating the curve of the entasis, the

horizontal dimensions being full size and the

vertical dimension at three-quarter inch or what-

ever scale is used.
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"Xow we have invariably found that the

original points when connected would not form a

perfect curve, the reason being that on account

of the divergence between the two scales, a very

slight error, say yg in. horizontally, will produce

a distinct hump or depression in the curve; a

difference so slight as to be unnoticeable in the

actual column will, when drawn in this exag-

gerated way, produce a break in the curve. We
therefore correct the curve so as to make a perfect

line and then we readjust the lateral dimensions

to agree with the new curve. By this means we
obtain accurate ordinates full size at any point

in the column, and the whole drawing is very

small. For example, let us suppose the column
was Corinthian 32 ft. high; at three-quarter inch

scale the shaft alone would be somewhat more
" than twenty inches high. ISTow it is not necessary

to extend the ordinates to the full length of the

radii; all you need is the difference between the

top and bottom radii, in this case somewhat over

3 in. Therefore, if you drop a perpendicular from
a point on the top ordinate, and on the bottom

ordinate lay off 3 in. or whatever it is, and connect

these points, you have the diminution of the shaft,

and the points on the entasis beyond this line can

be found by deducting the top radius from the

scaled dimensions of each ordinate; so that the

exact entasis for a column 32 ft. high can be laid

out on a drawing about 4 in. wide by 21 in., or so,

high. There need be only one word of warning
about the use of this scheme—it has to be very

accurately drawn, particiilarly the vertical divi-

sions. The curve of the entasis is, naturally, at

an acute angle to the ordinates and a very slight

error in vertical dimensions will cause quite a

marked mistake in the length of the ordinate.

"In this matter of entasis I have been much
interested in a monograph written by Gorham P.

Stevens of the American Academy in Rome,
which ]Mr. Stevens sent me some time ago. ]\Ir.

Stevens has measured the entases of many of the

Roman classic orders and find they are generally

some conic section, hyperbolas, or parabolas or

double parabolas or in some instances approaching

chonchoids. Xow parabolas and hyperbolas being

conic can be drawn at different vertical and hori-

zontal scales and yet retain their curve, and Mr.

Stevens has accordingly adopted a scheme of lay-

ing out the column vertically at % in. scale, and

the horizontal rueaaurements at four times full

size, the increase horizontally being made to

minimize error.

"This scheme forms a much more exaggerated

and flattened curve than the one I have suggested

but it takes even less room on the board, in the

case given above about 11 in. high by 12 in. wide.

Mr. Stevens" idea is that if you lay out the

vertical height of the shaft at % in. scale, drop a

perpendicular and lay off on the base line foul-

times the difference between the top and the

bottom <lianieter and connect these you will have
the diminution. Then establish the vertical

height of your niaxinnmi entasis, that is, the

height on the shaft at which the entasis projects

farthest horizontally from the line of diminu-
tion. Then on this horizontal line lay off the

maximum entasis (I won't go here into the ques-

tion of the method of establishing these dimen-
sions; it is a question of design based on experi-

ence). This will give three points in the curve,

the top, the bottom, and the maximum entasis.

Then draw a parabola or a hyperbola or double

ones through these jjoints and you will have the

curve from which ordinates can be obtained in the

manner outlined above, remembering always that

the horizontal dimensions must be divided by
four to give the actual figure.

"Mr. Stevens thinks, and I believe it is quite

possible, that the Romans laid out their entases

that way. It's evident they could not do it full

size very well, but this sort of scheme could be

laid out on a smooth piece of marble or scratched

on copper. I would advise those who are inter-

ested in this method to get ilr. Stevens' mono-
graph; it is extremely interesting, but he does not

go into detail as much as I could wish. The
method I use is, however, quite simple, and, if

carefully done, is more accurate and much quicker

than the old full size method."

A general description of the method of making
working drawings for monumental buildings em-
ployed by !Mr. Swartwout has been given, and the

making of such a set has been gone into at some

length. Of scale details and the full-sizes some-

thing remains to be said. Quoting Mr. Swartwout
again : "For the information of the many to whom
I am not personally known, let me say that I am
a draftsman, as I think everyone ought to be who
presumes to call himself an architect; I've been

making scale drawings myself for thirty-three

years, and in that time I've made a good many
and I'm still making them, and therefore I speak

from experience and not ex cathedra.

"Xow, as I see it, scale drawings are (a) for
''

the purpose of study and (b) for the convey-

ing of information to tlie builder. These two>

purposes are really quite different; the same

drawing will not do for both. Most scale draw-

ings that I see nowadays are so complicated and

there is so much extraneous stuff on tiiom, that it

is entirely out of the question to see the design

at all. In our own practice we make the 9<!ale-

drawing for study on tracing paper, pinned down
and not stretched very tight. I find that in this:

way it holds its scale fairly well. Of course all'

paper will come and go somewhat, but I've founds

it does it less this way. Suppose, for instance,,

we are studying an order which is shown at eighth

scale on the contract set. Probably some figures

are established, the height of the column and the.-

(Confiiiiied on piu/e 177)
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Interior Detail, Nurses' Work Room and Utility Room, Third to Ninth Floor Inclusive, Presbyterian Hospital,

Private Patients' Pavilion, Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Centre, New York City

James Gamble Rogers, Inc., Architect.

Original at scale 54 "' = 1 /^- Reduced in reproducing. Pencil drazdng on thin paper.
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Roughing-in Drawing for Bed-pan Washer, Built-in, Presbyterian Hospital, Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Centre,

New York City

James Gamble Rogers, Inc , Architect.
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Presbyterian Hospital, Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Centre. New York City
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Roughing-in Drawing for Bed-pan and Urinal Warming Closet

Presbyterian Hospital, Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Centre, New York City

James Gamble Rogers, Inc , Architect.
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Equipment Detail, Working Drawing, Hot Plate Stand and Drip Pan, Presbyterian

Hospital, New York City

James Gamble Rogers, Inc., Architect.
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entablature. If the onlcr is dvci- .'"»() feet or so,

we study at (juarter; if iiuilcr, at tlirc('-(|iiart('rs.

AVe adhere with extreme ])reeisioii to the eighth

scale, even using a niagnifving glass and scaling

off at different places, and lay out the hones of it

with the greatest care, to be sure it scales to a

fraction of an inch.

"We study over this in freehand and render

it in pencil or charcoal ami sometimes rong'h-out

some of it full size to be sure of the scale. Then
we draw it ont very carefully in line with a fairly

thin line that can be easily scaled, and establish

in figures, all the main divisions of the entabla-

ture, the upper and lower diameter, the height of

the base and cap, and locate the architrave and
frieze faces in relation to the ujijier diameter. AVe

establish, in figures, the jirojections of the fascia

of the cornice and the corona. This all has to be

done sometime and it's liiuch better to do it then

when it's all fresh than to pick it up when
full-sizing.

"When we've rinislu'd \vi> know that the order

as detailed would look, if reduced, exactly like

the eighth scale, or, rather, like the design. This

drawing is carefully ])reserved as a record, and
using these figures as a basis, and generally

tracing over it we makf in pencil nu white cloth

the scale drawing for jirinting. 1 fiml ]iencil

answers quite well enough: it does not make such

clear prints as mk, but it's much (piicker.

"We generally make a separate drawint;' for

each trade. For examjile, if the building is of

stone, the drawing referred to above is a basis for

the stone shop drawings, so we show only the stone

work and the backing, and merely the steel that

comes near the stone. Ibit we figure everything,

even figures that seem unnecessary, projection of

bases, of caps, offsets I'roni the building line,

s]>acing of lialusters, e\-ervthiiig. it's uiucli

handier to have all these things on one drawing
than to look through rolls of full-sizes at some
future time, ''ve had pt'ople say, Tlow can yon
be sure these figures will stand, doesn't it tie u])

your fnl-sizes r The answer to that is that these

figures have to be fixed sometime. Changing on

the full-size is dangei-ous, but if it must be

change(l, change it and call atteiuiou to it on the

full-size. T Hud you rarely have to change it.

And in speaking of figures, we always try to gi-\'e

all the figures thi' shoj) drawing man may need;

it saves time in the end, and nudv(>s the checking

of the sho]) drawings much easier. For exani])]e,

we've done a good deal of circular w<n'k with inter-

sections at all s(n-ts of angles. We always figure

tliese things out and draw all circular work de-

veloped. It's not much of a thing to do—it

sounds harder than it is—the merest snuittei'ing

of trigonometry and a <'o|)y of ividder is all that

is necessary.

"The same method ai)])lies to the interior. The
interiors on the contract set have been drawn out

say at (putrter. AVe generally rough out the full-

sizes of some of them to ti.\ the scale, and make
the drawings for one trade oi dy, unh^ss of course

two or more trades are so closely tied up that one
drawing will suflice. I!iit we slmw nothing but
what the trades need lor their work and generally

only the finish lim—what is the use of showing-

terra cotta partitions and backing and structural

steel, unless there is some ])articular and special

construction that has to be done, or unless there

is some very tight jilace o\er a dnct or something
of the sort—and we make (jur scale details fraa;-

mentary; no })arts are repeated, ami the drawings
are kept small, not more tluui i'4 in. x .'50 in., less

than that, oftener llian not, and i:cni'i'all\' makinff

one over the other to sa\i' laying out. I've seen

scale details that were so big that tlie\- were not

only nnwieldly luit iuqiossible to read.

"I recall one case on a \'ery large buihlim: we
were doing. The nnii'ble snbcoiitractDi' a])peare(l

before the boar<l to argue about some t'xtras he

had claimed and that we had turned down. He
made a very impassioned argument and was su]i-

ported by the general contractor, and then' were

a couple of lawyers jireseni and a committee from
the Senate, for this contractor was a |iower. The
lioard was imjiressed and the Senati' leadi'r, a

\'ery imposing nniii in a long I'l-ince Albei't and
black Stetson, said, '.\ow, .Mi', .\rchitect, what
ha\'e you to say in reply ^ ('an yen answer this

honest man f ^Vml 1 said no, 1 I'ouldn'f, and
the honest man swelled with pride and the

Senator was ])lease{| and the Hoard of ( 'ommis-

sioners looked pained; 1 hail I'aileil in a pinch.

'Senator,' T said, 'I can't answer that because 1

can't understand it. This hdiiest man is talking

about one side of the chiimber and pointing to the

drawings of the other side." '(Imid Lord,' said

the Senatiu- and the session was ox'er. And yet,

in a way the joke was on us. because the drawings

were at fhree-(pnii'fer and most elaborate and con-

fused, ami were about liHir leet sipuire and there

were four or five of them, and I dnn't think any-

one thoroughly iimlei-stdod them Inn the drafts-

man who had imnle them. .Nowadays we <-onld

show the whole thing on a couple ol sheets

24 in. x 30 in.

"But don't let me gi\'e the impression fidiii all

this that 1 ad\dcate incomplete or slipshod draw-

ings. 1 don't. I belie\'e in gi\ing all inlorma-

tion, all neccssar\ in lin'inal ion in the minutest

detail. F<ir example, fake the ceiling here repro-

duced for the (irand Recepiion ivoom of the Elks

Memorial. This is a barrel \ault with semi-cir-

cular ends, tlu're being no bri'ak at the ends but

all the ceiling on the same face, that is to say, the

stile face. Yon will nutici' the penetrations on

the circular ends are the same width ;it the s]>ring

line as those on the straight part, and the same

distance apart, but that their apices are nearer

( Colli iiiiicd (III pitgc 2lli-)
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Details of Exterior, National Victory Memorial, Washington, D. C.

Tracy & Swartwout, Architects.
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN

NATIOX.\L MCTORi'.WE.MORLU 98 003

First Floor Plan, National Victory Memorial, Washington, D. C.

Tracy & Swartwout, Architects.
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN

NAnONAL VTCTORi'MEMORIAL 98 004-

Second Floor Plan, National Victory Memorial, Washington, D. C.

Tracy & Swartwout, Architects.
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VICTORV MEMORIAL BinLDING.
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

FOUNDATION

-

DETAILS or BRIDGE-MALL CORNERS
GUNVi»Lt> *Lr5C0, cofteuLTiNG cwaia. 98310

Foundation—Details of Bridge—Mall Corners. National Victory Memorial, Washington, D. C.

Tracy & Svvartwout, Architects.
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VICTORY MEMORIAL BITLDING.
THE GEORCE WASHINGTON MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION.

WASHINGTON, DC

PILING PLAN
S.WQUADRANT 98301

Piling Plan, S. W. Quadrant, National Victory Memorial, Washington, D. C.

Tracy & Swartwout, Architects.
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MALL ELEVATION

@s

NAIIONAirVICTORi'jWEMOIUAL 9U008

Mall Elevation, National Victory Memorial, Washington, D. C.

Tracy & Swartwont, Architects.
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ONE Ql'ARl'ERIIVrH 5C.M.Z
DET.MLS OFEXTERIOIU
JEVKNTH STREET FACADE

NATION.'XL VICTORVAIEMORLU 90 202

Details of Exterior, National Victory Memorial, Washington, D. C.

Tracy & Swartwout, Architects.
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1T^

TRAN5VEIUE .SECTION

N./VriON.'U MCTOra'MEMORLU
98012

Transverse Section, National Victory Memorial, Washington, D. C,

Tracy & Swartwout. Architects.
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NORTH EMD OFlAUDITOIUUM
FIR5T FLOOIV PLAN

I
SECOND PL00n.rLAS

NATIONAL MCTORYAIKMORIAL 90 OH

North End of Auditorium, National Victory Memorial, Washington, D. C,

Tracy & Swartwout, Architects.
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ONE Qr.\RTER .SC.XLE DET.\1LS OFI.\TElUOn_
An>lTOIUU.M

PLXVS PE\'ELOrEP

NATIONAL MCTORYA\EMOIilAL
98205

Details of Interior of Auditorium, National Victory Memorial, Washington, D. C.

Tracy & Swartwout, Architects.
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NATIONAL

QJ.'.\R-TER SCALE DETAILS OF LVTERIOR.

90 208

Details of Interior, National Victory Memorial, Washington, D. C.

Tracy & Swartwout, Architects.
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Three-quarter Scale Details, Marble Work, Memorial Hall, Elks National Memorial Headquarters Building,

Chicago, III.

Egerton Swartwout, ArchiLect.
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Three-quarter Scale Detail of Coffers, Memorial Room Dome, Elks National Memorial Headquarters Building,

Chicago, 111.

Egerton Swartwout, Architect.
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Three-quarter Scale Detail^ Wood IVorkf Grand Reception Room.

Scale Details, Elks National Memorial Headquarters Building, Chicago, 111.

Egerton Swartwout, Architect,
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Flag Pole Base, Elks National Memorial Headquarters Building, Chicago, 111.

Egerton Swartwout, Architect.
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Full-size Details, (reduced), Cornice and Architrave, Lowej- Order, Tower of Roger Williams Memorial,

Washington, D. C.

/ Egerton Swartwout, Architect,
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Full-size Stone Details, (reduced), Elks National Memorial Headquarters Building, Chicago, 111.

Egerton Swartwout, Architect.
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Full-size Stone Details, (reduced). Elks National Memorial Headquarters Building, Chicago. 111.

Egerton Svvartwout, Architect.
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Detail of Entasis, Exterior Column, Macon Auditorium, Macon, Ga.

Egerton Swartwout, Architect.
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One-eighth Full-size Detail (reduced) of Candelabrum, Elks National Memorial

Headquarters Building, Chicago, 111.

Egerton Swartwout. Architect.
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One-quarter Full-size Details (reduced) of Newels, Elks National Memorial

Headquarters Building, Chicago, 111.

Egerton Swartwout, Architect.
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Full-size Detail, (reduced) , Iron Lamp in Court, Elks National

Memorial Headquarters Building. Chicago, III.

Egerton Swartwout, Architect.
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architrave:

— eqval divisi0m3 *<

Diagram from "Roman Entasis"

By Gorham P. Stevens.

together on account of the circle, and the hex-

agonal panels between them are distorted, particu-

larly the one at the start of the turn. To over-

come this distortion we shifted the axis of this

penetration toward the center of the room and it

was a verv complicated affair altogether. We
had a model made in plaster of half the ceiling,

run smooth im the line of the stiles. This we
cheeked and changed until it scaled to a hair.

Then from our developed plan, we laid out the

penetrations in pencil on the model and the

modeller put in the penetrations with the greatest

care. We then laid out the whole ceiling on the

model and found our development was exactly

right. We took the temjjlate of the soffits of the

pendentives from the model, as they were warped
surfaces and impossible to develop mathematically,

and then we scaled off the original development

and established figures for every panel, showing

all the variations and adjustments that had to be

made. From this drawing the modeller is work-

ing, and I don't see how he could work without

it, but I must confess I have never made, or even

seen a drawing like it. Generally we have merely

made a plan and some sections and direct eleva-

tions, and modelled it direct at full size, but it

was an awful job and seldom worked out as it

shoidd in the building. Here, everything is de-

veloped and figured and we know it will work out.

It took some time to do, but it will save time in

the end. I forgot to say we made the original on

heavv Whatman's mounted on straw board as we

a fragmentary

wanted to avoid shrinkage, but we found even this

heavy board shrank somewhat. I've tried heavy
pattern paper too, but it also comes and goes. I'd

really like to know something that will stay.

"We laid out in somewhat similar fashion the

panels in the main dome of the Elks Memorial,
except that here the development was merely a

matter of mathematics. Note the multitude of

figures we have given; they are a great help to the

modeller. Somebody has to establish them and
the architect is the proper one. And still in the

question of figures, I have found it an excellent

scheme to figure ornament. In a carved marble
panel for example, which has a wreath and two
swags, we locate the center of the wreath and
points of sujjport of the swags. This not only

helps the modeller but it establishes the location

for the carver who often gets

model.

"I could carry this description much further in

detail, in point of fact, I've just scratched the

surface, but in general what we have been trying

to do is to simplify our drawings and yet make
them more complete than they have been in the

past, and make them easier to handle.''

A set of drawings that constitutes an excellent

model for the presentation of a fine residence is

the set reproduced on pages 215 through 222 of the

Royal Italian Embassy at Washington, D. C., in

wliich are combined the residence of the Ambassa-
dor and necessary facilities for the discharge of

his official duties. It is only rarely, however, that

the draftsmanship should be carried quite so far

as in this case, where it was deemed advisable

to make the working drawings of the elevations

complete in repetition of detail, ornament and
window sash etc. on account of their being stib-

mitted to a foreign government for approval.

Usually, much of this repetition can be avoided

and the needed information conveyed by such

notes as "Continue all ornament," "Repeat sash

and frame as at A."

On pages 223 through 2-43 are reproduced

working drawings of widely varied character,

which provide interesting and helpful matter for

study and reference in the drafting room. These

drawings include details of the United States

Treasury Annex at Washington, D. C. by Cass

Gilbert; a drawing by H. Van Buren Magonigle

of detail for ifcKim, Mead & White's Madison

Square Garden; also drawings by Bertram Gros-

venor Goodhue and Henry Bacon. Many other

Avell-known architects are represented here.
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Preliminary Drawing, First Floor Plan, The Royal Italian Embassy, Washington, D. C.

Warren & Wetmore, Architects.
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Preliminary Drawing, Second Floor Plan Over the Chancellery and Garage, The Royal Italian Embassy,

Washington, D. C.

Warren & Wetmore, Architects.
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Working Drawing. Main Elevation, The Royal Italian Embassy. Washington, D. C.

Warren & W'etinore, Architects,
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Working Drawing, Details of Main Elevation. The Royal Italian Embassy, Washington. D. C.

Warren & Wetmore. Architects.
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Working Drawing, First Floor Plan, The Royal Italian Embassy. Washington, D. C.

Warren & W'etmore. Architects.
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Working Drawing, Second Floor Plan, The Royal Italian Embassy, Washington, D. C.

Warren & Wetmore, Architects.
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Details of North and South Doorways, Central Presbyterian Church, Montclair, N. J.

Carrere & Hastings, Shreve, Lamb & Blake. Architects

Scale of original drawing ^ in. equals I foot.
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Details, United States Treasury Annex, Washington, D. C.

Cass Gilbert, Architect.
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Central Motif of Madison Avenue Facade of Madison Square Garden, New "lork

McKim, Mead & White. Architects.

Drawing by Harold Van Buren Magonigle.
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Main Entrance Door and Porch, Alterations for Lieutenant-Governor George R. Lunn, Cold Spring, N. Y.

Everett V. Meeks, Architect
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Details of Balconies above Main Entrance, Building for the Chicago Tribune

John Mead Howells and Raymond M. Hood, Associate Architects.
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Details, Building for the Greenville Banking and Trust Company, Greenville, N j.

Alfred C. Bossom, Architect

5<.'t' li:lyc details on f(l,«c'.v .'.,'0 and in.
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Details, Building for the Greenville Banking and Trust Company, Greenville, N. J.

Alfred C. Bossorn, Architect
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Details, Building for the Greenville Banking and Trust Company, Greenville, N. J,

Alfred C. Bossom, Architect
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Details, Seaboard National Bank, New York City-

Alfred C. Bossom, Architect
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Details, Seaboard National Bank, New York City

Alfred C. Bossom, Architect
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Details, Seaboard National Bank, New York City

Alfred C. Bossom, Architect
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Designs for Wrought Iron Lanterns, Home of George W. Vanderbilt, Esq., at Biltmore, N. C.

Hunt & Hunt, Architects.

Reproduced at the exact sice of tlie oririiiial dra^viiu/s. Scale 11 2 in. ^ 1 ft.
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Design for Wrought Iron Lanterns at Main Entrance, Home of George W. Vanderbilt,

Esq., at Biltmore, N. C.

Hunt & Hunt, Architects.

Reproduced at exact si"C of original drawing. Scale I'i in. =^ 1 ft.
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III

W

Design for Wrought Iron Lanterns of West Loggia, Home of George W. Vanderbilt, Esq., at Biltmore, N. C.

Hunt & 1 hint. Architects.

Rcproiiuccd at the exact jf'rc of the original. Scale n ^- lu, — l ft.
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Details of Design for Panelled Room at the Grand Central Galleries,

for the Eli Berman Company, Inc.

Edmund L. Ellis, Architect.

See drawing on page 2$S.
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Detail of Canopies above Main Entrance, Building for the Chicago Tribune

John Mead Howells and Raymond M. Hood, Associate Architects.
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Details of Side Portico, Legislative Building, State Capitol Group, Olympia, Washington

Wilder & White, Architects. New York.
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Details of Entrance Portico, North Front, Legislative Building, State Capitol Group,

Olympia, Washington

Wilder & White, Architects. New York.
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CHAPTER XII

ALTERATION WORK

M' AKIK^G the working drawings for altera-

tion work naturally involves the securing

of full data regarding the old work,

tying together the new work with the old and the

rejDresentation of both so clearly and completely

that there need be no confusion or delay occa-

sioned by uncertainty in the carrying out of the

architect's intentions. The alteration job pre-

sents more pitfalls for the drafting room than any

other type of work that is handled in the archi-

tect's office. The cause of most of the trouble is

meager and indefinite information in the draw-

ings supplied for the contractor's guidance.

Naturally if the drafting room has not full and

definite information, the drawings cannot be ex-

plicit. The first part of the problem is to secure

complete essential data; the second part of the

problem is to present the idea so as to show clearly

both the new and the old work.

If the task of obtaining the necessary data is

attacked in the right spirit of thoroughness it be-

comes interesting, the more so if a systematic and

well-thought-out method underlies the procedure.

Usually the obtaining of data is divided in two

sections, first, enough information is obtained to

enable the architect to make his preliminary

sketches, then, when word has been sent to go

ahead with the work, the further information

needed for the full study of the problem and

the preparation of working drawings must be

obtained.

It is well to remem-
ber that whatever data

is obtained for the pre-

liminary study should

be noted in such form

that additional infor-

mation may be added

easily, also, this infor-

mation should be ac-

curate not only so that

the preliminary draw-

ings may be reliable,

but that this informa-

tion need not be checked

or obtained over again

in case the architect is

to go ahead. Obtaining

and putting into shape

the necessary informa-

tion about an old build-

ing is a task that may

Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity Hous

Before Alteration

well be regarded as one of the most difficult en-

countered in the course of drafting room work.

The method of handling alteration jobs em-
ployed by Harold D. Way is shown by a number
of drawings covering the alteration for the Alpha
(3micron Chapter, Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity,

Inc., at Canton, iV. Y.—Bastow &: ^Yay, Archi-

tects. On page 2i-l: is shown a portion of the

floor plan drawn to scale at the job on cross-ruled,

co-ordinate paper. This paper was tacked down
on a small, light drawing board and the sketch

was drawn to scale with a surprising degree of

accuracy. The dimensions are, where possible,

given as running dimensions, that is, they are re-

ferred to the same datum. For instance, both

jambs of a window are fixed by measurements
from each to the corner of the building. This is

not a new idea, but it is one that might well be

put into effect more often. In this way the

troublesome accumulative error is avoided.

A photograph of the building before alteration

is shown on this page and typical drawings are

reproduced on pages 246, through 251. On page
252 is shown a schedule of materials and finishes.

From j\Ir. Way's explanation of the method of

handling alteration work in his oflice, we quote

the following: "The overall dimensions were
taken first, the exterior walls plotted, giving tlie

whole periphery, going completely around tlie

building back to the starting point as a check.

ilinor dimensions were
then filled in, in svs-

tematie o r d e r and.
\vhi're\-('r [lossible, giver,

as ruiiuiug dimensions.
It not so given, any
deviation from the gen-

eral rule should l)e

clearly noted.

"The heights should,

in lite same way, be re-

ferred to the top of tlie

water table, first floor

lex'el or some definite

(hitum. Sill heights and
heads of openings can

then be referred to the

nearest floor level. Tlie

stone courses or brick

courses, pitch of roofs

or heights to ridge must

be (let eriii i tied. Tlic
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^S?i^

North Elevation

Tl P.ST rLCC.;3,P:.AX-

First Floor Plan—Alteration of Fraternity House for Alpha Omicron Chapter, Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity, Inc.,

Canton, N. Y.

Bastow & Way, Architects.
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details of corniees, belt courses, sills, door and
windiiw frames and reveals, all mouldings and the

like must be obtained. Location and size of

leaders, size of beams and direction, size of soil

lines and location are obvious items, of course.

-The essential thing is to get all of them and to

title them or key them up to the general plans

"and elevations.

"A survey should be insisted upon and should

be complete, showing elevations or contours, loca-

tion, kind and caliper of trees, presence of rock,

location of old wells, level of water because of

liability of causing seepage and possibility of

necessitating waterproofing. Grades at the build-

ing should be checked by the architect by measure-

ments taken to the water table, or whatever datum
the architect has selected.

"Of equal importance to the data for the draw-

ing are the notes as to materials and finish, as

well as notes on electrical work, pkunbing, heating

and the like.

"On the exterior of the building there are the

problems of the kind and condition of masonry

materials; sjjalled brick and stone that may need

to be replaced; broken or cracked stone, settle-

ment; condition of wood trim and painted work.

Should the old paint be burned off, what of mate-

rials and settlement of driveways and walks ?

"On the interior of the building it will be found
nio.st convenient to list the materials and finishes

of rooms separately, including also the electrical

fixtures and hardware. First there is the material,

finish and condition of flooring, width and direc-

tion of flooring; notes as to borders; materials

and finish of trim, making sure that a detail of

trim, and paneling of doors has been made;
plastering of walls and ceiling; kind and condi-

tion of plastering; notes as to papered and painted

surfaces; design, dimensions and condition of

electric fixtures and in the same way notes on
hardware.

"The system of electric wiring, whether tube,

knob and loom or conduit work, should be noted;

also location, size and type of })anel boards, cut-

out and meter boards together with general infor-

mation as to the point to which the service com-

pany brings its service, whether overhead or

underground, kind of current furnished, direct or

alternating, voltage, number of cycles, phase, two

or three wire system and amperage permitted for

m
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Portion of South Elevation Alteration of Fraternity House for Alpha Omicron Chapter,

Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity, Inc., Canton, N. Y.

Bastow & Way, Architects.
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branch circuits bv local regulations. In a similar

way information must be obtained on plumbing
and heating.

"Inquiry should be made as to cost and supply
of materials in the local market. It is always
embarrassing to have the contractor report to the

owner that a considerable saving could have been
effected had the specifications called for other

materials and finishes. Not only that, but the

best service cannot be rendered unless one is fully

informed and can make decisions intelligently.

"The next problem is to present the drawings
in such a way that it will be clear to the con-

tractor and workmen what is new and old work.

"The walls and floors and all nuiterial sho^vu

in plan or section is logically shown in outline for

old work and the hatching and material indicated

for new. Old work to be removed must be shown
but for clarity is dotted and accompanied with

a note that it is to be removed. This applies to

elevations as well as plans. Copious notes should

be provided calling for bonding of new to old

work, and underpinning where required.

"The shifting of doors from one position to

another is often taken care of with notes and long

distance arrows but this is, to say the charitable

thing, confusing. The scheme of putting this in-

formation in a door schedule, as illustrated, works
out very well.

"^Materials and linishes are taken care of by

a schedule simplified for this particular job. Old
material is noted by an abbreviation and the num-
ber of coats of paint which varies on old work is

noted by Pt. 4 or Pt. 2. The schedule of materials

and finishes simplified the writing of the specifica-

tions, as it always does, besides giving a good check

on their completeness. Schedules have sometimes

been criticized because they are difficult to read

but they are really not much dirt'erent in this

respect from the average specification and are

certainly easier to prepare than a lengthy

description.

"The problem becomes, in the ultimate analysis,

that of putting oneself in the other fellow's shoes,

to think out in advance what information will

be required by everyone connected with the work.

"Here is given a listing, under the various

heads, of items that need to be looked out for but
to be complete such a list would have to fit all

types of construction and city and country work,
being probably as uninteresting as it would be
difficult to prepare. However, there have been
a number of checking lists published from time to

time that would be helpful in outlining such a
thing for one's own use. This may be done with a

degree of elaboration that is in accord with the

particular type of work in hand and in con-

formity to the tradition of the office with respect

to system or lack of it.

"Those items that apply equally well in new
work do not call for more than a passing reference

here. The listing of general information required

for the various engineering features of the prob-

lem has already been mentioned. Then there is

the information that the architect should turn

over to the engineer. For instance, the use to

which rooms are to be put is of prime importance

to the heating engineer. One might go a step

further in this matter of checking lists by prepar-

ing one on those items that should be taken up
with the owner and things to watch out for in the

early stages of design, including such uninspiring

problems as removal of ashes.

"These lists have value in that they make for

clear thinking right from the beginning, both in

the matter of collecting data and of presentation

of work contemplated. Those opposed to system

might argue against such lists but if ever system

is required it is for the alteration job.

"A great aid is the use of the camera for views

taken straight on, to approximate elevations, ac-

companied by other detail photographs of both

exterior and interior which help the draftsman to

visualize the work. Further use of the photo-

o-raphs mav be made bv enlaro'ing them or sketch-

ing over them in ink or jiencil directly on the

print, which may then be lileached. Photographs

may also be used to advantage if supplied to ac-

company the plans and sjiecifications when taking

the bids, such photographs are of service to the

estimator, supplementing his visit to the site and
making the problem more concrete in the mind
of the contractor.''
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CHAPTER XIII

INSTRUMENTAL PERSPECTIVE

THOUGH there are numerous works devoted

to the subject of persijective drawing, it has

been thought well to include in this book a

brief explanation of a method of laying out per-

spectives instrumentally that is in common use,

and to show the ajiplication of this method to the

making of drawings of the exteriors and interiors

of buildings. Ways of avoiding the unnatural

appearance that so often mars instrumental per-

spective drawings of architectural subjects are

pointed out. A method of drawing interiors in

parallel, or "one point" perspective is described

and illustrated. Other helpful matter relating to

this subject is incliided.

Xo attempt is made here to go into the prin-

ciples of perspective drawing—we are not con-

cerned here with the "why" but with the "how"
of drawing perspectives. The only intention is to

l^rovide a convenient reference for those who desire

a simple explanation of practical ways of laying

out such perspectives as may be required in the

course of ordinary architectural drafting room
work.

It is assumed that the purpose in laying out a

perspective instrumentally is merely to provide

a guide for the freehand rendering—that only so

much of the drawing is to be worked out instru-

mentally as the renderer may need to ensure

I'easonable correctness in the finished perspective.

The diagram on page 25i shows a method which
is briefly described on the same page. It will be

noted that tfes' method assumes that the observer

views the building through a transparent screen

which may be imagined as a large sheet of plate-

glass. Lines are drawn from various points toward
the eye of the observer and, from where they

intersect this screen, lines at right angles to this

plane are projected. This gives the location of

the various verticals, while the horizontals are

obtained from elevations placed at right or left of

the drawing, the horizontals being projected to

some line of heights found as shown. From the

points established in this way, lines are drawn
toward the right vanishing point or left vanishing

point as the case may be, thus establishing the

horizontals in perspective._j
It will be noted that this diagram differs from

those usually employed to illustrate this method
of laying out perspectives in that no corner of the

plan touches the picture plane, it being assumed
that the building stands at some distance back of

the picture plane. The reason for showing the

plan in this relation to the picture plane instead

of in contact with the latter is that many students

who are taught to draw the picture plane in

contact with a corner of the plan, gain the impres-

sion and retain it, that this is an essential part

of the method, that the plan must touch the picture

plane at some point. It is not essential, it merely

happens to be a special case which is convenient

sometimes. Other lines of heights than the one

formed in that way are iised generally, and it has

Fieure 2 Figure 3

The Field of Vision and the Picture

I*ICURE 2

—

Angle of vision at distance usually assumed, one and one-half times the greatest dimension of the

picture, and the maximum angle of vision, approximate. Figure 3

—

The field of vision, base of visual cone,

and within it two of the many possible forms of picture indicated by dotted lines.
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been thought better to avoid a placing of the pJan

which so often leads to a confusion of ideas.

Tt will be noted that in this diagram is shown a

perspective curve and the special T-sqiiare made
to use with it. The blade of the T-square is so

placed on the head that one edge of the blade is

on the center of the length of the head. A line

drawn along this edge will, therefore, always be

a radial line from the vanishing point. Though
the perspectiA'e curve and sj^ecial T-square are

known to most draftsmen, it may be well to say

that this curve consists of a thin strip of wood cut

so that the curve of the concave side is a segment

of a circle having a radius which is marked in

figures on the curve. In this diagram, the per-

spective curve is shown at the left of the drawing

where it is most convenient for use, since in this

position, the T-square may be handled easily

with the left hand, ilany draftsmen, however,

place the perspective curve at the right, in order

that it may not interfere with the use of the regu-

lar T-square in drawing horizontal lines. When
the perspective curve is at the right, the more
distant vanishing point of the picture must, of

course, be at the right. There is no reason why
perspective curves should not be used at both sides,

but this is seldom necessary since one of the

vanishing points is iisually within a sufficiently

short distance of the line of sight to make it pos-

sible to establish this point on the drafting board.

\| For the distant vanishing point, the perspective

curve is an excellent substitirte since in very many
cases one of the vanishing points of a perspective

drawing is likely to be a long way off the drafting

board. In that case, if a perspective curve is not

used, a pin must be driven in a neighboring draft-

ing table to represent this vanishing point, and
lines must be drawn along a string attached to

this pin, which is a very inconvenient way of ac-

complishing the purpose.

That perspective curves are not used to a greater

extent, and that the results iisually attained by
their use are often very unsatisfactory are facts

due to the failure to understand how to employ
these curves correctly. Once the idea is clear in

the mind of the draftsman, diificulties are swept

away. It is worth while to learn to iTse perspective

curves.

In using a perspective curve and T-square, it

should be understood that the distance from the

line of sight to the vanishing point should first be

determined either by calculation or by making a

small diagram upon which the distance can be

scaled. From the distance between the line of

sight and the vanishing point, subtract the distance

between the line of sight and the concave side of

the perspective curve. If, for instance, the

vanishing point is ninety-six inches away and it

seems to be most convenient to place the curve
sixteen inches away from the line of sight, a curve
of eighty-inch radius will be required.

rAmong the causes tnat bring about unsatis-

factory and unnatural perspective drawings is the

improper choice of the station point, which is often

placed too close to the picture planeT] In this con- •

nection, it is important to keep in mind the limita-

tions of the human eye so far as the angle of vision

is concerned. The field of vision is circular and

this circle forms the base of the visual cone having

its apex in the eye. For the purpose of perspec-

tive drawing, we practically assume an inner cone

having a circular base smaller than that of the

maximum range of vision, and consequently a

smaller angle. Referring to the diagram at the

lower left on page 255 which is a longitudinal

section of the visual cone, you will see the cone

and the portion of it which is usually assumed to

represent the maximvim of clear vision in the draw-

ing of perspectives. ^t^'injje^seenJhatLthe-dis-—

tanee between the picture plane and the eye is^
j

eqTial~to~tEree times the radius of this field of

vision. It, is_'plaiti that if a station point is

cEdsen so close to the picture: plane that part of

the picture lies outside of the field of vision, the

resulting^drawing will have an unnatural ap-

^.pea-rfince,_, the.- horizontals vanishing too sharply

to right and_Ieft.Q In practfcaFlipplication, this

means that if the limits of the perspective draw-

ing, as measured on the picture plane, are to be

three feet, the radius of the field of vision will be

1 ft. 6 in. and the point of sight should be not less

than three times this radius, or four-feet-six-

inches, away from the picture plane in actual dis-

tance.

'Another common cause of unnaturalness in per-

spective drawings is the failure to place the eleva-

tions in proper relation to the horizon. If the

building stands on a hill, or on any ground higher

than that upon which the observer stands, the

horizon line, which is the observer's eye level, will

fall less than 5 ft. 6 in. from the ground line of the

building, and in some cases, the horizon will be at

some distance below the building. On the other

hand, if the building is on lower ground than the

observer, in a valley for instance, the horizon will

be high, even perhaps above the building, as in

a bird's-eye view.

All of this is very simple, so simple that it is

commonly considered not worth thinking about

and understanding. As a result of rule-of-thumb-

practiee the feeling has become general that per-

spectives laid out instrumentally are of necessity

unnatural and unpleasing in appearance, that

there is something inherently wrong about instru-

mental perspective, and that a drawing instru-

mentally laid out needs to be corrected by eye

so that it may "look right." The whole trouble

lies in the fact that most men do not make instru-

.mental perspectives intelligently and carefully.

Of course, it is not the intention to recommend
h(U'e any sach dry and laborious method as the

drawing of an entire perspective instrumentally,
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Figure 6

igure

cal Problems in Perspective Drawing

Figure 4

—

Building of irregular shape enclosed in rectangular, transparent solid for convenience in drawing
perspective. Figure 5

—

Circles in perspective, points on the circles established by intersecting lines which

are^ connected, determining curves. Figure (i

—

Interior in two-point perspective, drawn by general method
shown in Figure J. Figure 7

—

Interior in parallel perspective (one-point perspective); the vanishing point

Is on horizon directly opposite to the station point.

iOi
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for the result would be hard and tight, no matter

how accurate it might be. But, if the main lines

and important points are established instrumen-

tally and the difficidt parts are drawn with insti'u-

ments as a preparation for freehand rendering, a

sound basis is established. A very skillful drafts-

man may put in the lines as they "look about right"

and produce an admirable drawing, but to most

men, instrumental perspective, properly used, is

an indispensable aid.

While the diagram on page 2.54 gives all the

essential information about this method, and the

draftsman can, by the exercise of some degree of

ingenuity, work out ways of applying this method
to any particular problem, it seems well to show
here wa_ys of solving some of the problems com-

monly met with. For instance, a draftsman is

not infrequently called upon to draw a perspective

of a building that is irregular in plan, such a

building as the one shown in the diagram in the

uj)per left-hand portion of page 257. Many
country houses of the ramliling type are in this

class. A building of irregular shape is easily

handled in perspective, if one assumes that it is

enclosed in a transparent, rectangular solid as

shown in this diagram, "frozen into a block of

ice." Points are projected from various parts of

the building to the surface of this enclosing rec-

tangle, and the rest is simple.

rDrawing semi-circidar porches, clock faces on

towers, and many other circular or semi-circular

parts of buildings involves putting circles in per-

spective. This is done by constructing a grid of

cross lines_as shown in the diagram. The points

of division are in this way projected to one or

another of the boundaries of the grid, where they

may be handled quite easily. In both the diagram
of the irregular building and that of the circle,

only the central portion of the drawing is shown
here, the method in general being the same as that

shown in the diagram on page 254.

While a perspective of an interior may be laid

out in the same way as the perspective of an

exterior, the apjjlication of this metliod to the

drawing of interiors usually is felt to be more or

less dithcult. Many draftsmen have never drawn
an interior, although they are experienced in the

drawing of perspectives, and their lack of famil-

iarity with this is the whole cause of the diificulty.

It is simply a matter of putting the inner surface

of a box in perspective instead of the outside.

This is shown in the diagram at the upper right

on jjage 2.57. In order that tliere may not be

unpleasant distortion, it is usually necessary to

assiune a station point at some distance outside

of the room. With the station point inside the

room, only a small portion of the interior can be

shown without exceeding the angle of vision, ami
this means an impossible view point.

,jA perspective drawn in regular or "two point"

perspective is much nmre natural lunking and

pleasing in appearance than an interior dra\A'n in

"one point" or parallel perspectivej^but the latter

method is very frequently used for two reasons.

In the first place, many draftsmen believe that

drawing an interior in "two point" pierspective is

more difficult than it really is, and they conse-

quently do not attempt it. In the second place

a "one point" or parallel perspective gives an

elevation of one of the walls which may be scaled

and otherwise tised as a working drawing, while,

at the same time, it gives a certain amcttnt of

information abotit jjortions of the ceiling, floor

and two other walls, which an elevation drawing-

would not give. It conveys a m.ore or less realistic

impression of the room, bttt in this respect it is

inferior, nsttally, to a good i^erspective of the

"tyvo point" kind.

Liheoretically a
"one point" perspective is a

"two point" perspective, the same as the one

shown in the diagram on page 254, but having

ong_xaiiishiiig point.-at the intersection of the line

of sight with the picture plane and the other

vanishing point at infiuity.__. The latter vanishing

point is negligible in practice, since parallel lines,

which theoretically meet at infinity, are tised for

the horizontals vanishing to this point.

This may be understood quite readily if one

imagines what would happen if the plan in the

diagram on page 254 were swung around until

its longer axis became parallel with the pictttre

plane. FA parallel -OX "one point" ]ierspective is

one in which one side of the object is parallel

with the picture plane.

~

It is usual in drawing- a parallel or "one point"

perspective of an interior to assume that the face

of the wall opposite the observer coincides with

the picture plane. This is convenient, for the

measurements may be scaled. At the lower right

on page 257 is a diagram showing the usual

method of laying out an interior in parallel or

"one point" perspective. From the point of sight

lines are drawn throttgh various points in the plan

and produced until they intersect the picture plane,

which coincides with the face of the farther wall

of the room. From the points of intersection of

these lines, with the picture plane, perpendiculars

to the picture plane are erected; these establish

the verticals. The horizontals are obtained by

measuring off the heights on the back wall and

projecting them to the verticals bv means of lines

drawn from the vanishing poiut---^

Probably everyone who is connected in any

way with drafting room work is more or less

acquainted with the method of laying out per-

spectives shown in the diagram on page 254 bttt

the explanations of this method given by draft-

ing room associates are tisttally fragmentary,

while the books devoted to the subject go into

the matter at length, making it difficult to separate

quickly the information wanted from the full dis-

etission of the subject. This diagram and those
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which acconipanv it are intended, in connection

with the text, to give the story as briefly as pos-

sible, telling the things it is necessary to know
and leaving the working ont of the application of

the method to the ingenuity of the reader. With
a firm grasp of the points made here, it is safe

to say that anyone can work out a \\iay of driiwing

any perspective ordinarily needed.

When a complex group of buildings, a jjark

system or large area of irregular ground is to be

represented in a j)erspective drawing, it is de-

sirable to photograph the plan in perspective,

have an enlargement made and develop the draw-

ing on thin paj^er stretched over this photographic

perspective of the plan. A method of doing this

was described in an article by Eichmond K.
Fletcher, which was published in "Pencil Points"

some few years ago. The diagram which accom-

panied that article is reprinted on page 260.

/^riefly the procedure is as follows : The plan

is stretched or mounted flat on a board which is

portable, not on a drafting table. A camera having

a wide-angle lens and taking a plate eight inches

by ten inches or larger is mounted on a tripod

and pointed across the drawing of the plan, in a

perfectly horizontal position, not pointed down-
ward at the plan. The lens of the camera repre-

sents the eye of the observer and should be placed

accordingly in relation to the plan^ See diagrams

onjage 260.

LA line "AB- is drawn on the plan parallel to

the line of sight which is represented by the axis

of the camera lens. This is done by laying a

straight edge across the plan and adjusting it

until the image of the straight edge appears per-

fectly vertical on the focusing screen. Then the

line is drawn. Lines "CD" and "EF" are then

drawn parallel to "AB" near the right and left

sides of the plan. Graphic scales drawn in ink

on white cardboard at the scale of the plan are

placed at various points, such as corners of the

building. The scales must be perpendicular to

the sight line so that they may not be fore-

shortened. The exposure is then made, care being

taken to avoid vibration. From the negative a

bromide enlargement is made by the photographer.

This bromide enlargement is then stretched down
on a drawing table with the line of sight per-

pendicular to the edge of the table. "CD" and
"EF" are then produced until they intersect. A
horizontal line is drawn through this point of

intersection to represent the horizon of the per-

spective. Lines of the plan may then be extended

until they intersect the horizon, establishing the

vanishing points. The rest is simple to anyone
accustomed to drawing perspectives. The next

step is to trace this perspective layout on tracing

paper or tracing cloth fastened down over the

drawing. It is important to note that the horizon

must be rather high, otherwise the lines of the

plan will be so much foreshortened and drawn
together that they cannot be distinguished easily.

Consequently, if the view point called for is low,

the plan must still be photographed from a rather

high point and the lines projected upwards to

the proper level.

While the photographer- is likely to require a

day before delivering the enlargement, this method
saves time as well as labor and expense when the

subject of the perspective is complex.
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CHAPTER XIV

LETTERING

LP^TTERIXG in the architect's otiiee is

confined practically to the simplest kind of

_J lettering used on working drawings, and

to the lettering of carved inscriptions. The day

of elaborately lettered titles on drawings has

passed, the rubber stamp having taken its place.

What lettering there is, is very simple in most

cases. Trick lettering is rarely seen, and its

use is not to be encotiraged. Once a man has

formed the habit of using trick lettering, it is

difficult for him to rid himself of that habit, and

do the simple lettering required in the best offices.

vSo far as lettering for inscriptions is concerned,

that is best done after Renaissance or Roman
models. One seldom sees the modernist letter-

ing, which has been evolved iu Etiropean countries

during the past twenty years or so, but has made
its way in this conntr}- only in the field of commer-

cial art, appearing mostly in advertisements where

its unustialness is counted upon to catch the eye.

One of the best alphabets to tise as a model is

the one attributed to Leonardo da Yinci, a draw-

ing of which is reproduced on page 262. The
lettering of this alphabet except the J, V, W,
and Z are attributed to Leonardo da Vinci in the

book of Fra Luca Pacioli published in Venice

in 1500. The four letters mention<>d and the

system of squares were stipplied hy John J.

Klaber, who redrew this alphabet in 1920 as

shown here. The other letters are faithful re-

productions of the originals.

The stems of the letters were fotmd to be equal

in thickness to one-ninth of the height and the

hair lines from one-third to one-half the thickness

of the stems. The centers from which the arcs are

drawn have been located as far as possible by even

squares and fractions of squares. The scheme of

centers has been simplified from that shown in

Pacioli's book. This alphabet is shown in an

Atistrian reprint of Pacioli's book and in

Prunaire's book, ''Les Plus Beaux Types de

Lettres," which is worth sttulying.

From Prtuia ire's book mentioned above is shown

an excellent alphabet by Geofroy Tory—1480-

l.i33— (Caligrapher to Francis I). Geofroy Tory
edited the Champ-fleury treatise on letters, the

purpose of which was to standardize and improve

the forms of French letters. A comparison of

this alphabet with the one attribtited to Leonardo

da Vinci will show that they differ in many ways.

Tory's letters are more slender, the widest stem

Ix'inii' one-tentli the heio-ht of the l(>tti'r instead of

one-ninth. There are also decided differences in

the forms of the letters.

One of the most helpful sotirces of information

and inspiration in the drafting room is Hiibner's

"E X e m p 1 a Scripturse Epigraphicae Latinte.''

Throtigh the courtesy of McKim, Mead & White,
who loaned the author a copy of this book from
their library, we are enabled to reproduce here a

number of very interesting Latin inscriptions,

which are shown at the exact size at which they

appear in Hiibner's book. These examples show
a vigor and freedom that might well be emulated
today. The sources of the inscriptions are noted
in the captions on the pages, the Latin of the

original work having been retained.

A fine example of Roman lettering is the in-

scription from the Column of Trajan, a portion

of which is shown on page 274, through the

courtesy of Douglas C. McMurtrie, Inc., pub-
lishers of the monthly "Ars Typographica."

In designing the lettering of an inscription it

is well to regard the whole inscription as a piece

of incised ornament designed to fill the designated

space. It should give the area to which it is

applied the right degree of gray to make this area

take its proper place in the composition of the

building. It should have the right degree of bold-

ness or delicacy to correspond with the architec-

ttiral detail of the btiilding, and it shotild show
the same design character—the same traditions,

and the same spirit as the design of the building

in general.

An inscription shoidd supply the right play of

light and shade within the area it occupies when
seen from a distance and it shottld resolve itself

into well designed words and letters as it is

approached.

An inscription should be a consistent whole, the

letters being tlie ])arts that go to make up the

composition. This means, nattirally, that the in-

scription should be studied first for its decorative

effect and the form and spacing of the letters made
to contribute to the general scheme. Then, too,

the nature of the material in which the letters are

to be carved nitist be taken into account.

All of the consid(n-ations mentioncil iufiuence

the choice of the model for any particular inscrip-

tion, they very largely determine which of the old

documents available should be takt'u as a starting

jioint. These considerations also suggest the

departures from the chosen model that are neces-

sarv to secure ('onsisten('\' and suitabilitv.
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Figure 3

Roman Lettering from Hubner's "Exempla Scripturae Epigraphicae Latinae"

1. Caere, Tabula Marmorca ; in Miisco Laternaensi.

2. Romae, in Arcii Titi in Sumina Sacra I'ia, Litteris Aere Olitn Incruistatis; Ex Imagine Photographa.

3. In Ciz'itate Lavinia (Genitani, Info- Ariciam ct Xemns Dianac), Tabula Marmorca ; Romae in Musco Capitohno.
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Figure 7

Roman Lettering from Hiibner's "Exempla Scripturae Epigraphicae Latinae"

1. PompeiiSj Basis Marmorca in Tcmplo Arcis, Quod Olim Herculis Nunc J'cncris Ftiissc Crcditur Jbi E.rtat.

2. Pompcils, Basis Marmorea; in Musco Ncapolitano.

3. Novariac, Basis Ex Lapiae Calcarco; in Canonica.

4. Pompciis (?) Tabula Marmorea ; in Musco A^capolitano.

5. Pompciis, Tabula Marmorca in Theatre; Extat Ncapoli in Musco.

6. Pompciis Fragmentuni Tituli Marmoi-d Qui ad Arcum Tiberii in Foro Erectum Vidctur Pertinuisse ; in Musco XeapoHtano.

7. Ticini (Paz'ia), Pars EpistytH Marmorci : in Musco Uni-.'crsitatis.
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Fieure 2

Figure 3

Roman Lettering from Hubner's "Exempla Scripturae Epigraphicae Latinae"

1. Rotnae in Ohelisco Circi Olim Maximi, Nunc Plateae Popiili; Tituhis Faciei Septentrionalis. Basis Alta
Est Pahnos Romanos Quiudecitn, Lata Quoquo J'ersus Tredecim, Podium Eius Altutri Palnios Quinque et
Trientcm. Idem Tituhis in Obelisco in Campo Martio, Cuius Basis Alta Est Paloms Uiidcz'igiitti Cum

Quadrante, Lata Duudecim {Zoega).

2. Laude Pompeia (Lodi), Basis Marmorea ; in Museo.

3. Potnpciis, Basis Ma}-mnrca ad Aedcm Fortnuae; in Mitsco Ncapolitano.
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Roman Lettering from Hubner's "Exempla Scripturae Epigraphicae Latinae"

1. Aqidlciae, Basis Marmorea ; Extat Tergeste in Musco.

2. Bonnae, Cippus Magnus Anaglyplio Militis Ornatus; Ibi in Musco Regie.

3. Sagunti, Basis Ex Lapide Calcareo; Extat Ibi.

4. Romae, Ara Magna Marmorea; Extat in Museo Florentino.

5. Iscae (Caerleon), in Castello Apud Silures, Tabula Magna Lapidea; Servatur Ibi in Museo.
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CHAPTER XV

MURAL TREATMENT

HOW the work of the mural painter iuter-

loeks with that of the architect and how
file proposed mural decorations must be

taken into account in the making of the architect's

drawings is well shown bv the studv for a mural

jianel over the doors of an elevator enclosure in the

illustration on this page. The fact that this par-

ticular piece of work was done some years ago

does not alter the case, for the same principles

apply to-day just as well as they did when the

distinguished mural painter, Kenyon Cox, took

a blue print of the architect's working drawing

of this enclosure, pasted

in the space left for his

ni u r a 1 painting and

proceeded to sketch the

design in pencil.

By comparing this

rough sketch with the

p h o t o g r a p h of the

decoration shown above

it one may see how sur-

prisingly true was the

artist's first conception,

how little alteration was

found necessary in car-

rying it out. Practically

the only detail that has

been changed is the

jilacing of the hands

of the two figures in re-

hition to the cartouche.

A distinct improvement
in the feeling of the de-

sign was made during

the further study by

means of merely placing

the hands under the

cartouche in such a way
that instead of receiving

an impression of figures

clutching for sujjport,

one feels that the float-

ing figures quite
naturally remain in

equiblibrium and are

able to support the car-

touche between them

;

this effect is pleasant.

Thouii'h these figures

are not by any means
ethereal, as may be seen

a piece of writing paper

Copyrntlit hy Kntyoii Co.v, nja

Decoration by Kenyon Cox, Hotel Manhattan, New York

First Pencil Study by Kenyon Cox for Decoration

Shown Above

H. J. Hardenbergh, Architect.

Made ou ll'ritiiia Pafrr Pasted to Blue Print.

by reference to the figure study on page 276, the

lines of the pose, assisted by the skilfully disposed

floating draperies, give a completely satisfying

sense of lightness to the figures. This can be ap-

preciated hy reference to the small photograph of

the finished panel shown on this page.

It is well to point out that the space left by the

architect for the mural decoration should be of a

shape to permit the mural painter to produce a
decoration that will be pleasing in composition
and it is desirable that the architect and the mural
painter collaborate from an early stage in the

work. There are shown ou pages 276 and 277
drawings made by ilr.

Cox in developing this

liarticular design. The
drawing on page 276 is

a life stuily in jjencil

s h o w i 11 g the model
posed for the figure at

the right side of the

panel.

Since Kenyon Cox
\\as distinguished for

the excellence of his life

studies, two of these

drawings, other than

those for the particular

panel about which we
have spoken, are repro-

duced here ou pages 27S
and 279. They are of

great value as examples

of exquisite draftsman-

ship and sound tecli-

nique, and as evidence

of the conscientiousness

and thoronghness of this

artist. It is a pleasure

to note in tliese draw-

ings the combined pre-

cision ami freedom, the

and the ex-

o f t h e

strokes. These

not

"tiglit." though they

rcncK'r the subjects with

painstaking thorough-

ness. They are full of

charaetiu- and tender-

ness, and at the same

sureness

jiressiveness

pencil

<1 r :i w i n " s are

^r.-i
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Portion of a Pencil Drawing by Kenyon Cox
Reproduced at the exact size of the original.
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Figure Study by Kenyon Cox
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time they show a constant perception on the part

of the artist of the purpose for which they were
being made, that of serving as studies for mural
decorations. This is evidenced in the grace of

line, and the formality, without stiffness, of the

poses. These studies are excellent guides for the

student, since they serve to counteract the tendency

to careless drawing which is too prevalent at the

present time.

An example of vigorous technique quite dif-

ferent from that of Mr. Cox is the life study by
George Bellows reproduced on page 284. The

expressiveness of the lines in this drawing is re-

markable.

A type of technique quite different from either

that of Mr. Cox or Mr. Bellows is represented by
H. Fenner Behmer's life study shown on page 281.

Four mural decorations by J. Monroe Hewlett

for the Brooklyn Masonic Temple are shown on

pages 282 and 283. They are architectural in

treatment as well as in subject matter, fitting in

as part of the architecture of the interior in a way
that gives evidence of the necessary collaboration

between the architect and the mural painter.
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Life Drawing by H. Fenner Behmer
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Builders of the Forum

Builders of the Acropolis

Mural Decorations for the Masonic Temple, Brooklyn, New York City

By J. Monroe Hewlett.
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The Cathedral Builders

The Building of Solomon's Temple

Mural Decorations for the Masonic Temple, Brooklyn, New \ork City

By J. Monroe Hewlett.
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CHAPTER XVI

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAPS

THAT the topography of the site is one of

the eoiitrolling factors in the designing of

anv building has always been recognized by
the ablest architects, but the importance of taking

this factor into account is now becoming more
generally understood.

A general idea of the terrain, gained through

an inspection of the property, is now understood

to be inadequate, and instead of guesswork,

architects are more often substituting the exact

information obtained through the making of a

topographical survey and a map marked with
lines indicating the contours of the ground, also

the location of any streams or bodies of water,

trees, or any other feature that may influence the

placing of the house, its plan or silhouette or the

landscape treatment of the grounds.

While the making of such a map is not within

the sphere of the architectural drafting room, its

use is. and for this reason maps of this kind ought

to be understood by the architect and the archi-

tectiiral draftsman. The principles on which
such a map is made are easily grasped, and the

way in which contour lines enable one to visualize

the terrain makes it a pleasure to work with such

a map.
Just what contour lines on a map mean is

showm very clearly by the diagrams on page 286
which were prej)ared under the direction of A. F.

Brinckerhoff, landscape architect, for the purpose

of making this matter clear to the student or

architectural draftsman who may not have had

occasion to become acquainted with this useful

method of representing the changes of level of

any piece of ground. An examination of the

diagram on the upper part of the page is almost

sutfieient without explanation to give an idea of

the meaning of contour lines. In this diagram we
see a portion of the terrain represented as though

it were cut into slices horizontally at intervals of

five feet in thickness, the dotted line forms the

joint between the layers where this joint appears

on the surface of the ground. This same bit of

ground is shown in plan and in section by the

diagram on the lower part of the page. Xaturally

where the slope is steep the contour lines will

•S £:c T/OAT 07V -^X/S ^X.M'fST^^j:} S/r^»L/CfK-

Plan and Section Illustrating and Explaining Contours of a Topographical Map Such

as is Used in Landscape Work
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draw close together, and where tlie slope is gradual,

they will be farther apart.

Ill the diagram on tjie lower part of this page,

the same area is laid off in equal squares of 25

feet or a multiple thereof, with a section through

the AE-0+0 line. This corresponds to the front

of diagram "A." In the diagram on page 285,

we have an elaboration of the idea explained in

the diagrams already referred to with the addition

of such features as house site, terraces, roadway

and modified surfaces. The valley has been

dammed to create an artificial pond, with a

natural or curving shore line. The modifications

of the topography are

further rei)resented by
a section adjacent to

the plan, which repre-

sents a section cut

through the line of the

house.

It may be under-

stood readily that by

the use of such maps
it is possible to cal-

culate the amount of

material involved in

the proposed grading
r u n n i n g correspond in

sections through tiie arc;

preferably at equal dis-

tances apart. In making-

such a calculation the

areas in the section repre-

senting cut and those rep-

resenting fill are measured.
To obtain the average of

tile filled series of areas,

multiply the results by
the total distance between
them. The last section on
each end should be av-

eraged off to zero, or

theoretically one-half the

average distance between
the sections.

Ill laying out a roac

way, the first question to

decide is the grade. When
a roadway has a rise of

one foot in 100 feet, it is

said to have a grade of one
per cent. If the rise is

ten feet in 100 feet, it has

a ten per cent grade. Tn
obtain a ten per cent

survey the draftsman may
take an ordinary pair of

dividers, set at an interval

of ten feet and step them
along from one contour to

the next on the man.

-3 c J> £:

S^Cr/OJV ^-E.Cl/T OAT O^OLTNjE..

Graphic Diagram and Plan and Section

Explaining the Contour Lines Employed oi

Topographical Maps

marking each point of intersection. The only

gratling involved would be the remo\-al of enough

material from the up hill side to cover the neces-

sary fill on the down hill side. It is of course to

be remembered that it is seldom possible or de-

sirable to adhere to this location, but as an aid,

this practice is very helpful, as it results in a loca-

tion calling for a minimum amount of surface

change, and resulting in an effect that will appear
much more natural than if the road were estab-

lished on an excessive fill or corresponding cut.

It may be said that roads on country places are

very often badly laid out. This is due usually to

the lack of a proper

survey, but sometimes

it is caused by adopt-

ing a method of cut

and fill similar to that

used in putting
through railroads, in-

stead of the method
better adapted to

landscape work. The
most satisfactory roads

are those which wind
naturally and grace-

fully in conformity to

character of the ground

and with due regard for

the preservation of any

fine trees that may exist

on the property. Such a

road will not show any

excessive cuts or fills. The
way ill which it may be

aid out has been sug-

gested in the preceding

paragraph of this chapter.

There is no iie('<l to re-

gard the contour map as

exclusively an instrument

of service for the land-

scape architect or to defer

the choice of a landscape

architect, for, unless the

landscape architect and

the architect work together

from the beginning, the

best results cannot be ob-

tained, and architects
should more often avail

themselves of the informa-

tion to be derived when a

contour map is made.

The simpler the indica-

tions on a contour map,
the better. The practice

which is generally taught

of indicating both the old

and the new grades on a

contour map. distinguish-
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Contour Map of Grounds of Charles H. Sabin, Esq.

Cross flc Cross, Architects; Marian C. Coffin. Landscape Architect.

iiiii' the (lid grades from the new l)y the eharacrci-

of the lines, is considered nnsatisfactory by sonic

landscape architects and there seem to be sound
reasons for this view. The use of two sets of

lines on one map may easily confuse the contractor

and at the same time it complicates the drawing.

The practice of indicating the old grades on on(>

contour map and showing the new grades on an-

other has much to recommend it. Often the land-

sea j:)e architect's map shows only the old grades and
the proposed gardens, roads and planting, leaving

the definite information to be given on a sujiplc-

mentary map if at all. Sometimes the new grades

are marked in figures, while the old grades are

indicated by lines of the contour. At other times

the new grades are shown on squares, drawn in

pencil and figured in pencil, the old contours being

indicated in ink. This is a very good method. A
number of maps of landscape improvements which

show the method of indicating the character nf

the terrain in a variety of cases are shown here.

The practical ai)])lication ot' the topographical

map to the archifccf's work is admirably illus-

rrafed l,y rlir dcvclopiiieiit of the design for the

liouse and grounds of Charles H. Sabin, Ks(i., at

Southamjiton, L. T.—Cross i.\: Cross, Architects,

Marian C. Coffin, Landscape Architect. In this

case the architects and the landscape architect

worked together from the beginning. The topo-

graphical map was studied. The contour map
with the outline of the ]ilau of the hous(\ its ter-

races, entrance court, gardens, etc., is reiiroduced

on this page. By reference to the contour lines, it

will be seen how the house is adapted to the shape

of the gromids, and especially how the opportunity

to make a sunkcMi garden influenced the house plan,

since it caused the placing of the living room wing

at such an angle that the room extends across

the head of this garden permitting a view of

the garden through a row of mullion windows. At
the end of the li\ing room wing, has been placed

a little square rose garden, while the lawn extends

fo the northwest along the garden front of the

house. It will be noted that this map also indi-

cates the location of important trees, the kind of

tree, its diameter, and the iliani(>ter of its trunk.
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LANDSCAPE PLAN

jcAu r- 30'

Landscape Plan for a Country Estate

Richard Schermerhorn. jr.. Landscape Architect.
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Garden on a Country Estate

Ferruccio Vitale, Landscape Architect.

Rendering by Alfred Geiifert, Jr.

e>^.-

m jr ifil fo

Gardens for Mr. and Mrs. Edw. F. Hutton at Wheatly Hills. L. I.

Marian C. Coffin, Landscape Architect.
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,, Plan of Improvement

•I
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Plan of Improvement for a Country Estate

Richard Schermerhorn. Jr., Landscape Architect.
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Pen-and-ink Drawing of Layout of Grounds

Marian C. Coffin, Landscape Architect.
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Sketch Study for Planting Arrangement

Alfred Geiffert, Jr., Landscape Architect.
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The (li'a willies hy means of which designs for

hindseajx' work are shown nsually consist of a lay-

ont of the urnunds and whatever snpplementnrv

drawings may seem to be neeih'cl in any particnlar

case. Sometimes a perspective of a ])ortion of a

scheme is made and occasionally a hird's-eye view

of the whole. Very frequently there are working
drawings showing what is known U\ the land-

scape architect as "constrnrfion." Scmie land-

scape architects make a sketch slmwing how the

planting arrangement, rock work, etc. will hicik.

There is ustially a ])lanting ]>lan tliiuigli in sdine

cases tliis is combined with the general lay-

out of the grounds. On the planting plan, the

names of the different flowering plants, shrubs,

etc. are marked in the places they are to occupy,

and the number of plants of each kind is iii(li<-nfi'd.

lu the upper part of page 289 is shown a per-

spective of a portion of a garden of which Fer-

ruccio Vitale was the landscape architect. This

perspective was rendered by Alfred Geiffert, Jr.,

landscajx' architect, who is an associate of ]\Ir.

Vitale. This drawing gives a very lively ami

pleasing impression of the character of the pro-

posed treatment. On the lower part of page 2S9

is reproduced a layout for a country place, Marian

C. Coffin, landscape architet't. This is rendered

in a style frequently used.

On page 201 is shown a ilifi'erent method of

rendering a layout for grounds. Marian C. Coffin

was the landscape architect in this case. That

such a drawing can be duplicated easily by litho-

print or photostat aids in the carrying out of the

work. In passing, it is interesting to note that a

boulder on the main axis of the proposed garden

has been made a very interesting special feature.

It is located in the semicircle just beyond the

terrace that lies along the i;-arden fr<:)nt nf the

residence. A little stream of water has been made
to trickle over this rock into a pool of rough stone-

work. This drawing is well worth studying as

an example of the designing nf grounds of a

country place of nioderate size as well as for the

method of indii-atiim. ( )n jiage l".I4 is shown a

pencil sketch by Alfred (leiffert. Jr. made as a

study for planting arrangement. Such a sketch

serves both to show the client tlie ])roposed scheme

for the gi'ounds and as a guide to those in charge

of carrying out the work in scleiMing trees, shrubs,

etc., of the desired sha])e. This latter feature is a

very important one as the landscape architect

endeavors to produce pictnres in the grounds by

biiilding them tip naturally as well as with acces-

sories. The picture he has in mind for a certain

jiortion of the grounds may call for a tree with

long liranches that droop over a stone lieiicli. for

instance. He describes the kind of tree he wants

usually in W(U'ds but a pencil sketch is a great aid.

On pages 292 and 29;! are shown drawings of con-

strnction work by (Jhnsted Brothers, landscape

architects, including the construction details for a

bird bath, f<ir the central portion of a flower garden

with stone walks, steps and a fountain: also the

details for a pond.

While drawings such as tliese are seldmn made
in an architect's drafting room, the architect and

the members of his staff are coming more and more

in contact with the landscape architect and, con-

sequently, the im])ortance of close co-operation

between the men of these two professions is be-

coming more widely recognized. That the archi-

tectural draftsman may never have occasion to

nnike any drawings for landscajie treatment is

true, lint acquaintance with their character is

liii;hl\ di'sirable as mav be nnderstood ri'adilv.
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CHAPTER XVII

DRAFTING ROOM RECORDS

THE proper handling and filing of drawings,

and the keeping of the necessary records

relating to drawings, the revisions, issuing

of prints, the time records of the drafting room,

etc., reqtiires an effective system, the simpler the

better.

It has been found in practice that printed forms

and rubber stamps facilitate the keeping of these

records. Illustrations are shown on pages 298 and
299 of a set of rubber stamps used by a large

architectural firm. This method has been in oper-

ation in their ofiice for a long time, and is found

to function satisfactorily. The form on page 296

is self-e.xplanatory.

A note on the original tracing, filled in each

time the tracing is issued for printing, should

state to whom the print is to be sent and the date

of such issue. For this purpose an issue stamp

should be applied to each tracing when made, and

the name of the firm to whom the print is issued

should be written in ink before the tracing is

sent out. Figure 2 on page 298 shows an impres-

sion of sueli an issue stamp.

Sketches should be identified by the job number.

and for this purpose the rubber stamp shown in

Figure 3 is convenient. The stamp used on

preliminary drawings is shown in Figure 4.

When revisions are necessary, it is advisable

to issue them in the form of a "paster" to the

contract drawings, as this definitely identifies the

change and forms a contract record. It also

reduces the expense of blue prints, as it is tiniieces-

sary tn re-issue prints of the whole drawing

affected by this change. The original einUract

drawing should be revised as soon as such a change

has been issued. Revision record and change

record stamps are shown as Figure 1 and Figure

5 on page 298. On page 299 are shown various

stamps, the use of which is clear.

A set of forms which gives many valuable sug-

gestions is that used in the otfice of 11. Clijiston

Sturgis, architect, Boston. Illustrations of these

forms are shown on pages 300 through 30.5. Form
"A" is a blue card to accompany the drawings sent

out. It has been found that, when sent with a

(ine cent stamp attached, it is almost always re-

turned receipted by the owner or contractor,

forming a very valuable record, especially when
any question arises as to whether or not docuiucurs

have been received at the prupcr time.

Form "B" is a white caril, shown on pai^c 301,

wliicli scrvi's as an otfice record of the transaction

covered by "A" until the blue card is returned

receipted. It is a necessary temporary office record.

"C" is a time sheet, used for recording the time

of each draftsman. The time is kept by a stenog-

rapher who gets each day from the draftsmen a

record of the time spent and the number of the

job to which it shotild be charged. It will be

noted that this time sheet has columns for the

drawing numbers but it has been found to involve

more expense than the record was worth, so charges

for till' different drawings are no longer kept

separate in this office.

Form "D" is an application for payment. This

form is sent out to contractors and used by them
in duplicate, when so directed by the architect.

In such a case, the duplicate copy is sent to the

owner so that he may have the full details in front

of him. It should be noted that the first column,

entitled "Classification of contract to date,"

must be complete to date, including all orders

issued up to the time of the application. The
second cohimn indicates the value of work done
to the ilate of the application, and the right-hand

column, being a copy of the second column in the

previous monthly statement, gives a ready com-
parison to show actual progress in each item.

Form "E" is a weekly report of the progress

of the work by the clerk of works.

Form "F" is the form for changes in the con-

tract, an order form. The stimmary at the bottom

of the ortler, giving the amount of the original

contract total additions and total deductions, and
the contract to date, is an essential feature of any
such form, as it confirms the tutal anioinit of the

contract to date on each order and makes it un-

necessary for the owner to refer to other documents
for this information.

Form "G" is a sheet for entering the necessary

details of each order and is very useftil in later

reference to orders. Often a number of more or

less complicated letters and estimates are involved

in an order as finally determined. This sheet per-

mits a clear sunnnary of the order to be made for

ready reference, and the appended documents give

tlie actiutl confirmation.

"II"" is a form of certificate with aftarlicd stub.

Form "I"" is a monthly statement. This is based

upon the practice of the office, which almost en-

tirely does its work under the method of a tixed

fee plus costs, and in some cases with a guai-auteed

outside limit for certain items. ".!"'
is a card tor

reconliiig preliminary estiuuUes. "K" is a card

29';
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REVISION RECORD
ORIGIN DATE LOCATION REMARKS

;

I'ciitects

JOB No.

SKETCH

FILE FOR RECORD OKIY

DATE t^niNTS ISSUED TO TRANS. NO.

ARCHITECTS

NEW YORK
Building No

Preliminary Drawing No.

Drawn by

Date

CHANGE
ON SHEET

CHANGE
RECORD No.

naAUiN av

BLDG. No.
Affects

DWG. No

FOR ESTir/l.-iTE OR
*" PBOVAL ONLY
ISSUED"''F

*""-'>i^F .. _, eUlLOINe PnoCEEO leSUEL...

DATE__^-
ORIGIN or CHANGE

ARCMITKCT*
NEW YORK CITY

REMARKS

NOTt: NO REVISIONS ARE TO BE MADE ON THIS RECORD

Figure I, Revision Record: Figure 2. Issue Stamp; Figure 3, Sketch Stamp; Figure 4,

Preliminary Drawing Stamp; Figure 5, Change Record
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for recording original and final contract cost.

"L" is self-explanatory.

On page 306 is shown a daily time report form
used in the office of McKim, Mead & White. The
office of that firm is run on a very simple plan.

To begin with, there is no head draftsman. Each
man is directly responsible for his own work,

under the supervision of the members of the firm.

The jobs are apportioned by common consent

among the five members of the firm, who in turn

allot the work to one of the several senior drafts-

men, who makes all the preliminary sketches, etc.

under the direct supervision of one of the firm

members. Their senior draftsmen are usually

employed with more than one job. All of their

drawings are completely worked up in the draft-

ing room though the mechanical and structural

engineering is sometimes done outside the office

in consultation with their own engineers. The
heating, ventilating and lighting are usually done
by the consulting engineers. Also, a special artist

is sometimes employed to make the final render-

ings, although these are usually made in the office.

When all the drawings are complete, they are

POST CARD.

STAMP
HERE

THE OFFICE OF

R. CLIPSTON STURGIS,
ARCHITECT,

120 BOYLSTON STREET.

BOSTON 11, MASS.

^^ Job 19

To

Returned

Received from The OfEce of R. Ci,ipston STUrgis, Architect,

By Mail, Express, Messenger, the following:

1

SPECIFICATIONS PLANS DESCRIPTION

i

Dated Sign

Please Sign, Date and Uail,

Face and Reverse of Form "A"
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Job 19

Retnmed

To

Received from R. Clipston STUrgis, Architect,

By Mail, Express, Messenger, the following:

SPECrPICATIONS PLANS DESCRIPTION

"?)"
<J

Dated Sign

Please Sign, Date and Mail.

Form "B"

Office of R. Clipston Sturgis, Architect.

CONTRACT
Job

CUBE CONT.
SIG

BLDG
ACCPD

ACC
BID

FINAL
COST

BLDG.
DUE

SUQD.VISION OF CONTRACT
C- ..... O. .,D , O- ..... O. ....L CO..

DIVISIONS

-(.
SLDC. = "^_'o_'ve-.-o

Heat, and Vent

Plumbinc

"K- ELEC AND ELCV.

/"No

SUMMARY

oo-«nc«<,o

CO-.... ,.=,„...

COMMISSIONS AND INCIDENTALS
Job

CUBE EST.
COST

.,v,„..= BASIS
ACCEPTED FINAL
ESTIMATE FiaURES

SALARY

DR'GHT'G X

DOM. ENGRS

STR. ENGRS

INCIDENTALS -IT^
Clcdk of W K3

TOTALS

FIRST SKETCHES
SUBMITTED NOTES

SKETCHES

WORK a E>n-as

For -K- Form "L

turned over to the sjieeificatioii ilepartmciit, and

after this they are ready to submit to the contrac-

tors. The work is given over to several firms for

estimating and plenty of time is allowed the con-

tractors to study the drawings in order that the

final estimate may be carefully worked ont by

the date set for submission of all bids. It is be-

lieved that this is important in securing the best

results as, when the contractor is hurried, lie is

very apt to submit a considerably higher estimate

to cover future contingencies. The bids are sub-

mitted in sealed envelopes, opened by the members

(if th(> firm, and the contract let to the lowest

bidder. Usually the general contractor takes care

of all the sub-contractors, but in some instances,

they let the sub-contracts to other firms and this,

of course, necessitates another contract. The work,

as a general rule, goes on more smoothly wheu

there is one general contractor overseeing all the

sub-contractors, they feel.

Thev use two general contract forms: one, their

own and the other the regular American Institute

of Architects' form. All additions to or deduc-

tions from tiie cinitracts are authorized in writing.
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ORDER No.
793

Under your coii/ract of

192 with

for. at..

You are hereby ordered to

T:

and to , the contract the sum of

. Aoo Do/tars.

There will not be an extension of daysfor completion.

The date for completion is 192

MOUNT OF ORIGiaU COKITIACT. TOTiL DEDUimoas. COKmn TO OITE.

Approved by owner. Office of R. Clipston Sturgis,

By
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Am'f Cont. Unpaid, $...

$ /o?

To ~~ ,

xuu

Am'( of Co»tra£r,

J

Total.

Thu Certificate.

Preitomly Paid.

4

4

lltmtttd AmcUHl of work performed—tee over.

i

i

Am t of Contract, $

Am't added, $

Am'l Deducted, f

TotaJ $

No.-

THI*f,f lyfirt

CERTIFICATE FOR

This Certificate, f

Pret-iously Paid, $

Am-tUnpmd. f

Contractor for , _ in conformity

With the agreement of

of - daUarj

Approvedfor Payment.

_ 1^2

Itemized Amount of Work Performed:

Received Payment as above,

m
I hereby certify to the above.

The Office of R. CUPSTON STURGfS.

By

Form *'H"

Sise SYa- -t 334 IK.

ei i5

1

»

1

1

f

I

Li.

Forms Used in the Office of R. Clipston Sturgis, Architect, Boston, Mass.
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^ MONTHLY STATEME MX
1 To Office ofR. CLIPSTON STURGIS. Dr.

^
For Work on

0^ SERVICE THIS STATEMENT PREVIOUS TOTAL ESTIMATED OR
CUARANTKED COST

DATE OF AGREEMENT

-5
Professional Servtcts

Draughting and Overhead^
«3 Previous Charges

Si
ii. -^

'.'.. — ."

1
This Charge

5-^ Clerk of Works at

^ ^

r, ^
^^" Total Charges

APPROVED Total

Account Re
TOTAL D

nd.

Halance

<
p

UE

Received Payment,
Note: Items starred are

not chargeable against

limit.

Form "J"

Si:e 6'.s x iVi i".

ESTIMATE

Cube Date

K.«.L ...,. .,.=,..... „,..

BUILDIKI^

Heat, and Vent.

Plumbing

Elec (and Elev )

HI

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATES

BUILDING TOTAL

ADDITIONAL ITEMS

TOTAL COST OF WORK

COMMISSIONS AND INCIDENTALS

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

Form "J"

Office of R. Clipston Sturgis, Architect
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PENCIL POINTS BOOKS

/^UIDED by the suggestions of readers uf Pencil Points, we are presenting in

The Pencil Points Library books that deal in a thoroughly practical and
helpful way with subjects of interest to architects, draftsmen and students. Our
aim is to provide, at as moderate a price as is found consistent with the satisfactory

treatment of the various subjects, material to meet the needs of the architectural

profession. Fmrn time to time other volumes will be added to this Library which
now includes

:

SKETCHIXG AXD RENDERING IN PENCIL.
By Arthur L. Gcptill Price S5.00

Tborongh instruction in the technique iif pencil drawiny. including: object draining,

life drazving, sketching from nature, architectural sketching and rendering. Fully
illustrated with sketches by the author and drawings by many ivell knoivn artists.

GOOD PRACTICE IN CONSTRUCTION. P.vrt I.

By Philip G. Knobloch Price ^A.W)

Fifty-tii'o full page plates coz'cring more than tzt'o hundred subjects carefully

zvorked out in consultation with numerous architects and engineers in order to

secure the best selection in each case. The rendering of the drawings and style of
lettering are nindels of draftsmanship.

GOOD PRACTICE IN CONSTRUCTION, P.\rt II.

By Philip G. Knobloch Price §4.00

The material presented in this volume covers additional details that the archilecl

has occasion to use in his daily work as ivcll as plates that embody special Iciozcb

edge such as details for theatres, store fronts, and log cabins.

THE ARCHITECT'S LAW MANUAL.
By Clinton H. Bl.\ke. .Ir Price S5.00

Mr. Blake describes in a I'ery clear and interesting manner the legal relationship

between the architect and the persons and iuteresis which enter into his work.

THE STUDY OF ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN.
By John F. H.vrbeson Price ?7.50

A volume of great I'alue to the architectural designer and draftsman, zi'hich will

prove of inestimable zvlue to the student engaged upon the program of the Beou.v-
.-irts Institute of Design. Profusely illustrated.

SAIALLER HOUSES AND GARDENS OF VERSAILLES, 1680-1815,

By Leigh French, Jr. and Harold Donaldson Eberlein Price §6.00

L' pii'ards of two hundred plates shozfiug photographs of interiors and e.vtcriors.

nn-asured drawings of the plans of the houses and gardens, and measured details,

together icith e.rplanatory te.vt.

THE TREATMENT OF INTERIORS.
By Eugene Clute Price So.OO

.In epitome of good present-day practice in interior decoration, representing the

use of the historic period styles zvith freedom and understanding of the basic

principles of design, briefly reviczving historic sources and giving due recognition

to nwderuistic teudeucies. The te.vt is brief, to the point, interpretive and practical.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR A HOSPITAL ERECTED AT
WEST CHESTER. PA., YORK & SAWYER. ARCHITECTS Price ?6.00

The complrfc specifications for this hospital together n'ith floor plans, elevations,

and photographs. Fully indexed. 500 pages—^^" .r 11". Boiind in buckram.

WINNING DESIGNS (1904-1927) FOR THE PARIS PRIZE
IN ARCHITECTURE OF THE SOCIETY OF BEAUX-
ARTS ARCHITECTS Price §6.00

Portfolio of 35 plates containing all the zmnning designs in the Paris Prize
Competitions. Programs are given for each problem. All drazuings are repro-

duced at generous scale to give ma.ximwm assistance to students. Preface by
John Harbeson. 15 plates—10 .v 15; 20 plates—15 .x 20.

ARCHITECTURE TOSCANE,
By Gr.^ndjean de Montigny and A. Famin Price S6.00

This volnme contains the full one hundred ten plates of the original edition.

The plates are beautifully drawn and engraved and are reproduced by a photo-
graphic process zvith the utmost care to insure faithfulness to the originals.

D'ESPOUY. SELECTED PLATES FROM
"FRAGMENTS D'ARCHITECTURE ANTIQUE" Price §6.00

D'Espouy's work is regarded as one of the most useful sources of inspiration for
the architectural drafting room, and this reprint of one hundred carefully selected

plates is not only exceedingly convenient for use on the drafting table, but its lozv

price enables the draftsman or student to own a copy for study in familiarizing
himself zvith these examples of the antique.

SELECTED EXAMPLES OF
FRENCH GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE Price S6.00

One hundred plates of Gothic Architecture from the collection made for the

archives of the Commission de Monuments Historiqiies under the patronage of
the Administration of the Ecole des Beaux Arts.

MASTERPIECES OF SPANISH ARCHITECTURE—ROMANESQUE
AND ALLIED STYLES Price |6.00

This book is made up of one hundred plate pages containing hundreds of details,

sections and elevations shozving examples of Spanish architecture in the

Romanesque and the closely related styles zvhich zvc usually class under the general

term of Romanesque. The source of this material is the monumental work
published by the Spanish Goz'ernment for the purpose of making a record of all

the fine old examples of architecture in Spain and issued under the title, ".Monu-

mentos Arquitcctonicos de Espana."
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